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PREFACE 
The work presented here was sparked by an amount of active parti~ 
cipation in industrial research and invention which gradually convinced. 
me that inventive genius is present in all, but in'most'the man"'.'made 
environment.totally squelches this.ability. The real job of a director 
of research is. not how to assign work to get·requested work done, nor 
is it. how to spot a genius to hire; the real job is how to release the 
inventive ,capacity of the people on hand so that the effort coul;d be 
placed on "what.they rea:lly should have been doing." 
The attempt has been directed at presenting some,specific .courses 
of acti.on whereby a director of research could release this squelched 
inventive genius in his subordinates. The value this study may have 
is due to the great help of .the conunittee of professors who kept me on 
the track and headed into the materia,l where fruitful·investigEt:tion 
was possible. Drs. Earl J. Ferguson, James E. Shamblin, Thoma.a B. 
Auer, Ernest C. Fitch, and Clayton A. Morgan are responsible for what 
merit th;e work·may have. 
The j.ni:tial encouragement p.nd early guidance to attempt the .work. 
and to return to school came from the late Professor Wilson J. Bentley, 
·' 
under whom I had the privilege to study before his untimely passing. 
The possibility for the attempt was, of course, .created by my 
wife, Lucille E. and our children, Fredrich M., Lynne L., and Quentin 
C., who urged me to try and who carried on without husband and father, 
for the necessary years; My brother, Dr, John,M. Hilpert, and sister, 
Miss Myra E .. Hilpert, also helped by· "pushing little Connie along" as 
they have all my life, 
Mr. John H. Batten, president of Twin Disc Incorporated, my 
employer, allowed a leave of absence so that I could return to school 
to study and learn so I could be reequipped with an amount of the . 
advanced knowledge available in a modern college of engineering. 
Mrs. Jean.Lee has been able to decipher my terrible handwriting 
and translate it into p~rfect copy·and with the help of Mrs, Portia 
Shea has eliminated my equally bad spelling and English. 
Thank you each very .much;. it ha.s been learning fun for me and I 
hope may be slightly worth while to others. 
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CHAPTER! 
BACKGROUND, OBJECT, AND ENGAGEMENT 
OF THE PROBLEM 
Background 
The mention of "Reseai::ch Department!' usually brings to mind an 
organization of people collected because of their unique inventive 
ability, applying their individual genius in.a planned and directed 
attack on well defined obstacles in the path leading to a technological 
improvement in the healt:h, qappiness and general welfare of tl).e people. 
The.mention of "Director of Research" usually brings to mind the 
guiding super brain who keeps .the "Research Department" functioning as• 
pictured above, is effective in leading the effort, and is responsible 
for selecting the creative geniuses who comprise the "Research Depart-, 
ment." 
The mention of "Research. Scientist" or "Inventor" ul:lually brings 
to mind a person who has decided his lot is to. discover and create. 
It is quite natural that a mental image such as this should be 
prevalent. The first establishment which had as its sole aim the crea-
tion of the new was Thomas Alva Edieon's Menlo Park Laboratory (5), 
This in.stitut,ion originated the concept. and was a supre~ely vivid exam-
ple. As a first it was notable, and having as its head the greatest 
inventor of all time (1093 patents) it produced a fixed picture of the 
"Research Laboratory" or "Research Department" (41). 
1 
Tbday some great industrial co,:porations do strive to maintain a 
research department or laboratory ;l.n, tp.e image. of Edison 1,s Menlo Park, 
2 
not as. an imitat;l.on,, but .as the up-to-date result of 100 years improve-
ment on an originally correct, basic idea. :Be!! Telephone .Labora·tories 
is perhaps the greatest and mo,s t ob\'tio\,tS e:ita.mple of such a . department. 
It near.ly::exac.tly :sµpplies the ,prototypes for the pictures of the 
"Research Department,!' ·"Director of Research," and "Research Scientistll 
of the .first three .. paragraphs.· 
The usual small company ($50,000,000~QO or ·.less .gross annual sales) 
resEµ1rch department, director .of research; and resea:rcp scientist are· 
quite different _in origin,. organization, and real contribution to the 
corporate effort. 
The followiµ.g is a comp.osite, l)erhaps more ·d;l.sco,uraging than any 
single l;'eal example, but wit;h all factors.taken from the ,experience 
of the autho~ as a ·member of.res~arch depal;'tments, and as an involved. 
observer.of research departments of customer or suppliet; companies. 
The beginning is not as a research department. Tha beg;l.nning is 
not with the rese.arch sc:i.entist or. proven inventor. The beginning is 
. . 
not wit°Q, the purpose to invent. The beginning .is with a field service 
man or .production assembler who is -allowed to "rig up a-. test" in a . 
corner of '.the produetion shop or i'l;l the.company g~rage in place of,the 
president's.car. 
The test is not. to -found or prove out. an invention, but to. deter-_ 
mine .a cur~ for.some.malperformance ;in a production design or to 
determine the char~cteristics of ·a new design. The .service man rigged· 
test,might be to find a way to stop pl!,rt X from breaking at·zoo psi_or 
3 
to find the.capacity of the fuel tank for an advertising brochure. An 
immediate result is. that now sales can .speak of "our test lab," hoping 
that a customer will visualize his purchase backed. by a.version of the. 
paintings in paragraphs 1, 2, and ,3. 
Th~ first "research scientist". in "our test lab" is a young engi-
neer just out of school who is immediately quite useless in engineering 
design because he is totally ignorant of the company product. He is. 
put under ,the guidance of the ex-service man in "our test lab" so he 
may become acquainted with the product, It is. not.even remotely con-
. ' ' 
sider.ed that he could create or invent or even should while in "our 
test lab" as he was put: there·to "catch on," not "outstrip." 
The real· tap.gible result of this so called "test lab" is, of 
course, t:he cure to the breakage of part X or the correct capacity of 
the fuel tank~ There ,is the more obvious useful value to the sales 
department, the ability to assure.customers of the thorough research 
component of the .product and an.ability to show the facility to the 
cust:om~r. Knowing that no one expects creativity or invention from an. 
educated novic;e and an ex-servic~m1!-t the pressure is to run tests and 
provide a reasonable "research" appearance conforming to the sales 
department's concept.of what will fav:orably stimulate·the customer's 
confiden.ce. 
These beginnings are clearly the .exact opposite of the .first and 
correct industrial research laboratory and ,to an aggressive company 
management th.e fact becomes more and .more obvious. Perhaps this reali-
zation takes place only after the pressure. of field failure and speci-
fication ,fixing has enlarged "our test lab" to a few more people. It. 
4 
becomes known as th.e "Research and Development Laboratory" staffed with 
two "Research Engineers" and five !'Research Technicians," 
Actual selection of personnel is made as follows: one engineer is 
the ,young m~m above, the other an engineer who "just. didn '.t work out on 
the board," one technician is the ex-serviceman .. above; two are service 
trainees and.two are assemblers who too~ a cut in pay to gain the 
advantage.of lighter work, 
The realization .bY management of the necessity to convert from an 
impossible antithesis of a rese!irch and development laboratory to a 
real research and development laboratory puts ·the responsibility to do 
so squarely on.the sl).oulders-of some individual whom management decides 
should accomplish the mission. Call this man, the "Director ,of 
Research" and assume his job is to produce real creative invention with 
the. facilities and personnel described -above, 
This is not intended to mean that the ideas, facts and resultant 
di.rec tion~ to move in are limited to the . research departmen, t; Indeed, 
the pres.ident of the company, the chief engineer, the vice president . of 
sales and any other manager should ut.ilize what is herein to establish 
a higher level of creativity in their commands, The constant term 
director of research, will be used here only as a focal point not as a 
restriction, 
There have. been great amounts of investigation and discovery.by 
psychologists in the field of creat~vity. A generous amount of this 
work has been aimed at the problem of recognizing and selecting inven-
tive genius. Five good lists of character_istics of the creative person 
are found in,Appendix A. Initially, this research is seen as of great 
aid to the director of research but .unfortunately were he given the 
5 
exact criteria of an ideal inventive genius and a test to locate this 
person it would be an academic exercise only. The director of research 
doe~ not have.the luxury of being able to obtain the people and facili-
ties to. do the assigned job but must do the assigned job with .the 
people and facilities on hand. The ,change of facilities is yossible as 
funds are made available. This is never very rapidly or copiously 
accomplished. The change of people is almost impossible and usually 
not fortunate when the change is forced, i.e., death, voluntary change 
of jobs., or gross incompetence causing dismissal. 
Even with a vacancy.to fill, the Director of Research, armed with 
the criteria of, and test for, genius is little better off than were.he 
without these aids. The real fact of life is that the first fellow who· 
looks .like he might work out is hired; usually fewer than six appli-
cants are necessary to find such a man. 
The above very bleak picture is somewhat brightened by some 
observation~ of what has been the result of the .great advancements in 
our knowledge of creativity. The "technology explosion," so often com-
mented upon in the media, is mainly the mistaken idea.that the existent 
mass production of similar things is the result of the mass production 
of new ideas, or invention.. The number of patents granted per 1,000,000 
population has not exploded. (See Table I) 
The indicatiqn is that the recognition, selection, and utilizat.ion 
of genius is not in a marked manner better today than it was in the 
clawn of the industrial research laboratory, 100 years ago. The direc-
tor of research who.finds himself charged with the conversion of a 
6 
department of seeming misfits in the field of creativity .and invention 
is not. truly left behind by a "creativity explosion." There appears 
to have been none. 
TABLE I 
PATENTS PER .CAPITA (For U.S.A.) 
YEAR POPULATION (41) PATENTS ISSUED (62) PATENTS/1,000,000 PEOPLE 
1870 39,818,449 13,986 350 
1900 75,994,575 26,499 349 
1930 122, 775 ,046 45,342 369 
1960 178,323,175 47,238 265 
1970 203,184, 772 64,439 318 
When viewed alone, certain organizations appear to have had a crea-
tivity explosion, one such is the government. (See Table·.· II) 
This fantastic growth is not the result of an improvement in the 
management of creativity by.the government but rather a change from a· 
policy of doing nearly no research at. all to one where governn:ient 
research labs are quite overwhelming .in size. Of great interest and 
significance is the fact that in 1900 and 1930 the government did 
employ people but policy must have provided little opportunity to 
create and invent. Today;, the govenment also employs people but also 
provides th~ opportunity .to -create.and invent. The director of 
research could reasonably suijpect. that; his five .man crew, selected by a 
process not incl.uding a consideratiOn .of c~eative ability, could be 
ch1;1nged.from a non-creijUve group to a creative group by a chan~e of 
opportunity. As a manager this he directly controls. 
YEAR 
1900 
1930 
1960 
TABLE II 
U. S. GOVERNMENT PATENTS 
PATENTS ASSIGNED TO 
U • S • GOVERNMENT · ( 6 2) 
virtually .none. 
less.than,10 
approx~mately 1600 
The director of rese~1;ch can inE!tantly ch,ange the ,ince1.1t;i.ves, 
opportunities, adminis.tration, .formal and informal organization, and 
goals of the department •. Thi.s he ,can do only if he: has a clear picture 
of how to change these environmental ;factors in order to allow and 
encourage the creativity of ,his personnel te emerge. 
The above statemet).t may seem in direct contrad;i.ctian to the deduc-. 
tion made·frqI!l Table I. lf, in general, country wide, modern 
8 
psychology has not been able to accelerate invention, how can t:he 
ditector of research do so in qis microscopica]Jy small department? In 
the small view this. can .be ,quite readily accomplished and might be 
explained as follows. 
Assume two competing conipanies, A and B, who each build a form of 
produet .z •. The creativ~ty effort in A is completely nullified, whereas 
in Bit is eneouraged, Company B's people invent an improved Z, 
Interestingly enough, had both companies had rese~rch efforts like B, 
it is very likely tqat still ,only one improved form of Z would result 
as one patent only is a],lowed per invention and that is the first to 
appear. The action is very similar to an automobile race. The number 
of entries does not affect the number of winners, nor does it directly 
affect the time from start to finish, Company A or B would have made 
the better Zand the other company would have wasted its time and money. 
The director of research by changing his department to one of creative 
production does not risk altering .the whole inventive output in t~e 
country, he only risks beating out the competition, 
The record of multiple invention is quite illustrative of this 
point. The .Patent Office states .that about 1% of the patent applica-
tions result in interferences (56). This means the unwitting race. 
between inventors was sq close that the result was·almost.a tie or a 
multiple tie. There are many more inventions which are net recorded 
where an inventor is totally surprised and disappointed .to see "his 
inve.ntion" in the .latest issue of the ,Patent Office Gazette invented by 
someone else, 
Another great number of inventions are cancelled not because some~ 
one,else has invented the same thing but because someone,else has 
9 
invented a better ·difJerent solution to the problem •. Only conjectu;e 
can be· used to es.tima t.e · the. -:mass of inventd.o.ns wh~ch were cancel,led :bY · 
the death 'of ·.the steam locomotive ancl the vacuum tube. 
. ' ,: : ' 
The author~ so far, h~s haq. only,<;>ne,patent wh:f;ch resu],ted.in an 
inte1;ference but has had many 11 inventipns'I whic;h were too late to be 
original, or .while quite original were not nearly as good as some late 
pa tent by someone els,e •. 
The not so obvious result.of ·the issue of nearly every patent is 
the nul,lification o{ an equal amou~t of work·by an,unkno.wn number of 
othe+ inve~tiga,tors~ Thus, the·dir~ctoF of reseS:rch who decides·to put 
his department into competition with other cr~ative: research depart-
. ' 
ments only allows his company a chance of winning. where previously it: 
was a sure lo~er. 
This inVe$tiga.tion is not ·concerned with economic factors which 
might •cau·se mana.gement to decide to compete .or not comp,ete .;i.n the 
' . . ' . . .. ' ' . 
research area_ but ia hint of these .is in. order.. There have been and are 
companie_s whi~h compete ·commercially but invent nothing. Some of thes,e · 
are leaqers .in their field. The,William S. Haynes Company of Boston;· 
I . ' ' 
Massachusetts-is·an.example. Wo-rld renqwned as th,e maker of the finest 
flutes and piccolos, their preeminep.ce is no1;: based on.rapid develop-
ment of the·product based on.research. Their prqduct. cost;;s about as 
much. as a .large_ deluxe refrigerator, o:i;: televis:i,on set, but is .not 
markedly different or better than .. one built fifty years ago, which is. 
not :similarly true of the ·refrigerator or television set. 
', , , I I ' 1 
The automobile industry· is iitte.resting., · Their ·out;put :of patents 
is seen in. Table III. 
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TABLE III · 
AUTOMOBI:C..E COMPANY PATENT RATES 
SALES PATENTS ISSUED PATENTS/SALES 
COMPANY 1971 (9) 1970 (62) it: 109 -DOLLARS · I 
General Motors $13.7 · x 109 . 400 21.4 
Ford 14.98 x 109 169 11.3 
Chrysler 4.51 x 109 38 8.4 
American Motors 1.09 x 109 5 4.6 
The management of the companies appear to be satisfied to let GM 
be the leader and each apparently e:x;erts only the .effort needed to stc;1y 
ahead of its .follower. Looking at the "Research Race Track" none.of 
the com)?etitors a)?pea;r to be, "charg:i,ng" hard· enough to advance, its 
place •.. Management of the lesser three appears to see it as not eco-:-
nomically feasible to risk rese1;1.rch,competition with it;s superior. The 
far fewer product line$ of ·the lessei;: three could allow any of them to 
outstrip GM with very little e~tra expense. The a1,1thor's company 
believes a patent costs on .. the avet"age .of $5000.00. Only 59 patents 
per year more, 0.65% of its saLes dollar and Chrysler Re$earc_h might 
equal GM,. but in1:1tead made a decisio.n for non-:-competition. 
The present study.will assUI\le that management has decided to 
pursue aggressivel.y creatiye research and invention. The director of 
research is commanded to produce.useful inventions at the maximum rate. 
I 
company resources will allow artd thus must establish. 
11 
Four Criteria of Inventive Environment 
. . .. ·" 
1. A tec.hniaal enviro,nment ·equal to the state of the .art; 
2. TJ;"ue .technical direction to the effort; 
3. An effective motivation of creatiyity; 
4. An administrative environment in which creativity is 
encouraged •. 
Object. of This Investigation 
The obj~ct of this investigation is to determine management 
controlled causative-factors which aHow the establishment of the fo4r 
criteria above. Further, so that a company may benefit from the latent 
inventive genius inherent in its employe~s, sp.ecif.ically those ·in the 
research department, a defined. course of action is presented for the 
direc to;r o~ research to follow. · 
Engl:l,gelllent, .of ·the :Problem , 
Number one of the ·four criter:i,a lis.ted ·above is perhaps the 
easiest.tc;> provide and so.is.the one on.which all.resources are.often 
spent. The kn(?wl~dge to spend ·itn)?ressive amo·UJ?,ts o~ money on .even .. more · 
l'tmpiessiye equipment is stored in the .minds of all graduate engineers 
and technicians.. The writer has see.n tens of thous.ands of square feet 
of laboratoi["ies full of highly refined research equipment, the cost of 
which elimi®,ted near],.y all compete.nt 'personnel. Finally, the parent 
company ,was forced to at;:tempt to ,Peddle its laboratqry capacity to 
others and ultimat.ely ,liquidate the .facility. Until he too was 
"liquidated,'' the head of this research effort was enthusiastic about 
some new inst;rument which c9uld, determine some value more accur~tely. 
12 
This investigation will completely avoid'a discu1;1sion of hardware. 
The authol," is technically familiar with the. hardware pertaining to his 
past experience, and thus, could not intelligently disct,1s.s other. It 
is; hopped that this investigation .will ,produce some ways to accomplish 
2, 3, and 4 of the above. The fundamental .trl.1th is that people invent 
and create; test; hardware helps only if it is completely subordinated · 
to the will of the inventor to solve his singular immediate problem. 
Genera.! instru~enta.tion so impressive to "visiting firemen" only · 
diver,ts the inventor from how to ma,ke h;l.s idea, .to how to have a prob-
lem an on1hand facility can solve. The hardware which confronts the 
direc·tor of research as. he .begins ·to convert the department is already 
ill .suited ·for the real, creative ,research about to begin. The director . 
of research should spend no money.at all on hardware l.1ntil he has 
effectively.established 2, 3, and 4. 
9:he·stat~ments of ·how the great geniuses invent are interestingly 
in support of. this state'.llJ,ent. Their st,atements are reminiscent of the. 
powerful ·work. Euclid did by scratching in the sand· with his can.e or 
Erasthenes did with a tower and a hole some distanc;e apart. Joseph 
Rossma"Q (48), has stuq.ied over 700 great.inventors and has collected 
statements qf .their m~t'hods of inventing and their mental processes. 
The analysis ·Of their replies he has re.duced to the follo'tlting disti.nct 
steps. 
1. Observation o:f; a neeµ or difficulty. 
2~ Analysis of the need. 
3. A survey of ·all available information. 
4. A formulation of all objective .solutions. 
5. A critical analysis of these.solutions for their 
advantages and .disadvantages. 
6. The birth of the new idea -- the invention. 
7, Experimentation to test.out the most promising solution, 
and the selection and perfection pf the final embodiment 
by some or all of the previous , steps. · 
Only in.step 7 could one imagine the inventor to be hampered by 
lack of hardware SUITABLE "to test out: the ,most pl:'omising solution." 
This is AFTER step 6, THE INVENTION. Thus, we see that even for the 
13 
great inventors hardware is the last consideration and of course cannot 
be.assembled ahead of time, unless someone can be ahead of first. Tube 
testers had to come.after DeForest invented the tube~ 
A typical but short. statement by A. Y. Dodge, as quoted in.Rossman 
(48) is copied here. 
ACTUAL METHODS OF INVENTING, 
When working·out: a new device,, mental pictures present them-
selves. to my mind quite rapidly, more rapidly in fact than I. 
can record them on paper. Therefore, the first step seems 
to be.a process of eliminating the imaginary pictures to 
r~duce the group to tqose most feasible.. Another process of 
eliminatJon ,follows a:f;ter making freehaI).d sketches, and a 
further process of eliminatio.n follows after laying the parts 
out to scale and studying the functions of the different 
part·s in detail. · This usually brings me to a lay-out (in 
complicated cases) which requires reinventing, or at any rate 
additional scheming in order to improve some.of the objections 
of phases of the mech1;1nism. (A. y. Dodge) 
A. Y. Dodge was a most pro:l.ific inventor of mechanical power trans-
mission and control systems and devices. Nowhere in his statement of 
how he invents is a hardware, requirement mentioned, Jet a dynamometer 
installation to adequately put numbers on the performance of one of his 
inventions could easily cost $100,000.00 and be a source of just pride 
to its designer and an itinerary highlight of a "visiting fireman." 
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The great · inventors · studied by Rossman describe their mental pro.-
cesses and ~one emphasize 1the role of hardware or hardware generated 
mountains of data. A. D. Moo·re (41) quotes Einstein, Helmholtz, Edison;, 
and Poincare.briefly. 
EINSTEIN: I believe in intuition :and inspi:ration ••• At times. 
I feel certain I am· right while net knowing the reason ••.• 
Imagination is more.important than know],edge. For knowledge 
is limited, wher.eas imagination embraces the entire world, 
stimulating progress, giv:ing .birth to ev:olution. It is, · 
strictly speaking, a real.factor in.scientific research. 
HELMHOLTZ: [~fter previous investigations of a probl~m]. 
in .all directions • • • happy id·eas come unexpectedly without 
effort, l:f,.ke .an inspiration. So far as I am .concerned they. 
have·· never come to me when my mind is fatigued or .when. I was. 
at my working tabie. [Helmholtz got his inspirations when 
rest:ed-'T"Often ·in ,the morning.] . 
EDISON: The key to successfu+ methods comes :i;-ight oµ~ of the· 
air~ A real, new thing like .an. idea, a.beaut;iful. melody, is 
pulled out ot space. 
POINCARE: ••• creative ideas.did nQt: come to him while he 
worked at his desk, but frequently fl.ashed int;o his mind 
while ·engaged in other activities. 
The author's experience has been quite in agreement with these. 
sentiments.· It is a firm conviction on the part of the.author that a 
"researcher" taking data meticulously, or instrumenting complexly is not 
functioning in .a cre~t:Lve mode at all. He is a prisoner.of no direc-
tion or misdirection and has ret:i;-eated to a defensive position of 
exhibiting an obviously admirab.le quality of ,diligenc~ and .earnestness •. 
The author has been.guilty of .all such s~ns and a typical·example of a 
hardware bloc~ge of ·creativity is .useful here as illustration. 
The company's clutches were suffering heat damage and research was. 
asked to investiga~e. An immediate question was, "How hot is it ins:i,de 
the clutch?" This, for many reasons, is an instruil).entation problem. 
which has never been solved for reason!:! beyond tqe scope of this 
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writing, The uniti!fblr.med instantly wade in with confidence and the 
subtle problems show up one at a time. Each appears in a manner which 
allows optimism as to. the effect of the new instrumentation innovation, 
Analysis of voluminous c;lata shows that houts of work produced the co.n-
clusion that as yet there is no answer present to "How hot is it inside 
a clutch?". Progress continued to the point where data sheets were 
printed, on which the answering data would be printed; but still the 
instruments refused to _produce the answer. 
The problem was solved by subterfuge, A data sheet was filled out 
by the .author with completely fictitious data as.though success was. 
actually on hand. The "answer" produced no suggestions at all which 
could prevent the heat damage. The entire test was stopped, the 
apparatus dismantled and the answer never found to "How hot is it 
inside a clutch?" but the research that; started then allowed the co!ll-
pany to market clutches which simply will not.burn up or suffer any 
type of heat damage, even when operated by a malicious operator, and 
none has ever worn out. 
This same fascination for hardware "pre-requirement" procured and 
its catastrophic uselessness is c;lifficult-to document in the case of 
industrial research at).d invention •. The evidence of the error usually 
disappears with the effort which it has caused the demise. The pages 
of history, however, have some interesting records of the fascination 
with hardware development in anticipation of the need and its critical 
effect. 
The records of ·Scott and Amundsen's race·to the Sou,th Pole is 
interesting, and. to the point (47). Amundsen.is quoted, "My object· 
was ••• to concentrate all our forcea upon the .one object--that of 
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reaching the Pole." Traveling with only proven artic equipment and 
pulled by proven artic dogs, Amundsen accomplished his intended mission 
exactly as ,plc1,nned. It might be said Rossman's steps 1 through 6 indi-
ca.ted step 7 needed hardware of a very narrow assortment and of a type. 
that would not become part of the problem rather than a means to the 
solution. 
Scott, it .seems, was more interested in hardware "perfection." 
His hardware included "motor sledges.". "It was claimed that they could 
pull a two ton load over any surface." But they were not developed 
specifically .for Rossman's step 7. These machines had such a record of 
aid to ·the effort .that the early loss. of one, which fell through the 
ice upon unloadi.ng, was· commented upon as, ". , , a stroke of luck." 
Other seemingly odd 'motive power for artic use were nineteen poni_es, 
also to prove unsuited for the environment of the ~skimo, 
The ef;fect of this hardware orientation rather.than mission orien-
tat:i,on is interestingly noted by Wally Herbert (20). "His [Amundsen] 
total clil'\lbing from the . time ,he left the ice shelf to the time he 
returned .from tq.e Pole was 19,590 feet, as against·ll,470 feet.climbed 
by Scott's party.II 
It must be remembered, Amundsen was using only hardware developed 
by nomadic Eskimo tribes several thousand years previously. Scott was 
finally defeated by his modern hardware problems. · Amundsen solved the 
larger problem much more quickly. 
It could be dem~rred that being first to reach the South Pole is. 
not quite like being first to make.a phonograph but it ,is of striking 
similarity that the firsts in both cases moved directly, enencumbered 
by problems of hardware which was ill conceived for the task involved. 
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The above inyestigation has produced a definite, if half ·negative, 
course of action for the direc;:tor of research in converting the depart-
ment to do effective ct1eative research resultin'g in .inveQ.tion. This 
is: "Buy no hardware until after s.omeone. has gone through Rossman' s 
first six steps.above and obtained the invention." The positive action 
tl?-en might 'be:-. "Buy only what the inventor ne~ds for THAT invention tq 
progress through step 7." 
Tqe bac;:J,tg~ound of the problems a director of research and develov-
men t f~ces . in the small company has been . discussed and one of the . 
problems, that; of establishing, ''a technical environment equal to the. 
state of the art·," has been dealt with. 
CHAFTER·II 
THE INVENTION SEQUENCE 
The purpose,of this chapter is to describe in good detail and 
thoroughness the complete process of invention using as.examples 
several of the.author's inventions. These.examples and discu$sion 
thereof will supply some evidence of direct courses of a~tion a direc-
tor of research should move in to establish creative research and 
invention in hh sphere of influence, 
Case One: The Omega Clutch. 
The .,first exall}ple is of a. device marketed by Twin Disc, Incorpora-
ted as the. "Omega Drive" and "Omega Clutch.'.' The Greek letter "w" in 
engineering usually refers to rotational speed; the clutch, is sensitive 
to speed, thus the nal"\le "Omega." 
The author was formerly in charge of the Hodgkins Test Facility of 
the Indu.strial Power and Equipment Division of the International 
Harvester Company. This was a proving ground for earth moving equip~ 
ment, There the author became minµtely familiar with the operation of 
all types of earth moving equ:i,.pment, averaging twenty hours per week of 
actual "cat Skinning," grader, scraper and loader operation, This 
experience was as necessa:ry to the later invention!:! as it was .for 
Thoma!:! Edison to be a skilled telegrapher in ordet for him to see the 
telegraphic deficiencies he was later to eliminate.(5), 
, 0 
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The ,many. hours of 9peration gradually raised the skill to, a level 
where the author no longer. needed to think about what he was.doing but. 
could, operate·by.reflex .and apply his thoughts, .as an,engine«!r, to how 
to'. better design the equipment, so it would allow an, opera.tor to do 
"whatr he really ought to be doing. 11 Many such improvements, of course, 
were becomi:ng more and more obvious with, each added hour of operation 
and attempt to obtain higher and higher production, but:here only the 
master. clutch problem will be ,considered. 
The I •. H. C. ,TD-24 was, at ·that time the la3;gest and most powerful 
crawler tractor in the world. A unique st~ering systeD?, made it also 
the easiest to operate and thus it co.u,ld --be pu~hed by the operator t':' 
remarkable production (for that.time, 1951). The limiting factor was 
the master .clutch. A hard working TD-24 did 1;1ot emit the familiar 
aroma of diesel ·exhaust but. of Raybestos-Manhattan /11488 clutch facings 
operating far too hot and ;vaporizing. 
When not .op~rating, the author was submerged in all te~ts at the, 
facility, the most .. important being the. prol>lem of the TD-24 clutch., 
The clutch wa1;1, commercially, barely economic. Ev~ry four hours ·. the 
' r • ' ,, ' I 
operator needed to adjust it to, prevent ,slippa~e. aI).d, complete failure. 
An aqvanced TD-24 arrived at the facility which included a then 
1;1ovel .hydrokine.tic torque converter behind which was a new type master 
clutch of eJJ:tremely,high ,capacity. The .author again was·able,to put in 
a major amount of t:t.me "skinij.ing .this cat" ,a1;1d found this ·new extremely 
large clutch to be a catastrophic failure, .usually being ,completely 
destroyed in thirty minutes of no'm!lal operation. 
Soon-thereafter the writer found himself employed hy Twin Disc, 
I1;1corpora ted,. a . company making clutches and torque conv~rt.ers. An 
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imme.diate ·project for ·the reseat'ch department was .. a crawler ·.tractor 
transmission system. then being tr:f,.ed by Allis Chalmers Company in an 
experimental HD-],9. A design similar to tb,e catastrophic fa:f,.lure, in the 
TD..,24 was a simih.r failure in the "almost as big as :a TP-24" experi-
mental HD-19. The auth.or became an expert HD-19 opera.tar at the Allis 
Chalmers proving grounds and was·becoming quite aware of ."what he really 
should be doing.". One very start],.ing .observation was made after e:x:tenr-, 
sive operation of a standard produetion HD-19. The very low capacity, 
relatively crude master clu.tch in the standard production Allis, Chalmers 
aD-19 almost ,never needed adjustment and rather than being the limit on 
production could not be damaged by anything ·Which at that time was. 
calle,d severe .opera,tion. · 
At this point in the process of creativity, the con4itions were as 
follows. 
Art individual whe.was in. possession of the ,academic,education 
gained by having earned three degrees in Mechanical; Engineerirtg had 
also become minutely familiar wit~ the ,entire .technical engineering and 
worker level aspects o:I; the .machine, its work, its operation·, and its 
limitations. The author could look at ;it as a well; trained engineer. 
The author could look at it as a skil;le<l; operator. The author could 
look,at it as a service mechanic. 
The significant point is that in one individual's mind, all of 
these views were multiplexed into a single thought function. Three 
individua,ls, each ,of superi~r abilities but with singular views, could 
net· ~ave .produced. tp.is -multiplex of views int~ a sintle thought functioll.\.. 
The. support for this statement .is by the logic ,that ,follows. It 
would only be gross conceit to opine that previous to the author's 
approach to ·the. problem the engineering talent, operator skill, and 
mechanic's skill had been l~ss . competent;. It ,is well· kno.wn to th·e 
author that in both .Twin Disc ,and Allis Chalmers, many engineers of 
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superior ability, ,many superior operators, and superior mechanics, had 
all been concerned in concert about the very·problem described, but the 
solution did not come for them. 
A more ·well known example is that of ·Theobald Boehm's invention of 
the Boehm System Flute and the con~truction of the first silver'. flute. 
There were silversmiths of Boehril's competence, and flutists of B.oehm's 
c<;>mpetence, and acoustical physicists of ;Boehm's competence. Boehm 
could, however, see .. the problem .from all views of knowledge and experi-
ence so. he did what non,e had before. Quite tritely, but .quite rightly, 
haq only one,blinq man,been.allowed to "see"·the elephant from the 
"views of all six;" his description might have been more accurate t}lan 
th_e sum of the six iride:penclent views that it was a spear, a snake, a 
rope; a tree, a wall, and a leaf. 
This multiplexed view, which was th.e -author's on],y possible view 
and the other concerned engineers impossible only view, ena,bled the 
analysis to be.made which is found in U. S. Patent No. 3,202,018,by the 
author (23). · This analysis compJ,.etely explained the clutch failures. 
But more valuable than.that, it inµnediately indicated that it should be 
possible to ma\c.e a .master clutch which absolutely could not be damaged 
by.intentional abuse or excessively severe operation. Intentional. 
slipping pf the clut;:ch i~ ahead·of the converter _would cause no greater 
n,eed of cooling than that,alrea,dy supplied to coo+ the.converter. 
Lat;:er the exact design of the.initial field test report in its 
first applica,tion with no-interim development made the most durable and 
. \ . : 
successful power transmis,siot). systetn. i.n the ,field from a former non-
commercial ·.cata~tr9phic failu:re (23). 
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··'J.'be fun4atiiE!nt:als of this patent do not show any engineer:tng berond 
that whiC;!h any graduate could accomp],.ish were he set to it;. The only. 
reason the author could see .to set himself to do it ·was because .he had 
the ,descriptipn of the probelm forced upon him.by seeing the cqnditions 
from the three mentioned views. The author invented and others did not 
because the~e simply were no .other engineers either at Twin Disc or its 
customers.or competitors who had such a.vivid view of operation and 
mechanical s.eryice. It is a surprise to customers when a person,titled 
' . \ 
"Chief -Engin~er ,Research" will climb on a crawler ,at 6:00 P.M. and, off 
at 9:00 A.M., h~\i'ing done 15 hours productive bulldozing. This type .of 
activity is what .gave .the added facts to enable. their assembly into an, 
invention. 
Again, hundreds of 'hours of operation of ;these machines_ continu-
ously point~d out that even though the system was thoroughly indestruc-
tible the master clutch lacked ideal control. Now the clutqh can. be 
slipped indefinitely; at all power. ~eyels without-harm; thus, ideals of 
controlled continuous slipping operation are now possible should better 
control be '.inherent. 
These·ideals of operation could only be seen by an engineer who 
also wa~·an operator or by an operator who was an.engineer. The-
dichotomy presented by singular;izing the abilities of the one involved 
is an effective block to innovat;ion. The operator only has one problem 
to solve in a more,and more effective manner; that is, how to become a. 
greater and greater virtuoso on the equipment he is afflicted with,. 
making it perform.to, but within, its limits. The engineer only has 
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one problem to solve in a more and. more effective manner; that is, how 
, , , 
to make the equipment so that the operator can more continuously per-
form at his best virtuosity. This division of singular purposeful 
excellence produces a better what-has~always-been, but -cannot initiate 
a feeble try,of the grossly different. 
Many methods of how to'obtain contrpl were conceived and studied, 
and continued operation continuously re-enforced the knowledge and con-
viction of th,e benefits available were good control possible. Tl).e 
result, after much engineering effort, was that control would be pos"'." 
sible if a friction clut;:ch were made which could operate independently 
of the coefficient of friction. The design applicable in this case is 
explained in the author's u. S. Patent No •. 3,352,395 (24) and U. s. 
Pt;ttent No. 3,358,796 (25). The.se in~entions, contain.only knowledge 
which any competen,t mechanical,engineer would, consider quite mundane 
and, indeed, the production versions of these designs are much more 
ideal by virtue of the work of many brilliant mechanical engineers who 
need be engineers only, their problem being to improve on an already is. 
Any person who is only an engineer could have accomplish~d these 
inventions had-someone asked him to solve each of.the problems, the 
combined solution of which is the invention. Any operator could have 
directed any engineer to do so, had the operator the benefit of the 
engineering insight to see that what was of advantage was ,,also techni-
cally possible. Any engineer could have, establfahed · these ,pperational 
ideals were he able to ask the correct questions of any,operator. 
An engineering department or research department which is organ-
ized so that this "complete exp~rience" is not possible has effectively. 
stopped all creative research and invention. Visualizing the whole 
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organization and process of creativity as a SY!iltem.and cc:;,mparing. it to 
an'animal system, such a disconnection in the.creativ.Jty .system is 
exactly that of the -starv.ing _toad. It is common knowledge .that -a toaq 
will starve to death in.a cage when supplied with freshly·.killed bugs, 
of whic.h the toad's diet consil;l ts. All conditions are . present for the 
toad to gr9w f a.t. Unfortunately, the . toad'· s bo4y system asks, "Is. 
there_ something here that looks like and moves like a bug?" It gets 
the correct answer, "No.thing here'. looks and movea like a bug." The 
correct question,, "Is there food?". .is. nat.,·asked. 
This entire line -of ·thought. on· the management _of creativity is 
epitomized by Peter Drucker' s (8) poignant statem.ent ,. "For there are 
few.things as.useless ...... if not as d.9:ngerous -- as the right answer to 
the .wrong question." "Toad like" research management is sure to get 
exactly. what Drucker cautions.against. 
Case.Two: Clutch Flutter 
The path of investigation leadin,g to the relevant fa.cts of a 
phenomenotJ. known as."clutch flutter" atJ.d ·the invention of its c~res is 
. . . 
further. illust.ration of t~e necessity for the investigator to be pos-
sessed not only of-the technical knowledge which will ultimately solve 
the problem, but also the most,minute, detailed, first-hand experience 
with the problem. The,start;ling part of this invention .is that the 
whole phenomenon.of "clutch flutter" is on~ in which the simple appli-
cation of pure academic,theory,taught 1in every basic.dynamics course is. 
completely ·explanatory. The. terminal des~ruction .of transmil;lions frQll). 
this phenomenon .of flutter had .been an unpleasan;. fact .for years. It 
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was described by voluminous data which was analyzed by the mast bril-
liant minds available. The unfortunate and usual syst:em of applied 
research organization caused the mind containing the powerful theoreti-
cal knowledge to be the most remote mind from the instances of failure. 
This mind was set at solving the problem by remote control, his time 
conserved by having delivered to him only cleaned up data reduced to 
manageable quantities. 
The absoluteness of the impossibility tqr creativity is completely 
obscured by the obvious aillount of work this powerful analytical mind 
could do with the data given. He produced the maximum of theoretical 
analysis and deductions and conclusions and recommend.ations based on 
data collected by minds which could.not recognize the problem to be 
solved. It is like using the finest color film available to photograph 
the colors of a beautiful afghan but illuminated by pure monochromatic 
lighL Perfect pictures of exactly what is illuminated by the light 
come forth every time the shutter is clicked. Brilliant analysis will 
come forth hour by.hour from the powerful analytical mine!. bas~d on.what 
was illuminated by the data. 
In the case of clutch flutter, the author was fortunate to .have 
possessed the technic,al knowJedge needed and was not "helped" by 
others "cleaning up and reducing the data to, a manageable si.ze." The 
allthor was in physical co.ntact ·with the field and laboratory machinery 
every minute it was \run or being modified, The test was not considered 
in.progress unless this were true. 
It must be point~d ·out: that: the engineering and research depart-
ments of at least two competitors, three custolllers, one.independent 
research institute and two other divisions of the author's company were 
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simultaneously and intensely pursuing the solution. Al1 of these other 
efforts were led by engineers easily capable of the corr.ect analysis but 
who were depending on data cleaned up and reduced to manageable size by. 
lesser minds. This data reduction allowed the fundamental observations 
which indicated the solution to be missed by these other investigators. 
These were: 
1. A disengaged and never previously engaged clutch could 
flutter to destruction. (A forced observation of the author's since he 
not only built the clutch and transmission in the shop but also com-
pletely checked it and completely destroyed it in 2000 yards of opera~ 
tion). 
2. The.plates could run slanted and thus possess gyroscopic 
precession. (Again, an observation forced ·on.the author since he built 
each clutch tested in the laboratory, disassembled and inspecte4 each 
one . and reconstructed each catastrophic .·.failure.) 
The first observation .enabled the instant elimination of all fur-
the~ field testing as there was no field operation where the unique 
conditio.n was never to engage ,the clut:ches. The other investigators 
missed this point. True, any of them could have asked the question, 
but any clutch theory up to then "proved" clutches burn up because of 
slipping under load or partial rel.ease or engagement; the theoretical 
mind using second hand data was free to make the assumption that for 
some reason the clutch must have improperly released or incompletely 
engaged. The author's theoretical mind had a new but correct prqblem 
forced on it. "Why did a clutch which had never been engag~d and com-
pletely released burn up?" 
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The second observation was missed by other investigators because 
they looked at the meticulous data collected by laborat9ry and proving 
ground personnel who knew nothing of gyroscopic precessio:t;i. or Euler's 
equation of motion and thus could not record an evidence of the 
presence of such for the knowledgeable reader to recognize. SAE Paper 
No. 6990066 by the author (22) is an analytical discussion of the prob-. 
!em showing the startlingly strai,ght-forward application of Euler's 
equation of motion for the complet;e explanation of the phenomenon. The. 
author's U. S, Patent No. 3,446,323 (26), U. s. Patent No. 3,472,348 
(27), and u. S, Patent No. 3,482,668 (28) cover the cures invented by 
the author, Evidence supported the fact that engineering as taught in 
a normal mechanical engineering course, when combined with complete 
experience with the problem, mad~ the solution quite obvious. 
It was revealingly true that in discussions of the author's expla~ 
nation and cures with other investigators of clutch flutter the engi-
neers easily saw the fundamentals and could see answers to questions in 
their minds, questions which had been.raised by their studies of 
"cleaned up data .. reduced to manageable size." A typical conunent was, 
"Oh, that explains why , • • , • , could be true .II 
Discussions with the engineering managements of the organizations. 
which did not find the answer brought forth a uniform.and interesting 
remark, "We can't have our analytical ·minds wasting time playing in the 
grease.in the lab or in.the mud in.the field. We have mechanics and 
operators for that. We must keep the technical minds on the technical 
work." This attitude remained in spite of the obviods fs'ct·that all 
of the effort$ of not ,only their technical minds but operators and 
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mechanics and hardware were totally wasted. Their research management 
policy; insured that thei:ir technical minds were ideally able to concen-
trate.only on the higher level knowledge demanding solutions to the 
wrong problem. Research management had each person.diligently working 
at tasks ,exactly suited, to his skills producing a maximum of answers 
to irrelevant problems. 
The management,of creative research and development.is thus criti-
cally different from the management of mass production or other 
commercial enterprises. The mass production of a commercial product 
is most efficiently accomplished by breaking its manufacture into parts 
which are made by spec,ialists doing the same thing over and over but 
each doing as per a maE(lter plan previously delineated. The end product 
is clear,ly kt'l(own before anybody starts work. Creative ,resea;rch starts 
and must ever continue with no similar plan or.end defined. 
The transfer of the conditions. surrounding research to a produc-
tion shop would have the plan of .the shop work as follows; · Each man 
make his machine produce something it does well as fast as possible 
from what is delivered by trucke:irs traveling the shortest route between. 
machines. Raw material will ·be whatever purchasing can obtain most 
economically. Assembly will put finished parts together in the most 
expedient manner. It is sincerely hoped hard work by all will produce 
whatever it is going to be, such that the company w:f,11 prosper. 
One of the .research organizations studying clutch flutter so 
efficiently concentrated their efforts, as the absurd example above 
describes, that a "cure" which they recommended was, in fact, the 
worst tliing possible .which could be done .. to a standard clutch if the 
elimination of flutter was sought. The research which resulted in 
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this was as sincere but also as erroneous as the "bleeding" done by 
medical doctors of the 1700's. 
A very clear, disC;-USSion of a similar facilitation or impediment 
to creativity is done by A. D. Moore' (41). Moore shows very clearly. 
how the ancient Greeks could have advanced mankind nearly 2000 years 
had they not almost completely isolated the theoretical mind from the 
real and practical. 
The policy was for the thinkers.to think and argue theory, prac-
tical application was beneath them. The doers did only the connnonplace 
as advanced theqry was beyond ,them intellectually and by policy. 
The ingredient of creativity which the "toad system" of research 
manag~ment loses is called "insight"'by Haefele (17). His eleven types 
of insight are as follows: 
(1) The response is to sudden chance stimulation on a.problem 
not under active attack, perhaps even never considered. 
This k;l.nd of thing may happen quite often, as when one 
looks·up a journal article in the library. The attention 
strays.to the article,foUowing. It .stitnulates an.idea 
remote·from.the initial purpose in.going to the library. 
(2) The·idea arrives as a "side thought" analogous to Hadamard's 
"thinking asid.e." It is the· sudden realization of the 
answer to a problem while doing something else. 
(3) An unexpected event, perhaps in experimentation, is cor-
rectly interpreted, as when Perkin said, "'If this .color 
is so inten$e, it can be a dye."·' The unexpected result 
may be in. the form of a very slender clue, · Assume that. 
some experiments are made, even without strong.expecta-
tions. One result tr,iggers the mind to progress, even 
though its relation to the direction of progress may be 
most tenuous. 
The next four types of insight .possess a .large element of · 
deliberate effort. 
(4) The answer comes.from a continuous sequence. There is 
the problem, and the work on it, and the solution. 
(5) The answer comes on resumption of effort, Having done 
preparative work,. and a11owed time for incubation, some 
free time is taken for deliberate exploration for the 
answer. Soon, the fruitful idea comes. 
(6) In this.case, following preparation and due incubation, 
a train of thought directed to solution is initiated 
from the unconscious; This differs from (5) in the 
impetus of reattack, and from (2) in that one is not 
suddenly sut"prised with the answer, but starts thinking 
and quickly develops it. It is as if the solution were 
nearly ready, and the unconscious wished to gain rapport 
to finish the job most expeditiously, needing, perhaps, 
conscious aid to put the last stitches in.the tapestry. 
(7) Insight is by total coverage. A deliberate plan is 
made to cover all of a certain area and obtain the 
answer •. Here, another.and different insight preceded 
the planning, That was to perceive and delimit the area 
of study, and specify the methods to be used. 
Four other types of insight are of special nature. 
(8) A relay insight.recognized as such. Here, some material 
is discovered which is at once recognized as especially 
pertinent, In scientific work, for example, one deter-
mines, what would be a good experiment to try. It may or. 
may not work. This.insight differs in being an espe-
cially happy combination rather than the answer.itself. 
The type is particularly prominent in literature and the 
arts. Tissot, in his mind '.s. eye, saw figures moving in 
the ruins of a cathedral, and explicated the idea.: That 
should be a good subject to paint. A lyric poet may be 
impressed by a scene, and feel that his description of 
the locale will make a.good poem, after he has modified 
the details so . . • and so . • • and so. A writer may 
become acquainted with a strong or unusual character, 
and decide that he should be put in a story. Such 
occurrences and decisions have been vividly described 
by Richard Wilbur and Dorothy Canfield. 
(9) A very.common kind of insight occurs when a mass of 
material. suddenly emerges as a pattern, or .several ideas 
fall together into a unit or orderly arrangement.· The 
new thing is the oJtdeJung of the ideas. 
(10) In this type, one obtains as .an insight a parUcldar 
aspect of a more general case. But only gradually, as 
effort continues and the particul,ar insight is .worked 
with, does it dawn that "the general case of which this 
is a particular example is true, too, and it may be. 
stated in this way ••• 
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(11) In this case., an insight is utilized in the prqgressiv:e 
work for _some, time before it is :consciously. explicated· 
aE1 the :Principle upon which one is operating~ The.occur-
rence· of this phenomenon in concept . fo!'W!,tion studies 
has already been mentioned (pp. 76-79)~ 
It can be seen that each of th_ese insights .quite reasonably 
requires all fac;ets of 'the final answer. to hav.e been present in the 
inventor's :·mind before whatever stimulii or "key bit" of knowledge 
allowed an assemb,led answer to be conce:tved. A policy which prevent$ 
the presence.of any piece of this.knowledge in th,e inv.entqr's mind 
precludes insight. 
Research Work Assignment Policy 
The,.director of research must inl:;!ist _that .. every person who it ,is 
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hoped will invent: or cr,eate must stucjy, participate in, and.experiment 
with a whole_problem, not "his knowledge.level or most pleasant spe-
cialty." The delegation ,of· a man to "his specialty" or "his level" in 
the organ:i,zed attack on a problem effectively removes him fr.om a crea-
tive role. 
A. The ability specialization organization of a research depart-
ment . insures: 
1. Continuc;>us, orderly, efficient production of the highest, 
level of totally useless recqrded knowledge 0 possible for the group. 
2. The intentional segregation, of knowledge in individ,ual. 
brail);s, sq that; no brain cont~ins enough facts SQ tha1;: a solution or. 
invention can,be assembled. 
B. The. whole problem assignm~nt organization of a research depar~. 
ment insures: 
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L Sporadic production of soluti(?ns and invention, avera,ge 
rate .limited by. the ,relation of· educational level required by -solu~ions 
to the educat:1.ona], level of -the person assigned and .. his inspiration to 
diligent work. 
2. Production of useless invention or infreque1;1t invention . 
cural?le by redistribution of people and problems. 
The above direct;ions and information if followed by a directo1: of 
research will nqt,assure ·that invention will happen but will assure 
that .invention, can-happen.·. 
A word,of warning: mu~h of top management is production oriented 
and will be favorably impre51sed by A., 1. above. If this penchant for 
continuous,. orderly, efficient, h:l.gh level. useless repol;'t production 
is extremely strong, no cure .is possibl,e. The director of research. 
should leave.this employer and move to one,where l;'eason is used. 
The que51tion, "Ca.n this phtlosophy .produce results. if .applted by 
a re~earch direc.tor to his depar1;:ment?" w~ll be answered in a following 
chapter. 
The above states the results produce~ when a chief engineer o~ 
research applied these principles to himself. Each of the author's 
thirty patents is the.result ·of exactly tq.is process. 
CHAPTER, III 
INVENTION ON DEMAND 
The. next to last paragraph of the prec.eding chapter asked, "Can 
this philosophy produce results if app:J,,ied by ·a reseal;'ch director to 
his department?" The answer, pointed affirmative is presented in this 
chapter. 
"Invention on Dema,,.nd" is not intended to mean th.at invention comes 
forth because the ,boss has said, "I wallt an invention." This produces 
no results. No one told Edison, "Invent .the phonograph, think of all 
the recorq.s we,could sell." Invention comes abo1.,1t because the.boss.has 
"voiced" his demand by setting up the conditions where invention of 
some kind could take place and by putting pe9ple in these situations 
and keeping them working on.solution .to the obvious.problems to which 
the inventions will .not be the solutions. Shockley, Brattain, and 
. : . 
Bardeen invented the transistor from just such a,situ~tion, related in 
the original case ,his.tory by Jewkes, Sawers, and .Stillerman (32) pages 
317-318. While studying the specific problem these tQ.ree .inve.ntors. 
saw.a totally different problem and the solution became.the transistor. 
I 
Caae One..:-+nvention on. Demand · 
The first case of "Invention on Demand'' is the .. invention which was 
granted u. S. Patent No. 3;417,845, December 24, 1968, tQ J, P., Swanson 
(53) "Actuating System for Multi-ratio Transmission." 
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At the time of this work Mr. James P. Swanson was a research engi-
neer in.the reseai::ch department of Twin Disc, Incorporated which was 
headed by. the author. Mr •. Swanson was put in the position of being 
encouraged ,to do constructive thought on the control systems used on. 
the company's multispeed, powershift transmissions. These units with 
up to six speeds forward and backward automatically shifted under loads 
of 100 H.P. to 1500 H~ P., were attendant with a complicated hydraulic 
and/or electrical control system best described by an.observant 
mechanic with a naturalist's view as a."Mess O Worms." Mr. Swanson was 
continuously forced, by the need to know all, to operate, and build, to 
repair and modify the systems in the customer's shops, proving grounds, 
and the "customer.' s customer's" stone quarries, mines, lumber camps and 
boats. Being a graduate Mechanical Engineer from Iowa Sta.te and tho-
roughly versed in the most up to date solid state electronic.circuitry 
and application and with facilities to work with Mr. Swanson did not 
invent an improved "Mess O Worms" that worked as desired. 
Patent No. 3,417,845 (53) was a quite radical approach to the sys~ 
tem. The change was so radical that much resistance to it occurred 
inunediately. This is usually a good sign to the experienced inventor, 
as it .means that .it is really a worth while inno.vation, or an .unwork-
able misconception sure to fail the first test. The latter.is, of 
course, not the product of any but the .most,naive innovator. One chief 
engineer was heard to remark, "That will never be used as long as·I'm 
chief engineer." Today, he is still a chief engineer, is using the 
device and, in fact, ie; proud of his amplifications of the original 
idea. 
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This was not an "accidental" discovery while pursuing some other 
work. It was, rather, recognizing a fundamental prob~em that needed 
solving and then coming up with a novel solution. This solution could 
not have come forth unless the inventor had been.in a position to see. 
the problem. The author did not issue aI).y instruction such as, "Jim,. 
invent an. end of shaft unitized valve and manifold system and electri-
cal control circuitry which will allow electrical control, and reduce 
the .pipes. and hoses by a factor of seven to one ,and supply higher flow 
rates and quicker clutch action with fewer valves, making the whole 
thing as impervious to the environment as a blacksmith's anvil." The 
directions were that Mr .. Swanson should apply himself mainly to the 
system from the operator's hand to the clutch shaft end and do the job 
he found would be.satisfactory. 
This type of originality is usually inspiration fot' dissatisfac-:-
tion with the ,inventor's w~rk by many who asked for the problems to be· 
solved in the first ·place! The attitude is "We didn't ask for a major 
change, just a little something to get.it working." An attitude almost 
like telling an.M. D., "Doctor, I didn't want you to take out my appen-
dix, just to stop that awful paid I had,'' 
The direc,tor of research has. a large protection duty to perform in, 
nearly every instance where an innovation is made. This was not satis-
factorily accomplished for had a qutstionnaire (described in Chapter V) 
been sent to Twin Disc, Incorporated, re Mr. Swanson, it would have 
been returned marked "No longer employed by .Twin Disc." 
Mr. Swa~son, while becoming completely knowledgeable about the 
product, its uses, its desired performance, its service problem~, its. 
production problems, its application problems, was not reading reports 
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written by lesser powered minds who cleaned. up, ordered, and reduced 
the data to manageable S·ize and uniformity. Mr. Swanson, for instance, 
was at a customer's proving ground for one week of every four.for about 
a year during which time he operated every tes.t machine a knowledgeable 
length of time every eight hour shift, twenty-,.four hours a day, seven 
days a week~ On call at all time in the motel, he was instantly .avail-
able to observe hints of trouble by the personnel and being a good 
operator himself co.uld duplicate the malfunction in its most, obscure 
form. 
The other three weeks of the time were used in the .laboratory an4 
office, trying to.find soluUons or better ways. The upshot was that 
the "Mess O Worms" s.hould no.t be put in order at all but a different. 
approach entirely should be sought; the patent (53) covers this real 
cure. 
The following is the response from Mr. Swanson to a request from 
the author to tell what he thinks allowed him to invent. 
April 15, 1972 
Conrad R. Hilpert 
1301 West 3rd Ave. 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
74074 
Dear Conrad: 
In reply to your inquiry regarding the actual and ideal 
background associated with a product development program, I 
trust the following conunents shed a useful light on the 
sul;>j ec t .• 
By way of introduction, it should be noted that the 
discussion applies to the development of a valve system 
(resulting in the issuance of a patent) applicable to Power-
Shift-Off-Highway Transmissions. · The device was the happy 
combination of features which while enhancing the overall 
power.train operational characteristics it also provided a 
substantial cost reductic;,n to the OEM user. The device, 
furthermore, passed the ,ultimate test·for its veracity in 
that the valve syeitem ultit$tely found ita way into produc-
tion. 
I shall not discuss the obvious requirements of an 
invention, i.e., the realization of the problem and its 
development, but rather concern myself with the environment 
provided by management. My opinion does not coincide with 
the connnonly e:x;pressed one to the effect that inventions are 
merely the ,outgrowths of personal inspirations of the nk>tnent. 
Quit:e the contrary, it is mandatory that the potential 
inventor be placed in an environment where a total realiza-
tion of the "present" is possible. The classic story of the 
blindmen inE1pecting the elephant and drawing, for them, the 
obvious .. conclµsions that an elephant is like a, snake, etc. , 
applies to .the inventor, if he does not have the total 
situation in view. 
With my invention, the Collector Valve, this formula. 
for, success was 'applied, I had, the opportunity to become 
. invt;>.lved not only with my own company's product line, but 
also had free access tci the customer's product. Hence I 
was allowed and encouraged to view the whole elephant, of 
which the collector-valves preclecessor was only a very small 
par,t by .comparison. The ultimat.e customer could see some 
rather irritating problems with the "predecessor" including 
service problems and the like. The OEM was aware of still 
other undesirable features, but.in both cases the overall 
picture was an unknownt and the "predecessor" did function 
and, had for years. In retrospect, ·the collector-valve was. 
an obvious. solution to the problem and in fact did enhance, 
the performance of the vehicle 1 but it .was obvious only 
wh~n it.could be viewed in t~e whole. In order for the 
inventor to function, management must encourage, or at least 
tolerate, the involvement of personnel in the total. overall 
picture. 
Obviously, frqm an economic·standpoint, all people can-
not be involved in all of the.product line. Hence the 
necessity of creating an invention team for a specific pro-
duct area .. On the hardware level this means that the 
responsibility must rest with an individual, supported by a 
group comprised of specialists, i.e., mathematicians, techni-
cians, designers, mechanics, operators, etc. It should be 
clearly understood th.at the operation is centered around an 
individual. This individual must in.turn understand that.a 
successful operation cannot be .run from afar, nor will 
inspiration come out of the slide rule. 
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The Director of Research has the responsibility, to the 
inventor designee, to keep.him properly supplied and sup--
ported. The successful creation of the Collector Valve 
followed this pattern. I was given total freedom of investi-
gation on.one hand while on the other, physical hardware and 
detail support was to be had for the asking. The director's 
initial selection of the inventor obviously has a distinct 
bearing on the project outcome. 
The world's greatest mind- could not crec:1-te a useful 
prod,uct without a good deal. of elbow grease, nor can the. 
world's ha~est worker.create a useful product without having 
trained his mind and acquired some practical experience. 
As a director of research, I would look for an individ-
ual with average intelligence or above, who has demonstrated 
his ability to work with diligence, who has been.or can be 
made knowledgeable in the product area. The formal education 
background must be viewed from the standpoint that the poten-
tial inventor has been given a reasonable background in 
"read'n, rit'n and rithmatic" preferably through or beyond 
the B. S, level. 
The basic college, or graduate college education ,is 
fundamentally as.sociated witl:i a very broad historical view. 
The inventor will be concerned ultimately with the future 
and in a very limited area of interest. As an inventor, I 
was concerned only with the off ... highway vehicle as a whole, 
aiding .to lead me.in a direction to improve a very specific 
item in a manner that was most compatible, i.e., required 
response ti~es, rugged, etc. 
Every rule has its exception of course, but with the 
inventor an adequate academic background is a necessity. 
There is always the possibility that the drill press opera"'." 
tor .will drill a hole wrong and solve the stability problem, 
but one can hardly rely, nor wait for such a happy occur--
rence. The level of the background, formal or otherwise, 
required i~ reflected in the time required to achieve a 
useful solution. In other words, a man could be taken off 
the street, who is willing to work, and become an inventor 
providing the time can be spared to accumulate the necessary 
background knowledge. This is basically where the university 
has its responsibility, To produc~ a reasonably well organ-
ized learning environment where the individual can broaden 
himself. 
~ 
, There is, of course, . a practical limit to how much back-
ground is necessary, bdth in the area of ,formal education and 
in experimentation and investigation. Sooner or later each 
potential inv;entor has to stop pfeparing, and simply try it 
out with the hope that it will work. We now come to an area 
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where the Director of Research, again, comes into the act, 
this time as "judge and jury." 
A hard-working-creativ~ individual can always improve 
the concept "just a little bit more." The director of 
research must have a strong technical background to enable 
him to function as "judge and jury." If the director is 
lacking in this .area, communication is virtually impossible 
and there is little likelihood of a proper go-no-go decision. 
Without technical competence the director's job becomes 
little more than a secretarial function, taking the minutes 
of the meeting, etc. 
With .the reassurance of knowing that the Colle·ctor Valve 
has been in successful produc.tion for some, time . (in a second · 
generation vers:i.on), it is reasonable to asst1me that the 
development program was a success, also. With all matters 
considered the succ;:ess of the endeavor is directly traced to 
getting at the real iro,n, working on .. the vehicle, servicing 
the vehicle, operating the vehicle and realizing what went 
wrong and digging until it was understood as to why. An 
"ivory tower" invention was not likely to cotne about. 
The valves were originally far removed. from the trans-
mission packs, hard to work on, sluggish in cold. weather, 
and were subject to damage and in the road of other vehicle 
components. These are items everyone "on the job site" 
knew and could have possibly fixed, but the added feature 
of enhancing response times and to the proper degree, could 
not have been.known. To .make the valve operate, with i 
reasonable design, when the temperature varied from S(]:°F 
below to l50°F above zero required considerable "high theory" 
investigation. 
All of this is obvious when looking back, and really 
quite .simple. However, the real key to success. is working 
in an environment created by tm!,nagement that supports. rather 
than delays the progress, and focusing the re~ponsibility in 
a single person while providing adequate technical support 
in all areas. 
It is. my hope that I have answered, your questions, or 
at least aided in clarifying them. If I can. be of further 
assistance, please feel free to call on me. 
Sincerely yours, 
(Signed) James P. Swanson 
James P. · Swanson 
Chief Engineer 
Research and bev~lopment 
W •. A. Whiteney Corp. 
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Beyond ..Jim's discussion of the env;l.ronment provided by management, 
it is noteworthy that he points out, "the obvious requirements of an 
invention, i.e., the realization of the problem and its development.II 
This is the real point of conflict the inventor has with the "other 
people." The inventor realizes the problem and moves to solve that 
problem, not the problem presented. This must evoke the most severe 
criticism from the "other people" as they were not at all bothered by 
an "infected appendix," just. "that awful pain." The director of 
research who pays heed will expediently be pleasing the bosses and may 
impress much high management by such obvious data and report production 
on the symptoms everyone is aware of. The director of research must 
disregard this easy road to an appearance of diligence and production. 
He must keep his subordinates in the situation such as Jim describes 
and have.faith. 
Case Two--Invention on Demand 
Gordon C. Olson, a member of Twin Disc's Research Department, was 
essentially exposed to the.exact conditions. Mr. Swanson was exposed. 
During one of the thr.ee weeks Jim was "at home" Gordy was "in the mud." 
(Two others were "in the mud" the remaining two weeks of each four week 
period.) The author directed Gordy to apply.himself to solving the 
obvious problems that occurred "from the shaft end inward •. " It must 
be noted, also, that both Jim and Gordy were minutely involved in the 
other's work and problems because each was afflicted with the total 
project when "in the mud," and "at home" in the ,lab. 
Mr. Olson was not instructed to invent a new clutch but to elimi-
nate the "main irritating problems" of the then production clutch. The 
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author did not have the opportunity to suggest the invention Mr. Olson 
came up with as the author had only then just been granted a patent on 
a new clutch mechanism of superior (to the production clutch) perform-
ance. Had a shift to something new been in order, this would have been 
the obvious suggestion of Mr. Olson's boss, the author. U. S. Patent 
No. 3,537,557 (42), "Hydraulically Actuated Clutch Having a Feedback 
Dump Valve," granted November 3, 1970 to G. C. Olson, covers a clutch 
of extreme simplicity which completely nullified the "superior" clutch 
of the author's. This is a good illustration of the fact that the 
inventor alone can be the one to "see the need to be fillecl." Mr. 
Olson's boss had already "seen the need and filled it," so was not.even 
looking for a better clutch from Gordy, just for him to fix the irri-
tating problems with the production clutch. 
Mr •. Olson, a graduate Mechanical Engineer from the University of 
Wisconsin, with experience in the aircraft industry as a designer, had 
the most rounded experience in Twin Disc. He was in application engi-
neering and hydraulic design whic4 in Twin Disc means, not valves but 
hydrokinetic torque converter de~ign, turbo-machinery. He also was in 
mechanical design and the research department. Gordy was encouraged 
to look mainly at the shaft end inward because of his near perfect 
knowledge of power transmission uses and demands involving the torque 
converter. All of.this enabled him to see a need and neatly fill it. 
The following is a reply from him about the environment in which 
he invented. Unfortunately, in the author's view, Gordy is no longer 
in the research department but has been promoted upward and is manager 
of application engineering for torque converters and couplings. 
Dear Connie, 
3805 Crosby St, 
Rockford, Ill. 
April 25, 1972 
I hope the enclosed is what you are seeking--a lot of 
words expanding on one.theme--"You have to know the .terri-
tory," Of course, encouragement from the upper echelon 
helps. 
I regret the delay in ·getting this to you. We were 
away on vacation until April 13 and then got tied up with 
price increase notices to our customers and engineering 
meetings. 
Best wishes on,your 
got is what you wanted. 
for y0ur thes;is and look 
with you,this summer. 
thesis. I hope the information you 
I am honored to have.been considere~ 
forward to discussing the outcome 
Best regards, 
(Signed) Gordy 
INVENTIVE ENVIRONMENT 
Patentable invention of most product13 that are functional 
and marketable originates with an understanding of the opera-
tion or characteristics of the overall vehicle .involved. 
To gain this understanding requires active participation 
in the motivation of the vehicle as well as the foresight of 
its purpose anq application. A great amount of this require-
ment is gained through the efforts.of ·a Complete Research and 
Development Group. This ts a group that will not only anal-
yze a situation analytically, but will involve itself in the 
application in the field, This is known as experience which 
is a prolifi,c teacher. No matter how well an invention per-
forms "on paper" or in the "lab," if it does not perform in 
th,e "field, " then what good is it? 
In one of my own particular inventions, the design of a 
dump valve type oil actuated clutch for transmissions in the 
propulsion of motorized vehicles, such as trucks, tractors, 
and loaders, the above approach proved valuable. Thi.s is 
true of most inventions patented for Twin Disc, Inc. 
The invention is seldom the complete thoughts of one. 
person but originates after discu.ssions with various 
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knowledgeable people who offer their experience and sugges~ 
tions toward the requirement of a new or improved device. 
This information is channeled into a group such as R & D 
through the supervisor and generally assigned to a specific 
person or group leader for investigation. 
To be effective, the supervisor must be completely 
knowledgeable and understanding of the situation. Engineer-
ing oriented co~panies of which Twin Disc is classified 
generally have this type of supervisor. These people will 
offer their ideas to the requirement and are weighed accord~ 
ingly by the person responsible for the project. Good 
supervisory assistance or direction facilitates the comple-
tion of the goal which is to develop a desirable or improved 
product. Patents or recqgnition are merely outcrops of the 
real goal. 
In my case the supervisory quality was exceptional as 
they were as close to the realistic situation any any member 
of their. staff, Their suggestions and advice were weighed 
strongly because of their analytical and actual field 
experience. Other members of the organization were techni-
cally capable also, as management strongly supports the 
involvement of R & D and design engineers with actual field 
experience. This means "living" with the program in the 
field as well as in the lab and on the drawing board. Over-
all involvement is the key to recognizing the situation. A 
person in order to be more effective must be able to 
conglomerate the conditions of the "field," research and 
design in an effort to produce the necessary product, A 
design engineer without the field experience requires more 
guidance and assistance sin,ce his scope is limited. The 
same virtually is true for the "field" engineer with no 
design experience, He understands the requirement but read-
ily can't project it to the design engineer or offer 
direction with reference to the design. 
In discussions with other engineers, the application of 
educational background pertains only to the basics learned. 
Generally, the engineers' profession is not in the realm of 
his major. ijy background after two years of basics was in. 
the heatin& and air conditioning field. This was appli-
cable somewhat in the phase of pneumatics in the aircraft 
industry. It'owever, in my present employment it had little 
bearing; so the real education relating to the present 
position was learned "on the job." Good basic education is 
a valuable tool that can be applied universally in engineer-
ing a new product; however, to recognize the requirement of 
a new product comes from the actual experience gained in 
that area. Not until we gained that experience could we 
offer a new and better design clutch pack assembly. The new 
clutch is faster acting, smoother shifting and contains 
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fewer parts. than previous designs. The new design idea origi-
nated after substantial hours of operation of crawler trac-
tors and realizing that the old style clutches were harsh 
during shift engagements and required exc~ssive.time to 
complete a shift. Group discussion of the short comi.ngs of 
the old style clutches encouraged the supervisor, who was 
aware of the necessity, to seek support from the management. 
A good supervisor; such as we had, directed ea.ch of us .. to 
work on special projects not necessarily originated by the 
individual but all discussed by the group. The projec.ts 
are surveyed and those that receive favorable. s.uppor.t .within 
the group are presented to .management for independent .back-
ing. An individual then is responsible .for the . project . 
including design, .. analysis, .manufacture, lab .test, .instal-, 
lation and field test. Each.person in .the group has his 
opportunity to work on a proj.ect. Each member had field 
experience in the areas where most of our products apply, 
making it easier to recognize shortcomings. 
I believe this concept offers more opport1,1nity for 
inventiveness. . It .has .proven to be effective for the 
company and creates self-satisfaction for the individual 
knowing that he is working on something that could be of 
benefit to his fellow man. 
The magnitude of the improvement maqe possible by Mr, Olson's 
clutch is of interest. ", •. realizing that the old style clutches 
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were harsh <luting shift engagements and required excessive time to com-
plete a shift." It may be said Mr. Olson went on to make·a clutch 
which instead of requiring 0.5 seconds to shift from one.gear to 
anc,ther, will shift so fast that a sha.fJ: capable of accelerating over 
., \ 
20, 000 RPM .per second. will move only 90° between gears. ·Gordy's clut;:ch 
is che~per and contains thirty-four fewer moving parts. 
Case Three--Invention pn bemand 
The th:i,rd example of "Invention on .Demand 11 resulted in U. S. 
Patent No. 3,613,469, October 19, 1971, granted to R. C. McRoberts and. 
Bruce C. Arnold (40). A graduate in General Engineering, Mr. Mc.Roberts 
has been more than thirty years with Twin Disc. He has been through 
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Twin Disc from top to bottom and has, perhaps, more experience in the 
application of the company's products than anyone else. Several years 
ago his attention was directed to the marine market to determine what 
should be done there. The controllable pitch propeller was a very.high 
sales. item,, especially in -Europe, and all present production types as 
well as new inventions came under close analysis. The advantages a~d 
disadvantages of each was thoroughly investigated ancl the utility of 
the CRP propeller was so great that serious thought was given to 
developing such a device p.t Twin Disc ,or obtaining license for such from 
outside inventor~. 
Mr. McRoberts then "went to sea" with the shrimp fleet (a large 
Twin Disc market) and remained at sea for considerable periods trans-
ferring from shrimper to shrimper. This experience resulted in a 
manual on the requirements of marine gears and power auxiliaries on 
ship board which is a text of such operations. 
It became obvious to Mr, McRoberts that what was really needed was 
not a new better CRP-propeller but a better way to do more of what 
really ought to be done. Twin ,.Disc was already producing the Omega 
clutch, (the invention of which is dei;cribed in Chapter II) and Dick 
knew from first hand operation and application exactly what were its 
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capabilities in allowing controlled power division and spet;:d on the 
input side of torque converters. This was seen.as being very nearly 
ideal control for a propeller enabling the ship's engine to operate at 
any speed above propeller speed and be continuously varied while the 
Omega clutch held the propeller at constant speed. 
Mr. Arnold, a Mechanical Engineer graduate from Iowa State and a 
marine gear design engineer for many years, then designed it in~o a 
marine gear in a novel manner such that.the new "Omega Power Control" 
Marine gear was interchangeable with s.tanda.rd gears. Mr. McRoberts 
describes the environment which allowed this invention as follows: 
Mr. Conrad R. Hilpert 
1301 West Third Avenue 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
May 3, 1972 
Subject: History of An Invention 
Dear Connie: 
Here is a brief history of.my Om~~a Power Control Marine Gear 
work which you may wish to include in your thesis. 
In it I just mention the many varied and stimulating lunch 
discussions we often .shared at the Smoke Shop in Rockfo.rd. 
Thinking back, this opportunity for self-expression may 
have been a vital ingredient in our search for new ideas. 
slw 
Enclosure 
Kindest regards, 
TWIN DISC, INCORPORATED 
(Signed) Dick 
R. C. McRoberts 
Development Engineer-
Marine Products 
HISTORY OF AN INVENTION 
By R. C. McRoberts, P.E •. 
Development Engineer, 
Marine Products 
Twin Disc, Incorporated 
Racine, Wisconsin 
An "outside" inventor offered a new controllable revers-
ible pitch propeller d~sign to Twin Disc management and I 
was selected to make the market study. The objective agreed 
on for the market study was as follows: 
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First, to acquire the knowledge necessary to determine 
whether or not Twin Disc should enter the controllable revers-
ible pitch propeller market. 
Secondly, provide within this study sufficient.evidence 
to carry on with a CRP. Propeller project or discontinue the 
effort. 
Prior to this, my work involved the sale and application 
of Twin Disc marine gears, clutches, universal joints and 
especially hydraulic torque converters for a variety of indus-
trial and some marine applications. 
Wit.h this background, I was. given a free-hand as to 
where I would look for information and started by gathering 
in1all the readily available printed material on CRP propel-
lers. Marine magazines at the John Crear Library, Chicag.o, 
were helpful. 
The market study was actually done.on a part time basis 
starting in .July, 1967 and completed in April, 1968 with a. 
50 page·final report supplemented with 700 pages of indexed 
reference material. 
An abstract of a 12 page summary report on this market 
study is attached. This paper was presented at a midwest 
SNAME meeting held 7 May, 1970, in St, Louis. 
Over half of the informatien used in the market study· 
came .from the visit I made to the sea coasts of North America 
and Canada incJ.uding on the spot opinions obtained from 
vessel operators and owners. Dis.cussions with a number of 
Naval Architec·ts and shipbuilders also brought out 'their 
reasons for using, or not using, CRP propellers. Several 
visits included opportunities to board ships and inspect 
CRP propeller installations. · , , 
In ,the third month of the study, on board d!scussions of 
CRP propeller bridge and engine room control gave me t~e 
insight that a "controllable fixed pitch propeller" could 
satisfy many of the vessel functions requiring a CRP propel-
ler. 
By mid-November, 1967, I became reasonably sure of this 
conclusion. Noon luncheon discuseions with Conrad Hilpert 
assured me that his recently invented Omega Clutch could pro-
vide the propeller thrust control I was not in a position to 
define. 
After completing the .market study and formal report I 
made additional visits to the Gulf Coast .and several sea 
trips on shrimp trawlers to further define: 
A. Design objectives for a marine gear with Omega 
Clutch control of propeller thrust, 
B. Ownership advantages of such a marine gear. 
C. Requirements for field test installations. 
The additiona.l sea trips gave me deeper insight and bet-
ter understandi~g of what we should achieve with the .new 
marine gear capabilities. It enabled me to successfully tar-
get our first Omega Power Control Marine Gear at Shrimp 
Trawler Service. 
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Also, I was privileged to obtain a U, S. patent with 
Mr. B. C. Arnold, who supervised the actual design work, on 
the Omega Power Control Marine Gear which several knowledge-
able people consider to be a "breakthrough in marine gear 
capability."· 
Racine, Wisconsin 
3 May, 1972 
(Signed) R. C. McRoberts 
MARKET STUDY CONCERNING CONTROLLABLE 
PITCH PROPELLER DRIVE SYSTEMS 
By 
Richard C. McRoberts, P.E. 
Development Engineer - Marine Products 
Twin Disc, Incorporated 
Racine, Wisconsin 
ABSTRACT 
This paper,states the major objectives related to new pro-
duct .market investigation arid by use of slides reviews a 
number of controllable reversible. pitch propeller designs · 
currently in use. 
Additional slides illustrate the pattern and tooling 
requirements for typical forward and reverse:matin~~gear 
volume manufacturing in.the 100 to 1,000 horsepower size 
range. 
The question of forecasting profitable manufacturing of 
various sizes of CRP propeller drive systems was negatively 
answered from m~rket research data evaluating .current usage 
of CRP propellers in Europe. 
PRESENTED AT 
THE SPRING MEEqiING, MAY 7, 1970 OF 
THE SOCIETY OF NAVAL,ARCHITECTS & MARINE ENGINEERS 
GREAT LAKES AND GREAT RIVERS SECTION 
Stouffer's Riverfront Inn 
St. Louis, Missouri 
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An Invention, . Not "The". Invention 
The above three examples are of real commercially practical 
"Invention on Demaq.d." In none of. the three cases was,. the result the. 
"Demanded InventiQn" nor was the .resu1tant invention a happy ,mis·~a;ke~ 
In each·case·the invention was actually in oppos:f,.tio11, to a solution of 
the problem presented. In each ca.se the very people who. (much later 
I ' . . • 
became.enthusiasts) were closest tq the.systems in use.were.disap-
pointed that "their problem" was·not solved and we:i;e qu:l,te insistent. 
that the invention be ignoreq. and llthe:f,r.prqblell).11 be solved. They were 
unable. to grasp.the fact that while "their problem" was not .. solved it-
certainly, had been. elimi,nated. 
It has.thus been shown tha~ invention can be produeed on dem~nd 
fiut it will not be the d~nded .invention, it will be the solution to a 
problem which had not been recogx:i,ized. 
The above are th;ee interesting yes answers to the question pose4 
at the end of Chapter IL The negative sid.e .of this question cannot be 
documented beca~se ot: the nature of _the inquiry. That would resoJ,.ve 
into a _search for a pr.o,of .of the .non-exi.stance of ax:i, unkt1,Qwn. Not .only 
could. it not be determined why someone.who did not invent the phono-
graph did not, _but it wou+d be .difficult to find- th~ -mo~t likely non-
inventor .of the pho~ograph to ask •. 
The,environlnental, motivational and encoul:'agement factors.will be 
stt:Jdied in Chapters IV and.V. 
CHAPTER IV 
INVENTION AND COLLEGE OVER THE YEARS 
As shown in Chapter I, Table. I, the rat;:e of invention has not 
exploded since 1900, but has actually dipped slightly. The number of 
college graduates has literally exploded since 1900, as seen in 
Table IV. 
TABLE IV. 
THE GRADUATE EXPLOSION 
ALL Ph.D, u. s. GRAD PER Ph.D. PER 
YEAR GRADUATES ONLY POPULATION( 411.) 104PEOPLE 106PEOPLE 
1900 1}. 549 (11) 126(11) 39,818,449 3.9 3.2 
1931 160,302(11) 2,900(11) 122, 775,046* 12.3 22.6 
1970 1,072,581(29) 29,872(29) 203,184, 772 52.9 147.5 
*1930 Population 
Table I, Chapter I, shows a slight dip in patent; rate and with the 
above might mean that the modern college graduate is a poorer inventor 
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than his grandfather. Thus it appears college could actually impede 
invention. Writers and .students of invention lend support to this view. 
Non-college educated people often negate the value of a college educa-
tion. Some authoritative references are quoted below which indicate. 
that for creativity this may be fact. 
A Case for Education Stifled Creativity 
A. D. Moore (41) states on page 20, "In fact, I suspect that the 
taking of a degree in engineering or science may, in many cases do more 
to stifle creativity than stimulate it," 
DeSimone (6), page 2, has two paragraphs which are quoted below 
and are in good support of the Moore quote above. 
Consider the typical measure of a student's petformance. 
It ;i.s often enough to stamp out whatever inventive and inno-
vative qualities of mind and spirit he may have possessed 
when he entered school, By and large, his performance is 
measured by the fidelity with which he feeds back the infor-
mation he has absorbed from lectures and texts. Perfect 
feed-back occurs when he gives the right answers to problems 
that have been asaembled for him, These problems are solved 
through analysis based on unassailable principles of science 
and engineering, 
Creative individuals are oppressed by this regime, and 
the real world of invention and innovation is foreign to 
it, Although in school one must never fail, an inventor 
fails all the time, and is elated in those rare instances 
when he succeeds. 'An inventor' Charles Kettering there-
fore once remarked, 'is simply a fellow who doesn't take his 
education too seriously.' Indeed, Marshall McLuhan has 
observed that going to school interrupts the education of 
students, that the outside world is far richer in informa-
tion than is the schoolroom. 
· Von Farige (63), page 19, describes another reason college grad-
uates might be low on a creativity scale. 
"FOLLOW THE LEADER" 
Progressing to the usual college training, we find 
assignments that might be likened to a foot bridge swinging 
and swaying across a rather wide and deep chasm. The prob-
lem is the bridge. At the other end of the bridge lies 
the solution. Strong and sturdy guide rails are formed by 
such things as the detailed definition, boundary conditions, 
and the applicable formulas or procedures given in the text 
or by the instructor. 
As the student goes through his years of education, he is 
sent across progressively longer bridges, although each is 
still adequately protected by guard rails, and so he has 
little difficulty. Upon graduation, the guard rails are 
removed and he is told that his sheepskin equips him to 
start across the bridge alone. 
Small wonder that college graduates, new to industry, are 
a bit hesitant and undecided about what to do and how to go 
about doing it. And small wonder, too, that they learn to 
use the safely guarded bridges of the conventional in their 
careers. They refuse to cross a free swinging creativity 
bridge even if they see it, simply because it has no guard 
rails to guide them. 
Moving for the support of the contention that education may harm 
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creativity, Von Fange (63) quotes two of the all time greats, Einstein 
on page 21, and Kettering on page 224. 
EiJu.tun WM ou:lbpok.e.n agcunJ.i.t .the. p!te.paAa.tfon .tha.t luJ., 
eoLe..e.ge. a66onded: 
I soon learned to scent out that which was able to lead 
to fundamentals and to turn aside from everything else, from 
the multitude of things which clutter up the mind and divert 
it from the essential. The hitch in this was, of course, the 
fact that one had to cram all this stuff into one's mind for 
the examinations, whether one likes it or not.· This coercion 
had such a deterring effect [upon me] that, after I had 
passed the final examination, I found the consideration of 
any scientific problems distasteful to me for an entire 
year ... It is, in fact, nothing short of a miracle that 
the modern methods of instruction have not yet entirely 
strangled the holy curiosity of inquiry; for this delicate 
little plant, aside from stimulation, stands mainly in need 
of freedom; without this it goes to wreck and ruin without 
fail. 
Some years ago a survey was made in which it was shown 
that if a person had an engineering or scientific education, 
the probability of his making an invention was only about 
half as great as if he did not have the specialized train-
ing. 
Now that is very interesting, and I have spent a great 
deal of time wondering why it is so. As a result, I have 
arrived at a definition of what an inventor is. An inventor 
is simply a fellow who doesn't take his education too seri-
ously. 
You see, from the time a boy is six years old until he 
graduates from college he has to take three or four exami-
nations .a year. If he flunks once, he is out. But ,_an 
inventor is almost .always failing. He tries and fails maybe 
a thousand times. If he succeeds once, he is in. These two 
things are diametrically opposite, 
Haefele (17), page 258, furtheJ; shows the creativity squelching 
power of school. 
From the home background of firm support, the child goes 
for th to school. Ther.e .he is met· .with ,the insidious, 
creativi ty-thro.ttling tentacJ,es of for.mal education which 
takes away his time for disso.cia1:ed thought and instead 
gives him "activities;" which is a factory.for the reproduc-
tion of facts; which makes him. forget that a problem may 
have more than one, unique answer; which teaches him in 
solving to use .all the given, no more and no less; which 
teaches him to Judge .and ·.judge and criticize and analyze, 
with never a · c.ha.nc.e ·. to er ea te • 
Of course, the obverse-side ,of 'this is that there is so 
much to learn .and Se much .to do. Weisskopf writes, . 'The 
constant activity en~orced by many ~ducators does n~t give 
young people the leisure which is an essential prerequisite 
for intellectual or artistic creation: · 
• , . We keep .tfre seer.et of biological creation kom 
small children, and the secret of intellectual creation 
from youth,' And so the creative .spirit is weakened -- a 
significant falling .off appearing in the fourth grade, 
Meanwhile, the stern conformity pressures of our culture 
begin to operate: .fr.om peer groups; from the need to 
conform to win acceptance of the opposite sex; from the 
over-riding educational philosophy of adjustment, to teach 
not subjects but girls and boys. The easy way to obtain 
adjustment is to teach conformity, . 
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Jack W. Taylor (55) has a chapter titled "What's Holding Us Back?" 
a section of which is "VI. Repressive Training and Education." The 
reasons he gives are most understanqable to one who has existed in the. 
educational systel!l as a student for some time, 
George J, Seidel (50) also berates education as a significant 
stifler of creativity on page 137, 
And certainly when the educat:!,.onal process degenerates 
into a mere supplying of answers .to. the student -,- thes.e to 
be repeated by the student for the examination -- genuine 
learning is simply obviated, and the opportunity for the 
development of creative thought lost. · 
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This nearly overwhelming evidence could indicate to a director of 
research that education produces human encyclopedias which might have 
their greatest value in being on hand to supply the technically intri-
cate answers to well defined problems some "uneducated creative mind" 
is stumped by. A situation so greatly negated in Chapter II, where 
research must be accomplished by ability specialization might actually 
be correct. The highly educated mind applied to the whole problem 
will not invent. Creativity is probably not within the still func-
tional capacity of the highly educated mind. 
A Case for the Positive Value of Education 
Having been exposed to industrial research for some time and hav-
ing th.e .opportunity to be close.to an inventor of some ability, and 
finally, having invented by himself, the author was not prepared to 
agree with the premises of .the above ,authorities or the statistics. 
The late Meier Geprge Hilpert continuously.admonished, 
Con, get all the education you.can if you want to invent. 
You've got to know what's ,in.the books if you want to 
invent what's not in the books. When you grow up there 
will be so much already done, if you aren't educated, 
you will only do it again. Noboc;ly gets patents for being 
second. 
The gentleman had degrees in Civil Engineering and Mechanical Engineer-
ing from Iowa State and Cornell pre 1900 and was granted the first of 
many patents in 1904. 
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The author's thirty patents are felt to be absolutely dependent 
upon the college education he received prior to the granting of the 
patents. They could not have been invented had the author been ignor-
ant of what he learned in college. Of course, had he, like Edison, 
learned it all by himself, the result would have been the same; but not 
having a mind like Edison, the author needed college. 
A useful piece of information to.a research manager would be 
whether this stifling of creat.ivity by. engineering schools has been 
getting worse over the years or is disappearing, The general level of 
technical education is increasing steadily. It ,is quite true that the 
B •. S. in .engineering today is rep res en ta ti ve of an exposure to, and an 
absorbtion of.a level of scientific knowledge which an M. S. or Ph.D. 
of some years back could lay claim to. 
Evidence of a stifling increase on top of the 7000% increase in. 
college graduates would. instruct the director of research to operate 
contra to the availability of degreed persons and shed people with 
degrees. Tpe 29800% increase in availability of Ph.D. 's coupled with 
the eight to twelve years of high level creativity stifling they have 
absorbed would mean a real surplus of these exists. 
A by-product of this would be to sound warning to engineering 
educators that they·are creating the polished pianist rather than the 
composer·they had hoped for, or it might tell them that they are doing 
very well and should keep it up. 
Daniel V. DeSimone (6), on page 1, observes, 
Engineering is a profession, and art of action and synthesis 
and not simply a body of knowledge. Its highest calling is 
to invent and innovate ••. in the absence of deliberate 
counter-measures, it is .an educational system that stifles 
creativity. 
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It is believed that evidence of the progress or regression in engineer-
ing education systems in stifling invention (to use th~ word.s of two 
experts) could be found by comparing the patented inventions of a 
group of graduates of 1900, 1925, and 1950 for a period of years fol-
lowing their graduation. This has been approached by sending the let-
ter, Exhibit 1, Appendix B; to forty of the .oldeat Engineering Univers-
ities in the country. The research required to produce results was 
extremely voluminous.but could well be worth it, 
It can, of course, be pointed out; that patented inventions are not 
the only sign of creativity and a patent does not assure worth, These 
and other criticisms are valid if these criteria are·to be considered, 
but for this part of the study, it is no.t so intended. The:i:-e simply is 
no way seen to determine whether a man in 1900 ha_d more unrecorded new 
ideas than a man in 1950 had unrecorded ideas, There is some evidence 
that the encouragement to patent has increased over the years and that 
the difficulty of getting a patent has also increased. Thus, the 
chances. that recent patents "generally" are more or less valuable. tha'Il, 
the.earlier ones is ambiguous. 
De~imone's statement will be assumed true that the highest calling 
of engineers is to invent and innovate. Patented inventions are con-
crete evidence o~ invention. Should graduate engineers today show less 
patented invention than in former years, it .must be assumed that the 
education is not enlarging the ability of these graduates to reach 
their highest calling under.the conditions that exist today. 
A very gratifying response was the result of the letter of request 
for aid, The universities. responding with similar data, which .could 
allow selection of engineering graduates for the years to be studied, 
were as follows: 
1. Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
2, Georgia Institute of Technology 
3. Ohio State University 
4. University of Illinois 
5. University of Kentucky 
6. University of Notre Dame· 
7. University of Delaware 
8. North Carolina State University 
9. University of Maine 
10. University of .Pennsylvania 
11. Rutgers University 
12, University of Michigan 
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About as many more also responded but some had no engineering 
graduates for 1900, some had listed graduates only by last n~me and 
initials, and some did not define the various segments of·engineering. 
Appendtx B, Exhibit 1, is the original letter of request reproduced 
and it may be seen that these omissions are not a fault of the respond-
ing universities but a reasonable variation in the interpretation of 
the requesting letter. An interesting observation was that a letter 
would come from one university saying what was asked for was totally 
beyond reason to ask of anyone;. (Appendix B, Exhibit 2), and.another 
letter: from a different university with the exact data requested and a 
ntce letter more detailed thaq expected, (Appendix B, Exhibit 3). 
This "put upon" attitude did not follow the big schools, little schools, 
private or public, but it allows the observation that what is impos-
sible for some is easily anq. cheerfully done by oth~rs. 
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One response was a bit .wry. The dean of en~ineering said that 
normally such information should come from the registrar, but ."he would 
spare me this" and get the information to me.quickly. His school's 
data is used, 
The names on the graduate lists were reduced in total number as 
"to{ill be explained, but as predictec;l by one responding dean, (Appendix 
B, Exhibit 4), the task was formidable. The job required approximately 
8000 individual references to specif.ic patentees in the Index of Pat..-
ents of the U. S. Patent Office (62). 
Namesakes or Graduate Patentees. 
The question arises, "Is the John,S. Smith, who graduated from the 
University of XYZ in 19XX, THE John,S. Smith, who was granted patent 
No. 1,234,567 in 19YY?" It is possible that they are only namesakes. 
The study was intended to. incl.ude the graduates from the years 1900, 
1925, and 1950, so it is quite obvious.that "writing and asking" 
would be quite futile. Many from the classes of 1900 would be among 
the deceased and even for the classes of 1950, the twenty-two year old 
addresses in the patent files are not always current. Of course, the 
universities could very likely produce the last known address of t}:le 
individ.uals. These difficulties indicate that it would be more useful 
to try to utilize a statistical method of determining if the college 
graduates and patentees .of similar names are perhaps only namesakes. 
The probabilities of.the occur;ence of names.in the U. S. popula-
tion is necessary data to the calculation. A useful possible source 
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of this information is the telephone books. Inaccuracies could arise. 
because the .freq:.uency of names vary as to locale across the nation. 
Elsdon c. Smith (51), on page 299, shows Sullivan to be most common in 
Boston; whereas, it is not among the first twenty most common names in 
New York. Cohen, the second most common name in New York, is not among 
the first twenty in Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, or San Francisc;.o. 
In order to obtain a good source for the needed statistics, the 
following were contactecl: the FBI, the U. S. Bureau of Census, American 
Telephone and Telegraph Company, the American Name Society, and Dr, 
Elsdon c. Smith, The references not available in our library were 
searched for in others. The statistics found indicate the probability 
that .the graduates are the patentees if their names are identical. The 
most accurate reference.was first-located by a response from a Mr. 
Darrol Haug of A. T. and T. He called from New York and stated that 
A. T. and T. had often run such statistics. on certain cities but the 
only known country-wide and generally applicable. statist:l,cs on names 
was compiled by the Social Security Administration (60). This work 
gives the frequency of names which occurs down to about one per 16,000. 
The most common name is Smith which occurs about one per 100. 
The Bureau of the Census (58) was able to contribute some informa-
tion on the relative frequency of first names which also had its origin 
in lists received from Mrs. Charlott Crenson of the Social Security 
Administration in Baltimore; Maryland (60). Further information was 
obtained from The Dictionary of Given Names~ Origins and Meanings 
(37). Additional information was also sought ._from the publisher of 
this work. Since the above reference does not enable the "least 
common" name statistics, several large city telephone companies were 
contacted to enable a reasonable statistic to be developed from their 
directories. 
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To get a "feel" for the problem, a three point calculation was 
tried using a hypothetical tnost common name and a similarly constructed 
least common name listed by the Social Security Adminsitration (60) and 
from Laughead (37), and an uncommon name from a telephone directory. 
Let, 
LN = probability of the Last Name 
MI probability of the Middle Initial 
FN = probability of the First Name· 
TN= probability of the Total ,Name 
TN = LN * MI * FN (* means multiplication). 
From the "Report of Distribution of Surna.I11.es in the.Social Secur-
ity Accoun.t Number File,!' (60) and Laughead (37), the following is 
shown for the names "John S. Smith" and Richard X. Breen.II 
Smith 
s. 
John 
Breen. 
x. 
Richard 
LN = O.lOlE-01 
MI"= 0. 996E-01 
FN = 0.920E-01 
TN = 0.927E-04 
LN = 0.603E-04 
MI = 0.468E-03 
FN = 0. 921E-01 
TN= 0.260E-08 
"Keith D. Zwickl'.' TN= O.lOOE-5. The name, Keith D. Zwickl was 
selected as "one in a million" name from the Chicago, 1972, Telephone 
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Directory which has about 1,000,000 private listings, and only one 
Keith D, Zwickl appears. 
The terms LN, MI, and FN, are the probabilities that the name 
element they represent might be selected at random from the Social 
Security Account Rosters. 
Except for "Keith D. Zwickl," TN is the calculated probability 
that the total name would be selected at random from the same list. In 
the case of Keith D. Zwickl it is the probability th~ total -name might 
be selected from the .names listed in the Chicago Telephone Directory. 
It ,is reasonable to assume that the Social Security list might be 
representative of the U. S, population in general, and surely, is 
quite close to the workers' population which is, of course, the group 
where the inventors belong. 
Since both the patent list and graduate list are on hand, the 
coincidence of names is found easily. Should the name John S. Smith 
be found on the patent list X times and graduate list Y times, the 
probability of these occurrences by pure chance can.be found as can. 
the probability that it occurs on both lists by pure chance. 
Of all the names looked up on the study, only one appeared on a. 
list more than once, so for simplicity, it will be assumed that X and Y 
above both equal 1. 
Let, np = total number of names ·on the patent lists used 
ng = total number of names on the graduate lists. used 
npg = number of names on.both lists 
Pp probability that the name ·in question will .occur by 
chance once on the patent list 
Pg = probability that the name in question will occur by 
chance.once on the graduate list 
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Pb = probability that the name in question will occur by 
chance on both lists 
Pt = probability that all names on both lists are there 
by chance. 
Then, Pp = np *TN* (1-TN) ** (np-1) 
Pg = ng *TN* (1--,TN) ** (np-1) 
Pb = Pp * Pg 
Pt = Pb * Pb * Pb 3' . . , * Pb name 1 name 2 name name npg 
(* means multiplication, ** means exponetiation) 
The number of graduates was 119 for the year 1900 for the schools 
2 through 11 on the list of responding schools, The total number of 
patents issued for the years 1911 through 1915 was 186,243. 
Using the above calculations and the three example names, it may 
be seen, 
John S. Smith Pp = 0.548E-06 
Pg = 0.109E-01 
Pb Pb1 = 0.598E-08 
Richard X. Breen Pp 0,484E ... 03 
Pg = 0,309E-06 
Pb = Pb2 = 0.149E-09 
Keith D. Zwickl Pp = 0.155 
Pg = 0.119E-03 
Pb - Pb3 = 0.184E-04 
Pt= 0.164E-22 
Thus, it may be seen that the chance is small that the names 
appeartng on both lists are indicative of merely namesakes and not 
indicative ,of graduates who are patentees. 
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The name "Keith D. Zwickl" presents a problem when using the 
Social Sect1rity lists as neither Keith nor Zwickl appear on the lists. 
It appears that if the FN and LN "just off" the list was used the 
probabilities would not only be on the conservative side but also still 
be indicative of a small chance of namesakes. Using these values for 
Keith D. Zwickl, 
.LN = 0.603E-04 
MI= 0.469E-03 
FN = 0,920E-Ol 
TN= 0,260E-08 
it will be nated that the name has much less probability than the tele-
phone directory derived TN. Thus, this "just off the list" calculation 
should not produce unrealistically high probabilities, even though it 
very possibly produces higher than actual, probabilities in the case of 
some names. 
This calculation was made for the actual names of the class of 
1900 and in the Index of Patents of 1911 threugh 1915.. The results 
using a CPS Pl/1 program showed essentially zero chance that the 
coincidence of the names represented only namesakes, not graduates who 
were patentees. This. latt.er assumption was proven quite correct by the 
relationship of other attributes of the graduates to numbers of patents 
as will be seen and which could be only a random relation between 
namesakes and these attributes. 
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It has been determined by means discussed elsewhere that a·five 
year period beginning eleven years after graduation would be selected. 
The years, 1911 thr:ough 1915, 1936 through 1940; ancl 1961 through 1966, 
are of interest for the classes of 1900, 19~5, and 1950. The U. S. 
Patent Office (62) lists the total patents for these years as follows: 
YEARS· 
1911 through 1915 
1936 through 1940 
1961 through 1965 
TOTAL PATENTS 
186,243 
201,177 
259, 971 
This period may be looked at as a single list of patentees for the 
period of five years,-~and set np for the class of 1900 at 186,243; 
np for the class of 1925 at 201,177; and np for the class of 1950 at 
259, 97L 
The particular years were selected as they represent a five year 
period which falls across the normally most prpductive time of life .for 
inventors. Lehman (34) shows the most inventive years of age are 
between thirty and forty for inventors, the peak occurring from 32 to 
37 years of age; This is quite evident even for all time ,greats like 
Thomas Alva Edison (1093 patents). Of course, exceptions are in.exist-
ence but the .statistics Lehman.presents are quite definitive of the 
most likely years of age for invention •. 
This present study is not an attempt to equate three men with 
three patents each from 1900 with nine men with one each from 1950, but 
rather a representative incidence of an invention during a significant 
period. A man,with one invention is considered equivalent to a man 
with four. This is not as invalid as might appear. Many times a 
"single invention" produces several patents (discussed in more length 
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elsewhere) and examples are U. S. Patents by the author (26), (27), and 
(28). Unless each inventor '.s patents were studied by .one thoroughly 
familiar with the subject, this "single invention". origin of multiple 
patents could not be determined in any reasonable manner. The term 
"single invention" is in quotes because actually A pateilt is issued for 
an invention. Thus, in the eyes of the patent office five patents 
cover five inventions but in the inventor's eyes, he did them all in 
one. 
Why Only Male Name Statistics? 
The nearly 1500 patents referred to for the questionnaire in 
Chapter V of this study yielded only. two names which most likely were 
women. The truth is.that few women take out patents. A random scan 
of the 1969 List o:f; Patentees (34) for twenty pages,resu:\,ted in no 
obvious names of women. The lists of engineering graduates received 
from the universities does not show a significant number of women; 
thus, excluding these statistics is not damaging to the in:f;erences 
which may.be·made; Statistics are available for first names of women; 
thus, if encountered, ''Mary·S. Smith" can be handled as "John S. Smith" 
in an undiscriminatory manner (60). The middle initial and last name 
statistics would not be affected. Np attempt will be made to discuss. 
the reasons few women obtain patents Q).,lt the observation is interesting 
sinc.e the patent law is .one which has had from the beginning no. sex 
discrimination. 
Also, the many references seem.not to dwell upon the sex issue nor 
indicate any importance as to whether an inventor is male or fema:te. 
It might :.be c.onjectu;red that this is: (1) an assumption that "of .gpurse 
only men invent," or (2) it is quite unimportant if "Marion Jean 
Richeleux-Schmidt" wore a dress or pants, but was the invent:1,.on worth 
while? 
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The author's father, the late Me~er George Hilpert, holder of many 
patents, when asked many years ago, "How come Mama doesn't have any 
patents?" stated, "Well, Con, perhaps Mama is·too good, woll).en give 
birth to men, men can only give ,birth to things, .Mama lets me do what 
I can." 
The probability cakualtions make one fact clear which at first 
appears at odds with "common sense." The probability of a graduate's 
name.appearing on the patentee list is .not affected by the size of the 
list of graduates, Of course, the probability that some graduate listed 
will actually have a patent incr.eases as. the list of graduates is 
increased. The question of class size was illuminated when it was 
apparent that in 1900 few graduates wer~ seen on campuses that are very 
large today. For example, Georgia Tech sent class lists showing eight 
in 19.00 and 1170 in 1950, a 14000% increase when.the state population 
increased only 155% (65). However, a totaling of the 1900 classes of 
several of the colleges from whom useful information was obtained will 
provide a graduate list of reasonable size. 
The.fields of engineering have multiplied over the .years. Disci-
plines such as "Ceramic Engineering," possible in 1950, were absent in 
1900. Thus, a question comes up, "Should all fields be included or 
should only a select few?" 
Engineering disciplines today could all be traced to the Military 
Engineer who did non-military construction and finally wanted a name 
and decided on."Civil Engineer" to set him apart frpm his military 
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brother. Thus, it could be reasoned. that the engineering mind in those 
days was only civil; today, it covers a range of names. This study will 
look more specifically at two disciplines, Mechanical and Electrical, 
for the reason that these fields produce a high incidence of invention 
and were established by 1900. Further, the Electrical Engineering 
discipline was a branching away from Mechanical Engineering, there hav-
ing been an "Electrical Option"·in Mechanical·Engine~ring and a disci-
pline of ·IIElectromechanical" Engineering (still given in some foreign 
universities). The combination of these two should. thus produce a uni-
fonnity of course over the years. This will technically restrict the 
results to .these two disciplines. However, should great differences in 
the inventive output of the graduates appear for the years selected, 
bro_ader applications could be _assumed with confidence. Slight differ-
ences are meaningless even for the two disciplines selected, 
The Procedure, Search, and Results 
1, Collect a list of graduates £or the years 1900, 1925, and 
1950 in Electrical and Mechanical Engineering. 
2, Look up each name on the graduate list in the patentee list 
for the years as follows: 1900-1911 through 1915; 1925-1936 
through 1940; and 1950-196l·through 1965 (62), 
3, Perform the previously described probability calculations on 
the names found on both lists, 
4. Tabulate, compare, and discuss the results. 
It was decided that a trial should be made with only one univers~ 
ity so a large one was selected which had a sizeable class in 1900 such 
that a similar sample from later classes might be representative. The 
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University of ·Michigan was se.lected as a 100% sample for· the year 1900 
of ·Civil Engineers, Electrical Engineers, and ·Mechanical Engineers, 
produced a forty,-six graduate list;. Civil 15, Elec;trical 9, ?1echanical 
22.. Civil· Engi11eers were included in this .sample to determine ;if · a 
great .er.ror irt invention rate would be caused by eliminating this dis-
cipline.. · Wer.e there a grkat f3.Uperiority in . the invention rate of· 
. ' 
Civil En:gineers over. the other ,twe fo.r certain years; it might indicat.e 
that a comparison of invention rate was rather a comparison.of disci-
plin~ popularity. 
The lists for years other than 1900 were not.100% samples but were 
selected by picking. random numbers or by just selecting every second 
(or third ·or fourth) name as needed and letting the·randomness of ·indi-
viduals anc;l their nan,.e spelling give a random distribution (most gradu-
ation lists are alphabetical). 
The only bi~ses intentionally put on the lists where these. The 
individuals with home addresses. listed as outside the United States 
were · elimina.ted and wher,e · the parent li~ts were large compared to the . 
sil.mple, individuals with the most·common.na.mes were eliminated (60)., 
. . . I . 
This seemed not too warped a procedure as the stuc;ly only-included a 
perusal of .u. S. Paten.t files not Foreign Patent Files. Ne evidence 
could.be found indicating the Smiths (most COllllllOn name) were more or 
less inventive than the,Breens (least common name) or that inventive-
ness was a functioJJ. of alphabetical orqer of names (60). The results 
appea_r in . Tables V, VI, VII, and VIII. 
The patentee totals for five years appea,r at first not to equal 
the sum ef individual years because very often an inventor appears.in 
each year; thus, he can. only be counted once in the grand totals. The 
data presented for this single university required nearly three thou-
sand referrals to the Index of Patents (62). 
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The calculations possible which seem interesting are in Table VI 
and for this single university seem informative about the inventiveness 
of the university engineering graduate compared to the average far the 
nation, 
Referring to page 10, Lehman (34), Figur,e 6, it ,is seen that 
appro-ximately 18.5% of the average inventors total output is between 
the ages of 32 a11d 37. A st;atement may be made that given an, inventor 1,s 
patent; the probability is 0.185 that he invented it between the ages 
of •32 and 37, The Index of Patents (62) is just a given list of inven-
tor's patents. It may thus be observed that approximately 0.185 of 
this list of patents are expected to be by inventors between, the ages, 
of 32 and 37, 
The number of patents issued during the years of ,1961 and 1965 was 
259,971 and by the above reasoning it may be calculated 18.5 x 259,971 
= 48,100 patents may be expected to be by 32 to 37 year old inventors 
(62). 
The male population between the ages of 32 and 37 is approximately 
5,700,000 (63). This, then, is the population from wq:ich the inventors 
of 48,100 of the patents come from. Thus, we see that a ratio of 
48,100/5,700,000 = 0.00845 or a patent incidence of about nine patents 
per 1000 males 32 to 37 years old during a five year period. 
The previously ~ited dismal view of the effects of education might 
be,expected to placethe patents per 32 to 37 year old graduate at far 
less perhaps only 5 or fewer per 1000. 
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The class of 1950 for ·the University of Michigan shows an interest-
ing rate, Between the years of 1961'and 1965 a sample of _348 graduate 
engineers. between the ages of 32 and 37 produced .93 patents from 43 
inventors from that group, These are ratios of 93/348 = 0.267 and 
43/348 = 0.123, This group of ·graduate engineers produced patents at 
the rate of 267 per 1000 graduates; ages 32 to 37, and patent;ees of·123 
per 1000 gra(iuates, ages 32 to 37 ,. during .the five year period,, 
This, compared to the 9 patents per .1000 males, ages 32 to 37, 
from the entire population including the graduates, seems to be signifi-
cantly at odds with the dismal Blt!edicti9n of the previously quoted 
authors, The rate of production of inventio~s 'by_graduate engineers is 
thus more·than thirty times that of the average population including 
graduates of all kinds~-
It could be conject;ured about the actual rate of invention for 
non-college graduates, perhaps it is quite high because there are so 
many non-engineering graduates who have been taught very ef:liectively 
to invent nothing by.their schools. 
Approximaoely 7.7% of·the population over 25 years of age had been, 
graduated from college in 1960 (59). If these are removed from the 
5,700,000 males 32 to 37 ye~rs of age calculated above, there are-left 
5,250,000 non-graduates to whom the 48,100 patents calculated above 
might ,conservatively be attributed. Thus, it is. seen 48,100/5,250,000 
= 0.00916, or again approximately 9 patents per .1000 could be attri-
buted to the. non-college graduate population, ,if it is anbft1:ariiy 
assumed that no college graduate invents anything. 
There appears to be very little basis for the fears expressed that. 
education stifles invention, at least in the case of engineers. The 
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comparisons made here are reasonable as the patents are on technqlogi-
cal inventions, not creations in the arts. It is reasonable to expect. 
that graduate engineers would invent in these fields unless thoroughly 
dissuaded from doing so by their education, 
A thought could cause the question, "What of the inventiveness of 
the individual who learned everything by himself that another man 
learried in college compared to that college educated man?" This 
academic question is beyond the scope of this investigation and dee~ed 
best manipulated by philosophical treatment. 
Table VI is similar to Table V but includes the entire list of the 
universities above less the University of Michigan.and Worcester Poly~ 
technic ·Insti:tute. Worcester is treated as a 100% sample for all years. 
as it.is of manageable size and had a good number of graduates in.1900 
and not too many in 1950. Worcester also sent the complete alumni , 
..... 
directory which includes all who attended even those who did not gradu-
ate, which gives a small insight to the inyentiveness of people who for 
some reason did not get.a degree. Table VII is also similar to Table V 
but for Worcester Polytechnic Ins,ti;ute~ 
Table VI is of some interesting ratios calculated from the previous 
tables. The data placed in Table VIII is on a per 1000 graduate scale 
so comparison is easy. Tables V, VI, and VII, of course, show less than. 
·1000 graduate samples used but in marty cases 100% of the population was 
used so the sampling was as accurate as possible for that population, 
but of course, suffers from still being only a few. 
It is of great interest that in.no caserdoes the rate of invention 
of engineering graduates get within the same magnitude as the inventio~ 
for the same age group, general population of males 32 to 37 years old. 
!., TABLE -V 
UNIVERSITY OFMICH.IGAN-DEGREES-PATENTS-PATENTEES · 
CLASS 1900 1925 
TOTAL SAMPLE TOTAL SAMPLE 
BSCE 15 15 74 74 
BSEE 9 9 41 41 
BSME 22 22 78 - . 41 
BS TOTAL 46 46 193 156 
MS 15 15 
PhD 
TOTAL 46 46 208 171 
STUDY YEAR 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 
Patentees BSGE 1(1) 1 (2) 1(1) 4 (5) 2 (6) 2(3) 4(4) 
x ~~EE 1(2) 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 
-
Patents BSME 1(3) 2 (5) 1(1) 2(2) 
(X) MS 3 (8) 2(2) 
PhD 
5 YR.TOTALS BSCE 1(4) 5(18) 
BSEE 2 (3) 1( 3) 
BSME 2 (9) 2c 2) 
. ,, 
--~-
By Degree BS ·- 5 (16) 8(23) 
MS· 4(10) 
PhD 
-
GRAND TOTALS 5 (16) 12 (33) 
TOTAL 
111 
112 
213 
436 
45 
7 
488 
1961 1962 
2 (2) 
6(11) 1(1) 
6(10) 8(10) 
2 (3) 6(9) 
1(1) 
\ 
1950 
1963 
-
5(7) 
5 (6) 
3(3) 
4( 6) 
11(27) 
17 (38) 
32(71) 
9(19) 
2 ( 3) 
41(93) 
SAMPLE 
111 
93 
92 
296 
45 
7 
348 
1964 1965 
2(4) 
2(3) 4(5) 
3(5) 6(7) 
2 (2) 2(2) 
1(1) 1(1) 
'-1. 
~ 
TABLE VI 
SEVERAL UNIVERSITIES DEGREES-PATENTS-PATENTEES 
CLASS 1900 1925 
TOTAL SAMPLE TOTAL SAMPLE 
BSEE 49 49 186 68 
BSME 59' 59 176 64 
BSEE & ME 108 108 362 132 
MSEE 10 10 
MSME *non "specified MSEng." 14 14 
MSEE & ME 11* 11* 24 24 
PhD 
TOTAL 119 119 386 156 
STUDY YEAR 191X 1912 1913 1914 1915 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 
Patentees BS.EE' 4 (5) 2 (3) 1 (2) 3 (6) 3(5) 4(13) 4 (4) 7 (18) 
x BSME 4 (5) 2 (2) 5 (6) 6(7) 4 (8) 1 (1) 3(3) 5( 7) 2 (3) 1( 1) 
Patents MSEE 1(1)* 1 (l)* 1(2) 1( 2) 
(X) MSME 1(1) 1 (1) 1( 3) 
PhD 
5YR.TOTALS BSEE 6(10) 10(46) 
BSME 12(28) 8 (15) 
MSEE 2 ( 2)* 1( 4) 
MSME 1( 5) 
PhD 
By Degree BS 18 (38) 18(61) 
MS 2 ( 2) 2 ( 9} 
PhD 
GRAND TOTALS 20(40) 20 (70) 
1950 
TOTAL 
189 
1001 
1790 
55 
110 
165 
10 
1965 
1961 1962 1963 
1(1) 2 (3) 4 (4) 
8 (9) 3 (4) 7 (7) 
4 (6) 7 (9) 6(7) 
1(4) 1(2) 1 (1) 
1(2) 1(2) 
9(11) 
17(31) 
15(35) 
3(10) 
2 ( 5) 
. 26(42) 
18(45) 
2 ( 5) 
46 (92) 
SAMPLE 
68 
74 
142 
48 
21 
69 
6 
217 
1964 1965 
4(4) 
2 (2) 7 (9) 
6(7) 4 (6) 
3(3) 
1(1) 
~ 
(.,.) 
CLASS 1900 
BSEE 15 
BSME 17 
OTHER . BS 12 
TOTAL BS 44 
NONGRADUATE 17 
STUDY YEAR 1911· 1912 1913 
Patentees X BSEE 1(1) 2(2) 
Patents (X) BSME 1(1) 1(1) 
Other BS 2(3) 
Nongraduate 3(3) 1 (2) 1(2) 
5 YR.TOTALS BSEE 3( 9) 
BSME 3( 4) 
Other BS 4 ( 5) 
Nongraduate 3(11) 
By Degree BS 10(18) 
Nongraduate 3(11) 
TABLE VII 
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE 
DEGREES, PATENTS, AND PATENTEES 
1925 
34 
23 
15 
72 
24 
1914 1915 1936 1937 1938 1939 
1(2) 1(4) 
2(2) 2(6) 4(6) 1(2) 3(3) 
2(2) 1(1) 2(6) 2(5) 
1(2) 1(2) 2(2) 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 
6(21) 
3(15) 
3( 3) 
8(36) 
3 ( 3) 
1950 
52 
85 
59 
196 
22 
1940 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 
3(5) 2 (2) 3(3) 3(3) 4(6) 
3(4) 2(3) 5 (6) 5(6) 5(6) 3(4) 
1(3) 2(2) 2(2) 2(3) 2(2) 4(5) 
1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 1(1) 
10(19) 
13(25) 
9(14) 
2( 4) 
32(58) 
2( 4) 
........ 
~ 
TABLE VIII 
PATENTEES AND PATENTS/1000 GRADUATES DURING 
llTH THROUGH 15TH YEAR AFTER GRADUATION 
Patentees/1000 X 
Patents/1000 (X) 
Degree 
Line University and Graduation Year 
Discipline 1900 1925 
1 University BSCE 67 (266) 68 (243) 
2 of BSEE 212(333) 24 ( 73) 
3 Michigan BSME 91 (409) 48 ( 48) 
4 BSCE+EE+ME 109(348) 51(148) 
5 MS 267(667) 
6 PhD 
7 ALL ABOVE 109(348) 70(193) 
8 Several BSEE 123(204) 147(676) 
9 Universities BSME 204(475) 125(234) 
10 
*non-specified BSEE+ME 167(352) 136(449) 11 
"MSEng" MSEE 100(400) 
12 MSME 72(357) 
13 MSEE+ME 182(182)* 83(375) 
14 PhD 
15 ALL ABOVE 168(336) 128(449) 
16 Worcester BSEE 200(600) g f8r 34 ra.s. 
17 Polytechnic BSME 176(235) 261(912) 
18 Institute Other BS 333 (416) 133(1000) 
19 All BS 237(409) 111 (500) 
20 Non Grads. 177(647) 125(125) 
21 All Above Grads. 167(354) 100(348) 
Above 
75 
1950 
36( 54) 
118(290) 
185(414) 
108 (240) 
200(420) 
286 (428) 
123 (267) 
132 (162) 
229(409) 
183(296) 
313(730) 
143(476) 
261(652) 
333(834) 
222(424) 
192 (365) 
153(294) 
153 (237) 
163(296) 
91 (182 ). 
159(319) 
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The calculations above show for the years near 1962 the inventive-
ness of the general population of males 32 to 37 to be.nine patents per 
1000 persons, The study shows the inventiveness of graduate engineers 
to be 319 patents per 1000. Schooling has apparently not stifled crea"'.'" 
tivity in these perspns to any marked degree. 
It .is intereE;iting that persons who never graduated but attended a 
purely technical school· she.wed inventiveness far above the general 
population of males 32 to 37 years of age~ 
The invention rates shown by BS, MS and PhD compared in Table VIII 
show that a director .of research should definitely place the most edu-
cated personnel at his disposal in situation~ as per Chapters II and 
III and they wil:!, invent more than the non-educated. Of course, it 
may be said that individuals are individuals and a bad apple is a bad 
apple no matter how good other apples are.from the same tree. Thus, 
these results should.be l9oked on as a buoyancy to the expectations and 
a basis for policy. The policy should be: 
1. Place your best educated engineers where the greatest oppor"'.'" 
tunity for invention exists. 
2, Give them the broadest experience, 
3. Other things equal, hire the ,man with the highest engineering 
degree. 
What were the somewhat emotional sta~ements of the authors quoted 
based on? It is. difficult to determine, but it could be that the fol-
lowing facts start the .belief off. 
1. The thought of the uneducated clod springing forth and revolu7 
tionizing the world with a brilliant invention is something 
all would like to believe. 
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2. Some of the most brilliant men accomplished things never 
equaled without the advantage of any real formal education. 
3. Many, upon.finding that some person has a college degree, 
immediately begin a biased comparison of the college man being 
baffled by a problem the unschooled solved. 
4. The study shows that even among college men the degree does 
not mean he is an inventor more than about 10% of the time. 
• I 
The logic "Since. you .are a graduate-have you invented some-
thing?" is not applied to the non-graduate, so, the nine to 
one yes allows the thought to develope that invention is not 
helped by. education, 
Of general interest t9 engineering educa.tors is the fact that col-
leges are NOT doing BETTER than the schools which graduated the present 
educators' grandfathers. Perhaps technological advances give colleges 
more knowledge to impart to a student before he can invent. 
It .is the. view of th.e author· that great improven;i.ent in the inven-
tiveness of college graduates cou:J_d be.made by suitable courses in 
creativity and suitable changes in present courses. The specific 
recommendatio~s are beyond the scope of this writing, but it mu$t 
surely be that modern education utilizing present knowledge should be 
able to do better than schools of seventy years ago, 
This chapter has shown,.some.defiQ.ite courses for a director of 
research to follow when confronted with decis~ons,of how to utilize 
the educational levels of his technical subordinates. 
CHAPTER V 
INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENT AND MOTIVATION· 
' 
OF PRACTICAL ECONOMIC INVENTION . 
The previous chapters have enabled some straight forward direc-
tions.the director of research should follow in the procurement of 
facilitie$ (Chapter I), the division and assignment of work to those 
expected to be creative (Chapter II and Chapter III), and the educa-
tional level to be sought and applied in work where creativity is to be 
expected (Chapter IV). 
The present attack will be on the problem of defining the direc-
~ions'which should be taken.by the director of research i~ producing 
items three .and four of page 11, Chapter 1. 
3, An effective motivation of creativity. 
4. An administrative environment in .which creativity is 
encouraged. 
There has been.an amount of work done studying the environments 
and motivation which existed for the great inventors, such as done by 
Rossman (48). The director of research desc~ibed in Chapter I is, how-
ever, not confronted by the problem of how to motivate and environ-
mentalize for the true genius. The director of research has the 
problem of motivating and obtaining a creative environment for the, 
perhaps, quite mundane people already on hand; thu$, what worked well 
for the genius .of a Steinmetz at General Electric might.be tota~ly 
misplaced in what is termed "our test lab" of Chapter I. 
The.observation is made that most products on the market are in 
some facet covered by patents and a glance at the list of patentees 
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for any year quickly reveals that almost•all are by different people. 
The 1970 List of Patentees (62) lists 64,439 patents, A random selec-
tion-from .five pages shows two inventors with five patents, four with 
three, twenty-one with two in approximately 330 patent;ees ~ Thus., it 
may be seen that the majority of inventions are by inventors with low 
production rates, certainly averaging less than one per year. Chapter 
IV shows that the incidence of invention was in.the vicinity of 0.41 
pEJ.tents per year per inventor for engineering college graduates during 
the five years of their probable peak production •.. Also shown, was that 
this, production was far in excess of the inyention rate for the similar. 
average American male. It is thus seen that what would be of good use 
would be the motivation and adminis.trative environment that surrounds 
thef:ie "average" inventors and allows them to produce. 
Approximately seve~ty companies responded to a request for a list 
of twenty-five numbers of patents under which they manufacture com-
mercial products of use in manufacturing processef:i, Nearly 1500 such 
numbers were referenced in the complete files of the Patent Office 
Gazette (57) in the O. s~ u. Lib_rary. The inventors were then contacted 
by means of a questionnaire to be described shortly. These names were 
of.inventors who had produced not just patents of quest:i,onable worth 
but patents of proven commercial value, exactly the.type of patent the 
director of research desires ~l\ould come forth from his department, or 
exactly what the company president desires should come.from anywhere in 
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his company. This group of inventors it was hoped would not turn out, 
to be,1029 (the mail out number) "great inventors" each with hundreds 
of patents to their names, but inventors with seve:r;al patents to date, 
the inventor type most patents are issued to, 
Should the director of research be able to change his depa~ment 
from the present, zero, creativity to .an invention production approaching , 
the graduates of Chapter IV, a significant improvement would take ,,place. 
It is a firm conviction of the author from his previously described 
associa,tion with many antitheses of research departments, that crea-
tivity present in them is completely hidden, neutralized, destroyed, 
and reversed, Unfortunately, the observation has been that theeie 
tragedies a:r;e not "the exception that proves the rule" but "the rule 
looking for an exception.II It,was hoped that ,these "meat and potatoeE!"· 
inventors could shed light on what was necessary for them to invent the 
commercially practica,l and economic. 
The approximately 1500 patent numbers reduced to 1029 by elimi-
nating duplicate inventors, foreign inventors, and inventors with 
addresses which could. not be found, Thus, with 1029 people to question 
the problem arises, what to aeik, and how? 
What to Ask 
The what to ask was determined not only by searching past pe~sonal 
experiences, but by studying tqe literature available on creati¥ity and 
an indication of what to ask was found. 
Previously herein, the amo\mt af work defining the characteristi,cs 
of creative people and the methods of invention has been noted. It is 
interesting that there should be.a less amount done on the environment 
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which has allowed or caused invention, but so it appears. Taylor and 
Barron. (54) have .a few pointed paragraphs on this which are copied here. 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AND EDUCATIONAL METHODS 
We are perhaps more in the ~k about the environmental 
conditions which facilitate creativity than we are about any 
other aspect of the problem. Beyond, obvious conditions, : 
such as the need for ample time in which to work freely on 
problems of oneis choice, little is.knowp. 
· There are, it is true, several useful discussions of the 
socioeconomic conditions :that promoted the scientific and 
indu,strial revolutio11s, as well. as a few recent studies of 
working conditions, morale, and productivity in\individual 
industrial ,and government laboratq.ries, But almost no 
othe.r guideposts exist. The man .who wiS;h~s. ·to understand, 
for example, why some countries, like our own until the 
very recent past, have been.particularly productive of tech-:" 
nologic;:al innovation but somewhat backward in contributions 
to basic science, can scarcelyfind grounds.for even atJ, 
educated guess. The same is true for the i:µan who.wishes to 
discr.iminate between the sorts of scientific work effectively 
unqertaken by a group.and those.which are.better left to 
concentrated individual work; Yet the ability to answer 
questions like these will inevitably affect the nation's 
ability .fully to ut;ilize its cre~:tive scientific potential. 
Research, then, on the geneJLai. e11v,Ui.0M1ew.tcu:'.. c.oncU:tlont.--
cultural, professional., and .institutional7 .. conducive to 
first-rate scientific research needs major ~ncouragement. 
We are aware of no area in the social sciences.where 
research is simultaneously so vitally needed and so .sadly 
neglected. The joint efforts of sociologists and .social 
psychologists, of economic histor:ians and historians of 
science, will be required. ReS;earch on creativity will 
certaitJ,ly benefit from an;increased understanding of the 
role of the environment in the effective utilization of 
potential scientific talent. 
The environment which a,director of research could exercise some 
control over is what is of interest.in this study, national origin of 
the inventor, his family situation, past education, religion, etc., all 
make up his environment but are.not in the .control of the .director of 
res.earch. 
The major areas which are controllable to a degree by the director 
of research are seen as: 
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1, Superiors 
2. Subordinates 
3. Equals (Hor,izonta.l Associates) 
4. Faci.lities 
5. Incentives 
6. Organization policy 
A number of references have been researched and the following list 
of subjects appear which .could be vi,ewed as environment dependent .. 
These come from Haefele,(17), pages 18-19, 24-25, 180-183, 186-187, 
192-194; Harrisberger (19), pages 44-48; Von Fange (63), pages 21, 32; 
33; and Rossman (48), pages 162, 163, 173, 152. This list is in no 
particula:r;- order but the attell).pt was made·to associate the listed sub-
jects with tb,e ·above six environmental factors. 
It appears.that of 77 total subjects: 65, or about 85%, appear to 
be superior related; 33, or about.43%, appear to be equal related; 31, 
or about 40% appeqr to be organization pol,icy related; 19, or about 
25%, appear. to be. subordinate relate,d; 2, or about 3%, appear incen-
tive relat~d; and 1, or about 1%, appear facility related. These all 
add to more than 100% because some.of the subjects appear to be related 
to , more .than one area. 
These proportions do not seem unreasonable. Some discussion might 
be aimed toward the low proportion of facility and incentive related 
but facilities actually are not the big problem in invention as at all 
times in invention, the inventor must make do with his knowledge and 
facilities. The mere presence of facilities and knowledge does not 
sprout invention and no investigator ever has an excess of either 
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knowledge or facilities. !ncentives. also must be adequate but high pay 
alone cannot bring forth invention either. 
The Questionnaire might, therefore, be proportioned with the 
heaviest weight of questions.towards superiors, equals, and organiza-
tion policy. It is believed that the attitude of one's equals is very 
liable to be a mirror image of the attitude of one's superiors 1 Thus, 
the heavy weight.should be.on superiors and company policy. 
Subjects Cons.idered 
Related. Area ('See list of six major controllable areas above) 
5 The practical 3 F's (fopd, family, fame) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1,3 
1 
1 
1. 
1 
1,2,3 
Freedom from frustration . 
Identification with own name 
Alternative ,goal, 
Recognition 
Use 
Freedom 
Services. 
Selection and training 
Over planning 
Ovel!' reporting 
Tolerance of non~conformities 
We will let you try in your own way 
We will recognize and credit your work. 
We will use your work 
We will provide a satisfying goal to reward your creativity 
Making a mistake 
1;2,3 
1,2,,3 
Z,3 
1,2,3 
2,3 
2· 
2 
1, 6 
1, 3 
1,2,6 
1,2 
1,3 
1,3 
1,3,6. 
1,6 
1,6 
1,3,6 
1,6 
1,6 
1,3,6 
1,6 
1,6 
1,6 
1,3,6 
Making a fool of yourself 
Bein$ cri ticized.--especially by . superiors 
Being too pushy--or crusading 
Having your ideas stolen 
Saying no to everyone who wants help 
Being in t~e minority 
I 
Be~ng different--not conforming 
Taking time to engage.in fantasy 
Not.knowing enou$h about the situation 
Resista_nce to change. 
Desire for conformity 
Competitive je~lousy 
Desire for security 
Fear of ridicule 
Cynicis~ 
Concern,for effect rather than cause 
Distrust of wild ideas 
:Fear of. failure . 
Desire for organized routine and order· 
No desire to expe~iment · 
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You tend to n~rrow the .problem too much--instead of think-
ing "big" or thin~ing "way out" 
You cannot help wanting to be.practical 
Yau invariably will be drawn to dealing with the effect 
rather than the cause 
You have difficulty focusing on what needs to be .. done 
you tend to want to look at what someone elije (the boss) 
wants 
Praise the idea· for 
1,3,6 
1,6 
1,6 
1,3,6 
1,3 
1,6 
1,6 
6 
6 
1,3,6 
1,2,3 
6 
1,2,3 
1,3 
1,3 
1,3,6 
1,2,3 
1,2,3 
1,6 
6 
1,2,3 
1,2,3 
1,6 
6 
1,3 
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An attitude.for open-mindedness, for change~ for improvement, 
for new ideas 
Encourage free and info.rmal communication 
Discourage crash dead lines 
Make allowances for failures 
Listen without prejudice 
Reward unusual thinking.and ideas· 
Give recognit;:ion that ideas are being understood and used 
Pair the creative man with sympathetic co-workers who can. 
stimulate them, can interact with enthusiasm, can pick 
up the ideas and put them into use. 
Blindness of rules 
Complacency 
Defensive rationalizations 
Dogma 
Inertia 
Minimizers 
Rationalizers 
Apathy 
Narrow minds 
Negativism 
Autocracy 
Lack of Capital 
Lack of knowledge 
Prejudice 
Legal difficulties 
Marketing 
Anticipation by others 
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1,6 Lack of time. 
1,6 Lack of facilities § \ .. \ 
1,6 Patent attorneys 
1,6 Disho.nest promoters 
1,),3 Disclosure to others 
5 Financial gain 
1,6 Part of .work. 
1,3,6 Prestige 
Form and Spir:it of .Questionnaire 
Several references were studied to determine pitfalls .to avoid and 
opportt,me direct;ions in which to put forth effort. Good and Scat~s (15) 
place in simple language the reasons for a questionnaire. "The 
questionnaire is a major instrument for data-gathering in descriptive 
survey studies and is used to.secui::e informat;ion from varied and widely. 
scattered sources."· 
Taylor and Barron (54), pages 607 and 608 state, "The q1_J~stionnaire. 
is particularly useful when one cannot see all of the people from whom 
he desires responses or where there is no particular reason to see the 
respondent personally." 
This is exa,ctly .the· case with the inventors to be questi,oned. 
They are widely scattered and there.is no practical way each could be 
interviewed person1:1-lly for this study. Taylor and Barron (54) on pages 
607 and 608 bring up another point which could easily be missed by the, 
designer of a questionnaire. 
The pract,ical, implications are that a questionnaire study 
should not be undertaken unless the problem is of.genuine 
importance, not only to. the investigator, but to the 
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particular fi.eld of knowledge; the questionnaire should be 
so devised that it will involve a minimum~f the respon-
dent's time. , 
Nine major recommendations for the criteria for questionnaires are 
give~ on pages 615-616. The substance of these are as follows: 
1. It must be short enough so that the recipient will no.t reje·ct 
it completely. 
z. It must be of sufficient interest and have .enough face appeal 
so that the recipient will be inclined to.respond to it. 
3. It 
' 
must appear to have some depth to the respondent so that 
it .does not produce superficial replies. 
4. It must neither be too suggest+ve nor unstimulating. 
5. It must.elicit responses which are definite but not mechani-
cally forced. 
6. It must ask,questions so not to emba~rass the respondent. 
7. It must not raise suspicions in the mind of the respondent 
that the~e may be a hidden purpose.· 
8. It must allow for responses otb,er .. than the programmed 
selecti<:>n. 
9. It must be valid, the body of data.taken as a whole. must 
answer the question for which it was designed. 
Some further problems of questionnaire design to be avoided were 
found .as established by Patricia Kendall (33). She states on page 29, 
three of these problems: 
1. Instability of reir;ons.e (turnover) 
2. Equivalence of tbe alternatives 
3. Difficulty of the required decision 
The first is explained as the phenomenon that repetition of the ques-
tion substance in.various, similar ways to the same respondend produces 
mo];'e ancl more inco,nsistant responses. This appears to bring forth a 
doubt on some questionnaire techniques which employ requestioning to 
validate the previous answers. 
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Anonymity anq some further questionnaire items to be considered 
are by A. N. Oppenheim (43). A fundamental must he places v~ry clearly 
on pages 36-37, "Data obtained by means of interviews and questiqn-
naires should always be regarqed as confiden,tial ••• In ·enlisting 
cooperation for the survey,. respondents are usually given assurance to 
this effect and gua:t;'antee of anonymity." 
Direct and extensive research on mail surveys was accomplished by 
Christopher Scott (49) and published which is unique.as muGh of this 
research is considered proprietary information by the various commercial 
firms who contract mail surveys on a commercial basis. Sco,tt shows 
that with no follow-ups, a response of.over 50% is lik~ly in ten days 
from the questionnaire mailing and tha.t from day ten to day tweil,ty the 
rise is nearly linear to over 60%. Lit:tle, if any, mqre response is 
seen after day thirty. With.follow-ups at day eight.and day sixteen. 
over 90% is likely by day twenty, 
A good study of,these references allowed a quest:ionnaire design to 
be attempted. The purpose of the questionnaire was to establish some 
research management policies and procedures which have allowed, encour-
aged, or at least not prevented the managed ,ta f'toduce inventions, 
which are practical and economic. 
An initial t'hought was to use the "open question," suggested by 
Oppenheim(43) on page 40, form of questionnaire. This allows the 
respondent to be free to place his best thought in answer and would be 
the ideal fulfillment,of the above "Criteria for Questionnaires" 
numbers 3, 4, and 8. The respondents to this questionnaire are being 
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asked for help on their own time,· Ease and rapidity of completion are 
essential to the questionnaire. Open question formats prevent both 
ease and rap.idity of response, says Oppenheim (43) on page 41. The 
open question has another disadvantage, it is difficult to analyze as 
the answers can be varied as the responqent views the question and has 
inspiration to answer in depth, These facts appear to overpower the 
advantages of ideal·satisfaction of criteria 3, 4, and 8, thus, the 
open question format for the whole at.least;: is contra ind:i,catE;!d, 
Oppenheim (43), page 40, further states, the "closed question" is 
the alternative. Here the re~pondent is given a choice of pre-selected 
answers to the question and unless care is taken these could quite 
easily and completely: dissatisfy criteria 3, 4, and 5 and surely.are 
the antithesis of the spirit of 8, 
The obvious decision was then to include both closed and open 
questions. All of the .authors studied indicated that the ideal 
qtJestionnaire .has a.logical sequeQ.ce of questions leading the respon-. 
dent to more and more. narrow choices of question scope to a valid 
statemeri,t of his beliefs on.the matter of question. This procedure 
seems well adopted to the .questionnaire for a situation where the. 
questioner has some incentive to.give the respondent to answer a 
lengthy series of questions. The present study ma~es no such incentive 
possible, nor many questions. The response variation with mail ques-
tionnaire length is presented by Scott (49) on pages 167-168, as being 
not significantly different for questionnaires of length from one side 
of a sheet to several sheets. The main.difference is.that the short 
ones produced a higher percentage of returns in the early days of ·the 
waiting peric,,d. On page 168, Scott·notes very definitely an adverse 
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effect on response rate from factor number 3 of Kendall (33) on page 
29, quoted above "Difficulty of the required decision,," The remarkable 
difference of almost twice .the response to the question "Did you visit 
New Hampshire this summer?" or the response to the question "Where,did 
you go for your vacation this summer?" provides a pointed indication of 
how questions should be structured. 
A significant point difference to be noted in regard to the 
present and those of Scott was that his mailing was mainly to people at 
home where leisure time was used in filling out the questionnaire. The 
present study was to be sent to the inventors on their job where any 
but the most eagerly anticipated mail is looked on .as an.interruption 
in more interesting or at least more pressing work demands. This fact 
allowed excessive length to be well guarded against. Much personal 
experience on the job as a recipient of questionnaires re-enforced this 
position very strongly. It was observed that fellow engineers also 
tended to throw out questionnaires over one page long. 
The communication from the questioner and intended respondent can 
suffer not only from an excessive number of questions but also from 
excessive directions or a repugnant covering letter. The authors touch 
upon this but Scott (49) on pages 174-175, who has deeply investigated 
the many aspects of mail surveys, has very useful information on the 
covering letter. A surprising finding was that a personal letter did 
not have a significant difference in response to the impersonal letter--
89.6% return for the questionnaire with the personal letter and 91.4% 
for the impersonal letter accompanied questionnaire. The rather sur-
prising slight bia~, though termed not significant by Scott, is in what 
"common sense" would tell one is the "wrong direction." The personal 
version was to "Mr. John X. Gonsuilly;" the impersonal version was to 
"Dear Householder," etc. 
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The significant differences in response attributable to the. 
accompaning letter involved content. Letters written in the tone.of 
"Please help me out" and "Hoped for reply" cause in.cases two to one 
better response than letters written in the tone "Answer que~tions 1 
through 20" "reply in 5 days requested." Scott's conclusion was .that 
letter content is much more.important than the trappings. The format 
and layout of the questionnaire-letter combination shows definite (re . 
Scot~) favor for a letter on one side of a sheet anq questionnaire on. 
the reverse side, rather than a two sheet form: 95.8% for the former 
and 93.6% for the latter. A conflicting finding was that crowding all 
questions on one.sheet was markedly poor to spreading out over two 
sheets. Scott concludes that:th~ letter and questionnaire on opposite 
sides of the same sheet is be~t. 
The form and spirit of· the letter-questionnaire was decided to be: 
1. Single 8 1/2" x 11" sheet letter one side, questionnaire 
otherside. 
2. Statement of and evidence of guaranteed anonymity. 
3. Pre-addressed, stamped, return envelope supplied. 
4. Uncrowded appearance of ·questions. 
5. Majority closed questions, mi~ority open questions. 
6. Questions attempting to generate (a) low tur~over., 
(b) spread in alternative~ (c) easy decision. 
7. Interest stimulating in respondent. 
8. Free of "hidden meaning" implications. 
9. All ,possible depth of questions. 
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It was hoped that a questionnaire fulfilling the above form and 
spirit criteria and including the salient features of the following 
subject matter and question design discussion could be developed. 
Subject Matter and Questions 
The first consideration here is a general question and it proper 
answer as suggested by Good and Scates (15), on pages 606-607, criteria 
9 above, "It (the whole questionnaire) must be valid, the body o:I; data 
taken as a whole must answer the question for which it was designed." 
. . . 
What then is the question for which this questionnaire is designed, and 
how shall an answer be attempted? 
The effort of this investigation is to determine the management_ 
created environment which has allowed, encouraged or at least not pre-
vented the invention of the useful and economic. This questionnaire is 
intended to obtain some.indication of what the individual who.has 
actually invented the useful and economic, considers as fundamental to 
the environment, created or allowed by management, in which he was able 
to invent. 
A preliminary letter questionnaire .combination was written up and 
submitted to the committee for suggestions and criticisms. (See 
:Appendix C)~' The sources of the queS!tions subject matter are in this 
appendix as is the reasonsing for its inclusion. Thus, it will not be 
repeated here but the main points of the committee's criticisms and 
sugg1estions are discussed ,below and the intended indication of each 
question in the final questionnaire is also discussed here. 
Questions were raised as to the possible reticenRe of respondents 
to freely answer questions numbers 1, 5, 6 and 9, as being excessively 
in opposition to Good and Scates (15), on pages 607-608, criteria 6 
above; specifically l.c; S~c; 6.a,b,c; 9.a,b,c; were pointed out as 
being, if not embarrassing, excessively blunt. 
Question 2 also was seen.as well aimed but missing the mark, not 
satisfying criteria number 3, 
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Open question number 12 was seen as needing prominance and direc-
tion so that the response might be better analyzed and also would be 
better aimed at "what existed that did help the inventor invent" rather 
than allow an interpretation of wanting his opinion of what might ,be 
better. 
Some discuss.ion was had on the other questions to create greater 
clarity and increase the "distance" between choices, in line with 
Kendall's (33), on page 29, items 2 and 3 above. 
The. letter, it was felt, should contain an indication of the 
definition of invention, more of the reason for the investigation and 
a statement of interest in what was when the inventor invented, to 
prevent data about a position in which the individual might.be in now 
which could be non-invention inspiring. 
The final letter-questionnaire form is as shown in AppendixD 
Exhibits 1 and 2. 
The questionnaire is now ready to be discussed. Since it is not 
possible to subtly lead the respondent from the broad hint of the ques-
tion to the narrow specific choice because of the required brevity, it 
was decided to include st3:fficient description in the questiqn, The 
hoped for result was that an inventor reading it would understand the. 
meaning more clearly than a non-inventor might as the inventor, it is 
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reasonable to expect, has considered some aspect of each question. The 
criticisms and suggestions of. the committee have been included. 
Question by Question Discussion 
1. When you are attempti~g to solve problems you get:. (a) 
the best help possible; (b) adequate help; (c) what help 
is left, if any is left. 
The object of this is to indicate whether management needs to give 
the inventor the secure feeling that help is being biased toward him, 
or whether invention apparently exists in spite of the lack of intended 
help. It is to directly assess the effect of facilities relation to 
invention. 
2. Your boss is. (a) as technically competent as you; (b) 
generally more inventive .than .you; (c) a manager, not 
technically qualified. 
A fundamental question in management is always, "Does a manager 
need to be really a technical expert in the field?" or stated con-
versely, "A professional manager can manage anything." Heye! (21) page 
295, indicates a definite need for the project manager to be techni-
cally competent in the field. Barnard (2) on page 288, states very 
clearly his belief that the leader must have high level technical 
knowledge. 
The strategic factor in cooperation generally is leadership 
which is the name for relatively high personal capacity for 
both technological attainments and moral complexity, combined 
with propensity for consistency in conformance to moral 
factors of the individual. [The underlining is the author's]. 
This question is intended to bring out statistics giving a manager the 
insight of what level of technical direction is most liable to allow 
the inventor to produce. 
3. Your formal education (a) gave you a vital knowledge you 
needed to invent; (b) enabled you to get the job--the 
invention was based on other knowledge; (c) should be 
extended--you need more knowledge to invent more. 
"Common sense" indicates that the more knowledge a.man has, the 
more facts he can scan.and assemble into the new and useful. "Common 
sense" thus enables a manager to reason that the most educated in.his 
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group.should be given the problems most in need of invention for.solu-:-
tion, as per Chapter IV. 
4. Management (a) looks for new ideas only when.in trouble; 
(b) energetically listens and .looks into new ideas; .(c) 
is interested only in cost reduction innovation or cus-
'tomer demarid. 
Concentrated (b) answers proves a challenge to a management to 
maintain suitable policy in effect. The maintenance of this effort on 
the part of management is an ideal lethargy and causes less than full 
approaches. High number of (a) answers indicates invention is spurred 
by a sense of urgency imparted to the inventor not by faith in "non-
crisis" resear.ch. A great number of (b) answers indicates invention 
spurred on by a progressive research minded management; whereas (c) 
answers shows.invention desired only as an improver.of the status quo· 
and/or to counter punch some other company's pioneering. Both (a) and 
(c) means possible "latent invention" present, unexposed because it only 
would be new anq. useful. 
5. Your patents mostly are (a) to satisfy a need YOU SAW: 
(b) to satisfy a need POINTED OUT TO YOU: (c) to exploit 
an accidental discovery made while pursuing some other 
goal. 
Answers here incj.icate a finite management policy, (a) indicates to 
a manager that he best see that his "to be inventors" obtain all sorts 
of experiences in . the fi.eld, so they may see the vacancies which can 
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and should be filled; (b) means he should set his men at recognized 
needs; (c) indicates management should try only not to prevent "fortu-
nate .accidents" resulting in invention. The implementation of this 
near humor might best be obtained by keeping everyone usefully busy. 
6. Your boss (a) allows too much humor in meetings and.too 
many witty statements in reports; (b) has a sense of 
humor equal to yours; (c) at times irritates the "big 
boss" by wise cracks or clowning. 
The high incidence of the relation of a sense of humor to creativ-
ity causea this perhaps surprising "common sense" question to be 
included. Moore, (41) on page 24, "Sense of Humor." Two test groups of 
students, one high IQ-low creative, the other high creative-lower IQ 
were all asked to consider eight qualities, such as character, sense of, 
humor, etc,, and to rank themselves in the order in which they would 
like to be outstanding. Here.comes a dramatic difference. The IQ 
group put sense of humor at the bottom. The creatives put it second 
from the top! The question is alao aimed at indicating a level of 
"rapport with the boss." Moore. (41), page 24, again with the same test 
group of students, shows that.the high cre,;1.tive group was "at odds" with 
the teachers, being least desimble 0 ,in the .teachers' eyes. Answers to 
thia queation, it .was hoped, would show ma~agement compatibility with 
humor. 
7. You believe your less inventive associates (a) might 
not invent because of no incentive given .by .management; 
(b) might not invent because they see no requirement to 
be filled; (c) might.not want to chance failure, rocking 
the boat, and being criticized. 
This question was an attempt to determine an inventor's reason why 
others do not .invent. It was. inspired by the wr:i,~:i,ng of most of the 
authors consulted and is very clearly stated by Harrisberger (19), on 
pages 44 through 49, in a chapter titled "Wanna Know Why You Aren't 
Creative?" 
8. You believe (a) invention and product should be more 
personalized (like Browning Automatic Rifle named for 
inventor, John M. Browning); (b) management usually 
does all possible to publicly identify inventors with 
their inventions; (c) invention should be depersonal-
ized. 
9:7 
This question was.to determine, as well as a single question could, 
if satisfaction of the .higher needs of Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs (14), 
on page 50, is a real incentive to invention, High response (a) indi-
cates an additional incentive could be usefully supplied; (b) that. 
invention is present when management is considered fair in its identi-
fying of inventors; (c) indicates inventors consider this a detriment. 
9. What incentives did you receive as a direct result of 
your inventions? 
10. Wer~ you aware of a specific incentive prior to your 
invention? 
Please answer anYWhere on this side,. other side or separate. 
sheet. Just a few words would be very generous. 
11. Why did you do the "extra" that resulted in invention? 
12. What incentives could or should management give that 
would cause more people tq be usefully inventive like 
you? 
Questions 9 through 12 are suggestions of Dr. E .. J. Ferguson and 
are open questions to find in the inventors' own wdt:<ls the ince.ntive 
which they believed were present which cause4 them to invent and what 
incentives management should offer to spur on creativity. The attempt 
waS! to determine if the respondents are spontaneously unknowing follow-
ers of Fein (10), whose main theme is "pay is what people work for." 
Sincia the questions are open, the response may be either interesting 
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or hopelessly scattered, Optimism allows that the open questions will 
not make a severe reduction in the number or responses. 
The Response 
The.response from the 1029 questionn;;1.ires mailed was interesting. 
At 53 days after the mail out, 234 came back because of bad addresses 
or marked "No longer at XXX Company." The .mail out was not entirely b1, 
the company address of the patentee, where. possible-" the ,home address 
was used, but 29 companies with returns marked "No longer at XXX 
Company" showed the following statistics. 
The average percent "No longer at" answers of the original mail-
ing was 34%. This means that 34% of the inventors who profitably con-
tributed to. the company.' s product were not able to be retained by that 
company. The company names are not to be divulged herein so these com-
ments seem not unethical. Of the ten companies over the 34% average 
(one with a high of 72%), seven of them, including the highest, would 
be immediately recognized as ones which hav~ been notable recently for 
involvement in mergers or financial reorganization and poor investor 
confidence. Of the five .below 17%, all would be instantly recognized 
as either "old solid plodders" or exciting growth companies with pro-
ducts which dominate their field because of an obvious product superi-
ority. The size of the questionnaire mail'ing to the.29 companies in 
this statistic ranged from three to thirty-four; the average to a 
company being twenty-three. The highest "No longer at" company had a 
mail out of eighteen, the lowest perc~nt,company, thirty-two. 
The observation could be.made that companies which are economi,-
cally sound retain their contributing creative minds and those which 
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are famous (in recent years) for not beini~economically sound lose their 
contributing creative ,minds. 
Those who left, of course, are people who cannot be .located through 
these contacts so no survey of reasons why they left can,be attempted, 
but the fact remains an average of 34% of the inventoTs whose inventions 
are in use in the company's products left these companies after invent-
ing something useful. 
These.known "bad addresses" reduce the "real mail out" to 795, Of 
theEJe about 150 were to compa·nies from which not a single. "no longer at" 
or ''cannot locate" response ,was received; thus, it might be conjectured 
that they lost none of their inventors! A response was received from 
one company where several of tbe questionnaires were opened and the 
rest were then stapled togethe~ and returned in a lump. Thus, it seems 
reasonable that some such censoring of the received mail, or of the 
resp9nse to it, is present. 
It might be reasoned that the actual mail out which got to the 
addressee was approximately 645. At .53 days after the mail out 286 
filled out questionnaires had been returned, nearly 45%. 
A computer Fortran sort program was.written and the answers to all 
questions of the questionnaire were.put on data cards. The frequency 
.:,~ 
count of the answers could thus be determined for any one or two combi-
nations of questions and answers. As .an example, a sort could be run 
on high school graduates (Question l~, Answer 1) with over twenty years 
experience (Question 17, Answer 6). 
The questionnaire was interpreted into the data cards by question 
number and answer number defined in Table IX. Also included on the 
extreme right are the frequency of the answers computed in answers per 
100 
theoretical 1000 inventors. It ,should be remembered that the sample 
was 286 total but it is believed that per 1000 :is more meaningful. 
TABLE IX· 
QUESTIONNAIRE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS· 
AND TOTAL GROUP RESPONSES· 
Questions=. Ql, Q2, Q3, etc. 
Answers = Al, A2, A3, etc. 
Ql. Whe~ you are attempting to s~lve .problems 
you get: (Al) the best help possible; 
Q2. 
Q3. 
(A2) adequate help; (A3) what help is left; 
(A4) irrelevant; (AS) lone worker no help 
needed. 
Al the best help possible 
A2 adequate help 
A3 what help is left 
A4 irrelevant 
AS lone worker 
A6 no answer given 
Your boss is (Al) as technjcally col!lpetent 
as you; (A2) generally more inventive than 
you; (A3) a manager, not technically quali-
fied; (A4) irrelevant. 
Al as technically competent 
A2 more inventive 
A3 a manager 
A4 . irrelevant 
A6 no answer given 
Your formal education (Al) gave you a.vital 
knowledge you neecJ,ed to invent; (A2) enabled 
you to get the job--the invention was based on 
other knowledge; (A3) should be extendecl--you 
need more knowledge to invent, more; (A4) 
irrelevant, 
Response Computed 
Per 1000 Inventors 
539 
357 
66 
0 
21 
21 
622 
91 
244 
7 
34 
101 
TABLE IX "Continued" 
Response Computed 
Per 1000 Inventors 
Q4. 
Al vital knowledge to invent 
A2 helped get the job 
A3 should be extended 
A4 irrelevant 
A6 no answer given 
Management (Al) looks for new ideas only when 
in 'trouble; (A2) energetically listens and looks 
into new ideas; (A3) is int~rested only in cos~ 
reducrtion innovation or customer demand; (A4) 
irrelevant. 
Al looks for new ideas 
A2 energetically listens 
A3 interested only in co.st reduction 
A4 irrelevant 
A6 no answer given 
Q5. Y9ur patents mostly are, (Al) to satisfy .a need 
YOU SAW; (A2) to satisfy a need POINTED OUT TO 
YOU; (A3) to exploit an accidental discovery made 
while pursuing some other goal; (A4) irrelevant. 
Al to satisfy a need you saw 
A2 to satisfy a .need pofnted out, 
A3 to exploit an accidental discovery 
A4 irrelevant 
A6 no answer given 
Q6. Your boss, (Al) allows too much humor in meetings 
and too many witty statements in reports; (A2) 
has a sense of humor equal to yours; (li3) at times 
irritates the "big boss" by wise cracks c;>r clown-,-
ing; (A4) irrelevant; (AS) is dull--none. 
Al allows too .much humor 
A2 sense of ·humor.equal to yours 
A3 at time irritates 
A4 irrelevant 
AS dull 
A6 no answer given 
Q7. You believe your less inventive associates (Al) 
might not invent because of no incentive given 
by managemeJ:!.t; (A2) might .not invent because 
they see no requirement to be filled; (A3) might. 
336 
510 
115 
10 
28 
199 
538 
227 
0 
35 
647 
290 
56 
0 
7 
10 
755 
14 
10 
31 · 
178 
102 
TABLE IX "Continued" 
Response Computed 
Per 1000 Inventors 
not want to chance failure, rocking the. 
boat, and being criticized; (A4) irrelevant. 
Al no incentive to invent 
A2 no requirement to be filled 
A3 does not want to chance failure 
A4 irrelevant 
A6 no answer given 
Q8. You believe (Al) invention and product should 
be more personalized (like Browning Automa,tic 
Rifle named for inventor, John .M. Brcrwning); 
(A2) management usually does all possible .to 
publicly ident:tfy inventors with their inventions; 
(A3) invention should be depersonalized; (A4) 
irrelevant; (AS) recognition by peers. 
157 
566 
91 
24 
160 
Al invention and product should be personalized 301 
A2 management does all possible to identify 308 
A3 should be depersonalized· 220 
A4 irrelevant O 
AS recognition by peers 21 
A6 no answer given 150 
Q9. What incentives did you receive as a dired 
result of your inventions? 
Al $1.00 
A2 money 
A3 none 
A4 self-satisfaction 
AS promotion 
A6 no answer given 
QlO. Were you aware of a specific incentive 
prior to your·invention? 
Al ye~ 
A2 no 
A6 no answer given 
QlL Why did you do the "extra that resulted 
in invention? 
108 
350 
318 
126 
73 
24 
42 
50 
8 
Al necessity 
A2 money 
A3 part of job 
A4 pride 
TABLE IX "Continued" 
A6 no answer given 
Ql2. What incentives could or should, management 
give that would cause more people to be 
usefully inventive like you? 
Al non-money encouragement 
AZ money 
A3 technical help 
A4 follow up 
AS promotion 
A6 no incentive n~cessary or possible 
Q13. Please circle degree attained: (Al) high 
school; (A2) Bachelor; (A3) Master; 
(A4) Doc tor, 
Al high school 
A2 Bachelor 
A3 Master 
A4 Doctor 
A6 
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Response Computed 
Per 1000 Inventors 
73 
35 
230 
587 
73 
255 
455 
14 
42 
31 
203 
171 
158 
182 
171 
17 
Ql4. You are THE single inventor of how many patents? 
Al - 1 single inventor patent 
AZ 2 single inventor patents 
A3 = 3 or 4 single inventor patents 
A4 = 5 through 9 single inventor patents 
AS - 10 through 19 single inventor patents 
A6 = 20 or more single inventor patents 
Ql5. You are the .CO-invent;or of how many patents? 
Al 
AZ 
A3 = 
A4 
AS= 
A6 = 
1 co-invent;or patent 
2 co-inventor patents 
3 or 4 co-inventor patents 
5 through 9 co-inventor patents 
10 through 19 co-inventor patents 
20 or more co-inventor patents 
136 
182 
213 
154 
98 
101 
175 
154 
175 
168 
122 
77 
104 
TABLE IX "Continued 
Response Computed 
Per 1000 Inventors 
Ql6. Your total patent number? 
Al = 1 patent 70 
A2 = 2 patents 87 
A3 = 3 or 4 patents 210 
A4 5 through 9 patents 247 
AS = 10 through 19 pat,ents 175 
A6 = 20 or more patents 213 
Ql7. How many years professional exper:j..ence do 
you have? 
Al =-1 year 0 
A2 2 years 3 
A3 = 3 or 4 years 3 
A4 = 5 through 9 years 70 
AS = 10 through 19 years 241 
A6 = 20 or more years 636 
Open Question Response 
Questions 9, 10, 11, and 12 are ones which could cause other than 
the programmeq answers so the meaning for the numerical answers was the. 
author's assessment of what were six or less definitions of the most 
common answers, Some respondents lumped answers to questions 9, 10, 11, 
and 12 in one or more comments or paragraphs, some of which were indi-
cative of an amount of effort, others were "pent up" thoughts which 
were astr1;1y from the question. What were the more lucid comments in 
the judgment of the author are shown below. These are generally repre-
sentative of what appeared to be the possible interpretations of 
answers. 
"I saw a ne.ed and wanted to do something." 
"Other than the monetary incentive, none!" 
"Personal recognition." 
"Give the inventor a.percent of the profit f-rom use of the 
invention." 
"You do sol:hetbing for your company, they should, do something 
for you,Ji. 
"Creative people ~tijdy creating fpr the sense of achievement." 
"To prove it .could be done." 
"Once the invention has been applied successfully for a 
period of ?t least one year, the inventor(s) should receive 
an occasional bonus based on the prof:l,.ts gained through the 
invention. However, it .must be realized that the invention, 
its development and incorporation into manufacturing, cost 
the employer a lo.t of money which he. extended (loan,ed in a 
way) t'o the inventor wh.ile the latter was being paid a 
salary to do this kind of work. Maybe its.really a toss up 
whether or not the .employer s}J.ould hand out monetary rewards, 
no moral obligation there! But I like the idea, after all 
who hates money?" 
"Definitely, more money would result in more people 
creating new things or ideas. Personally, creating or 
inventing is a natural thing with me." 
"Publicize the issuance of the patent." 
"Desire for recognition." 
"I believe incentives per se are not the answer. Some 
people have the inborn ability to apply "free thinking" 
techniques resulting in. a new idea or new way of doing a. 
particular f4nction. Others in the same general field can 
take the idea and make it work and work well but somehow 
can't seem to generate an original concept on their own." 
"My job is deiidgn ,application o:r invention. I don't 
believe incentives by management will create inventors. A 
need, the opportunity and ingenuity will." 
"Pay." 
"Possibly more re.cognition, not necessarily financing, 
overdoing it can result in unhealthy competition among· 
workers," 
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"Begin some freedom and encour,agement to .follow own ideas, 
of course, a financial reward always encourages! i• 
"A more liberal monetary ince11,tive, Once every so often 
a list of things the company would like ,could be cir.culat.ed. 
One thing is, in some departments .the boss gets er.edit for 
the invention although they,didn't originat~ the idea." 
"I' 11 summariz.e these last four questions with one state-,. 
ment. I think personal satisfaction regardless of what 
inspiration you had to invent something .is the most rewarding 
thing of all. Although money and promotions help. 
It's my belief that man, ever since man began, has to 
prove that he is, in fact, .a man. Many men .do this in various 
ways, by building up their bodies, or by trying to impress , 
and having many women, etc. 
The fact that I'm an inventor might be my way to prove to 
myself and the world that I'm, in .fact, a man. I don't 
really know, I'm sure all inventors have a reason for 
inventing things, but I think it'' s a personal thing with most. 
Please excuse the pencil and paper. 
(Signature of respondent) 
P. S. If you really think you have a good idea, don't give 
it up without a fight. Good luck." 
'"Desire for recognition." 
"Personal satisfaction.II 
"To get a better job, qualify yourself better." 
"Promotion and or recognition." 
"Be willing to maintain some level of exploratory 
research, even in times of rising cost1:;1 and econ9mic 
recession." 
fl$ II 
"I'm a professional, not money but recognition an<,i 
opportunity." 
"I invent things and sell them.for a livelihood. My .sole 
income. Adequate renumeration usually helps!" 
"Poor questionnaire. I sugge,st you see a psychologist and 
learn how to do it right!" 
"Make it clear that the inventor will be financially 
rewarded and publicize inventions." 
"More flexible working houre, .uee.more vacation time as a 
reward, such as a sabbatical." 
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"Encou:i;agement from immediate supervisor is essential." 
"Pat~nts come more, easily when you a:r.e near .a problem of 
great company interest. Many good inventions ai:e net paten1ted 
since the company doesn't expect to make .any money from them. 
Management must lear,n to culture the germ of an idea rather 
than to squelch it by doubts and indifference •. Many people 
in our organization.are so happy with the status quo that 
they don't like, anything that. might require extra work or 
which would rock the boat." 
"Because I am me." 
"Pay top practical creative people as much .as they pay 
top management.peop],..e both in salary .as well as bonuses. 
Als.o, extend them the same privileges, company status, etc. 
I also think the company should seethat a man who contri-
butes substantially is entered in Who's Who at no expense 
to hil!l, The commercial products made possible by my inven-
tions have totalled well above a.quarter of a billion, 
perhaps a billion .dollars, but I am not in .Who's Who. Not 
be so budget minded with successful individuals, and on the 
other hand litter;ally. throw money away on.non-creative 
paper publishing Ph.D's .in research.centers :which seldom 
come up with a process, let ,alone a new product." 
"Pe;rmit some boat rocking--not see a threat in a capable 
inventor--not steal his ideas and call them their own." 
"Probably the greatest incentive to an inventor is a boss 
who is also an inventor,. and has .that ''gut feeling" or 
intuition about a new design that tells you if it is good or 
not." 
"The greatest of all would be follow through." 
"Toughest job is not to invent but to sell management that 
it will sell in larger volume or bigger .profit! Requires 
good psychology and knowledge of the market." 
"I feel that management. should reward through f.o.rmal 
recognition for patents tq.at are outstanding. .I personally 
feel like a lot of unused talent is.now.hidden under the 
basket-for lack of just rewards." 
"I get paid to inve.nt." 
"Salary and re.cognition, your questions are not based on, 
or fit, the way research operates in industry." [No explana-
tion on "how"] 
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"The: management of. my. -~ompany ~- :.a ... $3001(~ business . machine 
coiporation, en.courages .invention .by .,gifts of .distinctive 
and expensiv,e .Jewelry. that .. ide~tify. the. co.mpany ! s inventors; 
by cash awards .. in . the .1 .. to . 5. hundred · dollar range;. annual 
dinners and the like •.... 
No program is in .. existence to .foster .inventiqn, but every-_ 
one ·keeps logs,.records and .the.like •so ,.that.when .invention, 
occurs it can,be.properly.assigne.d .. and·.defended for the 
individ,ual and the .compa:p.y.• . 
· Management. has.men, .like :myself, who have .. ideas, .some have 
manag,eriql talent .and no .longer .are .in. a position td invent, 
When I was i~ proj.ect work, I was, inventive,. now I encoura~e 
it, but seldom.contribute .... Severa],. .non,.,,m.anager:ial contempo-
aries have gone on. to invent. steadily.. . . . · 
Out of. thousands. of ;company .. p~ople · the inventions. are 
limited to the. technical. peqple, enginee~s, . and so.meti'Qle.s 
technicians or .. servicemen~ .. Of. many. hund:ceds .. of .. these .. only . 
120 odd have a.patent, of.this number.only.10.or 12.have 
more. than ~me •. The numbe"J;'. held by th.is dozen, .of which I am 
a member, equals all .the rest~ Good luck, Conrad!" 
"Answers to _11 and 12, ... Of .my -30. patents, 12 are, or. have 
be~n used commer.cial.ly. . i:;peci~l.inc.entiv:es .. are goo.d .but I .. 
would have made.,the.;i.nv:entians .if .the .. incentive had not been 
present, I bel,ieve it is a matter of brqins.,. familiarity . 
with the field .,so that the. idea. is easily. tested and .temper-,-
ment. A dissatisfied.per.son may.be.as.producti~e.of .inven-:-
tions as. a satisfied. person--provi.ded h~ is not too dis-
sat:i,sfied. 
In a big company 1 the successful.inventor .makes much less 
money_ than. the success-ful .miner admini9:trator. . This I 
resent, but it does not.affect my ,work." 
"11. Why did . .you. do. the ."extra" that resulted in 
invention?· 
An individual who is .dedicated .to designing ... the best equip-
ment for a purpose is in.a.position to invent,- Further., a 
sens·e -of competitiveness ... is .developed in a systen:i in which 
one ID'l:/,St compete .,to win .a ,cont:i;act •.. A .deilJcated engineer 
should assume the ·.responsibility .of. '.'winning" .design. com-:-
petitions 'in .order. to .support. the. productio.n .. workers .. as pa:rt . 
of the corporate .. te~i:n· .An engineer must .maintain the com-: 
petitiv.e techno.logic;:~l.po:sition.of .. the corporation or be 
replaced, jobs _,for. ur.outine:'' .. :cesponsib.il.ity. are. dull .and .. not 
rewarding, Rewards .. in. the. form.of. incentives are .welcomed 
as a corporAtive thank ... you .,fo]\". .a .Job .well: .. q.on~,. but, . serve. 
little purpose• in. spur.ring. the .. inve;ntiv:e mind. into a.ctio.n, 
12. What·. incentives. could or .. should. n:ianagemen-i: .. give .. that 
would cause mQre .. pea.pie .. to .be .. usefully .inventive .·like .yo.u? . 
Incentive is .an .. interesting. word,. but .. I. question the 
"carrot on the .stickllapproach.. Pay .. the inventor a ,sustain-
ing salary, be-:su:re .to. place him- in .a. position .. where .be. can 
develop contribut~-q.g design ,ideas to keep him abreast State. 
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of the Art technology. Make him aware of problems that could 
be solved with des.ign improvements, 
Incentives that are subject to tax deductions are worse 
than no incentive because it draws attention to the fact that 
it is a "payoff" subject to the inequalities of our tax sys-
tem and serves to detract from the ''Corporation Thank .You.' 
Would strongly advise a tax free 'thank you for a good job' 
as an incentive." 
"Be careful to put genuinely competent people in charge 
at the various levels." 
"To be usefully inventive requires close attention with 
the problem or need." 
"Freedom to be." 
"The biggest deterrant.to inventors in industry is the 
doubt that management really wants something new rather than 
wishing it would go away." 
"Do not box people in with staff "experts?", procedure, 
controls, engineers, industrial eng., etc." 
"After money, then you can start with the self-fulfill-
ment enrichment, etc., that the behavorial science classes 
tell you are so important." 
"Managements willingness to take a chance on a new idea." 
''Mr. Conrad R. Hilpert: 
Much has been written on this subject. Your experiences 
as an inventor have occurred in an atmosphere that reflects 
in the choice of your questions, . Due to the limited choi.ces, 
I truly cannot answer some of them. Ldo see your point, 
however, and have much to say on the subject. My experiences 
are as follows: 
1. Corporations tend to look outside for inventions as 
they relate to job title. Inventors do not necessarily have 
that title. In a research oriented company, the non-Ph.D. 
engineer, particularly the manufacturing or Mfg. Division 
Engrs. are hard put to be.heard. 
2. Patents cost money. Unless it is about to be marketed 
there is little interest. .. Patent departments are apt to not 
know business judgments as to the value of a disclosure. 
They seldom have a basis to do so. 
3. To get a patent the inventor.has .to be a salesman, 
both to his "boss," to a marketing department and to the 
patent department. 
4. To motivate invention: 
a. Commit motivation monies to patent any reasonably 
sound idea, regardless of its sales value. 
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b. Encourage the broadest possible exposure of 
personnel. 
c. Some people are inventive and.some are not, Try 
to identify inventor.sand.cultivate their talent, 
d. Allow inventors .to share in the profit of their 
inventions. 
e. Give inventors a degree of freedom to spend time 
and money to pursue. so.und ideas to .a conclusion, 
even if they. are not immediately applicable •. 
Generally speaking,. inventors will .. invent regardless of their 
environment. If stifled at work, they invent at home. 
In our corporation,. the number of patents one has, has 
very little to do with.their inventiveness. The least criteria 
is that the idea be patentable. The creative mind is at home 
in most any.area. Give him time to dr::i'.-nk in.the existing 
information and he will synthesize a unique concept. From an 
economic point of view he should be pointed at a desirable 
area and one he has knowledge of, .. However, . if he becomes over 
specialized he can lose the broad.base which facilitates 
unique products ideas. 
It must be said that .corporation management does not like 
invention from.within when a well thought·out program.is under 
way, unless it fits.the program objective. Inventions .happen 
both in and out of this main line of .a program. . The great. 
invention outside the program means decisions and modifica-, 
tions of activity. To push such an idea through requires 
real champions, and a lot of boat rocking." 
"Question 12 .. (1) publicize the patent program in the 
form of a departmental.letter •. The.letter should briefly. 
describe the .idea, its objective and the author. 
(2) Aggressively pursue the patenting process.keeping 
in mind that patents-for protection are as important as 
exploitable patents. 
(3) Provide feed back to author of patent memo.on status 
of idea, 
Sorry I'm so late on this. I wrote a long letter while 
flying from San Francisco, but decided.against enlarging on 
ideas about creative people. 
(Signed) 
P. S. Administrative type assignments are not conducive 
to creative thinking." 
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The interesting point that seems to come through clearly is that 
money is the top incentive but in some individual cases may not be the 
incentive to the particular inventor a director of research is bossing. 
While some said money was not a possible incentive to.creativity, none 
said they would create for zero pay just to get other incentives. The 
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only possible assu~ption is that these people had already had the ne~d 
for money justly sati!;!fied in their.opinion. 
The not infrequent mention of "idea stealingll is indeed a tragic 
relation of poor management, if idea stealers could be called manage-
ment. 
There was no real difference in. the answers by the Ph.D. 1;s through 
high school graduates in apparent depth of thought on the subject but 
the inventors with the longer experience tended to write the longer 
answers. Many of these answers could be viewed as quite definite 
instructions to a director of research. 
An imperative,, almost earsplitting, shout comes through to the 
author that these commercially practical inventors need INDIVIDUAL 
ATTENTION by superiors. A person who invents, "Because I am me" seems 
bluntly asking to be treated as a person not as a hole in an IBM card. 
Obviously he believes he is "I am me" and quite un:l,que, a manager will 
not "get to him" by the impersonal "from the desk of Joseph X. Blow, 
Director of Research." This "I am me" is not to be thrilled by com-
munications from a desk! 
The Average Answers 
Table X of Questions and Answers and total group resijbnses will be 
referred to and a reference "QlAl" will mean the question and answer so 
indicated in Table X. 
When viewing the answers to the Questionnaire, it must be con-
tinually remembered that these are answers by inventors with a proven 
performance of practiGal, commercial economic creative ability. These 
are not the "average Americans" in performance. It cannot be absolutely 
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said that th.e answers here. show what W0\1ld turn the "average American" 
into a similar productive person, but it can be said quite certainly 
that if conditions in a research department were such that the.low 
respon!,les fit, the department would suit only a !:!Unmiation,as follows: 
TABLE X 
MlMIMUM.INVENTION ENVIRONMENT 
Question and Answers 
QlA3 
Q2A2 
Q3A3 
Q4Al 
Q5A3 
Q6Al 
Q7A3 
Q8A5 
TOTAL 
AVERAGE 
Per/1000 
67 
91 
115 
199 
56 
10 
91 
21 
650 
81 Per 1000 
This is an indication that the department would fit perhaps only 81 of 
eyery.lOOOpractical cont;ributing inventors. 
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Should the d~partment be managed so that the maximums of each 
question was. in effect, it would be· shown as in Table .XI. In this 
table the department would have conditions in which success is proven 
at about seven times the .rate.of the former. 
TABLE XI 
MAXIMUM INV.ENTION ENVIRONMENT 
Questions and Answers Per/1000 
QlAl 534 
Q2Al 622 
Q3Al 510 
Q4A2 538 
Q5Al 647 
Q6A2 755 
Q7A2 566 
Q8A2 308 
TOTAL 4480 
AVERAGE 560 Per/1000 
The answers producing the most successful conditions do not indi-
cat~ any "impossible ideal" for the director of research to strive for, 
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but in most cases are obtained by a change in policy he directly con-
trols by simple decision. 
It will also be noted that these inventors answered these ques-
tions from their beliefs which may have been the result of knowing the 
cold facts or from being led to believe them to be the facts. It may 
be observed, however, that since very few answered Q2 with A2, it is 
quite clear that few believed they qad bosses smarter than themselves, 
thus, it is quite possible the inventors were not "being led to believe 
other than the facts." It would be·fatal for the directo~ of research 
to try.to hoodwink the people he hopes are smart enough to invent what· 
he has not. 
The answers from Table IX will be discµssed before presenting any 
of the computer sorts against the particular question-answer criteria. 
Ql. The answers here are in.direct contradiction to the existing 
practice in observed small company (and many larger company) research 
departments. The directive here is quite s:Lmple. "Convince the 
inventor he is getting the best help possiple" (this, as noted, will 
probably be accomplished by actually giving him the best help possible). 
Q2. The answers here are quite damaging to the accountant, lawyer, 
and MBA background for "man;agij.ng research" as the best performance comes 
from bosses who are as technically brilliant as the people they manage. 
The "management only type," scor:Lng much lower, is next most productive. 
The A2 response indicates that a boss who ma,kes sure his subordinates 
are more ignorant than he and so far below him that the subordinates 
believe.it themselves, supervises nearly no practical inventors. 
Q3. Answers fit nicely in with the indications of Chapter IV--
education really helps. The low A3 response indicates it is not 
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generally productive to advance or transfer men to areas where their 
education is not compatible. This is surpris:;l.ngly not in accord with 
some authortLtative thoughts, Rossman (48) makes this point quite 
heavily in his chapter "Training Inventors." Rossman.does, however, 
point out that the thought is mainly applicable to the great inventors 
he·studied, 
An individual endowed with great inventive aptitude will 
probably invent,, no matter how little or how mue;:h form,;:1.l 
education he may obtain but this aptitude will be made 
more efficient and effective by teaching an4 training, 
The inventors in.the present study averaged 0,595 patents per year 
experience. The inventors in the present study in the low Q3A3 
response indicate that the prQductive inventor is not, at least in his 
own mind, hampered by his lack of education. He has been guided or has 
guided himself into attacking probletns "he thinks he knows enough about 
to lick," It is a very good direction to the directc;,r of research not 
to expect miracles by hoping for a "fresh approach" by putting the 
least .educated at the most technically advanced task, 
Q4. Answers contradict much mc;1nagement philosophy which bel:i,.eves 
a "ready made" in.ventor will spring forth in embryonic form by "listen-
ing to what the customer wants," or as many accountant type managers 
quite understandably see a sure success, "the same old product sold for 
the same old price but at half the cost." . 
Sales knows it can take orders for ("sell" is a misnomer) a pro-
duct the customer asks for; the accountant knows reduced costs mean 
more profit, Neither really wants to.make or sell a better one for the 
higher price it is worth. Electro Motive and its Diesel Electric Loco-
motive is interesting on this point, costing just four times as much as 
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a steam loco~otive. The diesel electric locomotive iE;J, the st;eam loco-
motive is not, Neither could th.e th:ree "greatest loco~otive builders 
in the WQrld" be deterred from fo.llowing customer demand and cost 
reduction of a dead product. The diesel electric waij not.a new idea. 
when the customer's demand unmistakenably was finally for it; it was 
"new" only to the .i;itea~ lc)co.motive builders who had policy not to 
answer Q4A2. 'rhe low Q4Al re,aponse is qu_i te typical of an easily 
observeq fac~, in'(entions,are not usually. "fixes." Edbon's phonograph 
fixed no former malf~nctionil)g ''whachamacalli t;." (His :lnvention pre-
dated its name!) 
QS. The large majority of .Al ans.wers indicate "the invention," 
the point .of crystall,iied creativity is not what is patent;ed but the 
recognition of the need for the thing patented. This is very directl.y 
in support.of the con;entions.in Chapters II.and III. The almost.total 
remaining response A.2 answers is good support for th~ boss to.be tech-
nically competent to enable him also to.see needs .he could assign 
inventQrs to.attend. The oiiccountant type.boss could "see a need" for 
"cheaper bearings" as w:ell as lower taxes, neithei:: being a possible 
practical capability of· the company faciliUes ,or personnel. . 
Q6. Nearly all .answeJ;"ed A2 which indicates that the boss must be 
able to adjust to the per!,lonality differences that ,are pr.esent betwee-p. 
himself and his subordinates. 'rhe gruff "all business" poss is not in 
charge of tqe largest group of inventors. 
Q7. The high ,response A2 answers indicates two possible meanings 
to the author, (1) Inventors recognize the impor·tance of "seeing the 
need" and thus consciously or unconsciously desire to be e:&posed·as per 
Chapters II and III suggest, (2) Management is i~ error for allowing 
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the non-inventive co-worker of the productive inventor to exist in a 
channel of eff<;>rt that blinds him from "seeing the need." The low A3 
response shows evidence that the prodµctive inventor is not impressed 
with a need to avoid rocking the boat and, thus, sees it as no deterrent 
to others. Impress the need to avoid rocking the boat and he may not 
be in this study. 
QS. Answers were somewhat enigmatic to the author. A much higher 
amount of Al answers was expected and in view of the high Q9A4 and 
Q11A4 answer rate,, a high Q8Al might be expected, Dr,, Thomas B, Auer, 
however, had a pointed comment that there were many products on which 
the inventor might not want his name, a toilet for example, Of course, 
it ,is obvious many p~oducts must carry brand names to be competitive. 
A Ford automobile containing thousands of patented parts would hardly be 
namp.ble for each inventor. Proof of this is seen.in another field where 
businesses are named for the founders. Sears has practically droppeet 
Roebuck and Ward's has practically dropped Montgomery. Long credit 
giving titles are not useful, Thus, perhaps, many inventors look for 
recognition in other ways. That management must fulfill this craving 
i$ shown by the written responses quoted e~rlier. 
The open answers to questions 9 through 12 were reduced to the 
defined numbered classes by the author; thus, the definitions of the 
numbers contain an amount of his personal bias, 
An interesting summation .is possible that the total of the Q9Al 
and A3 answers nearly equal the Ql2A2 answer~. The number of inventors 
who received $1.00 per invention or nothing, about equals the number 
who believe management·should give money as an incentive to increase-
invention. 
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There.is room for quandry as to .the indications of what should l:>e 
done AFTER available money incentive is applied. Qll indicates a major-
ity did no.t ·invent because of a money incentive; pride wa• the .incenl.. 
tive, but in Ql2 only about.half as many thought non-:-money enc.ouragement 
was what management sh9uld give. The greatest number wanted mqney. 
There seems to be an inst.ruction to the director. of research to 
establish a finite money inGent.ive related to invez:ition and establish 
also a method of catering .to the pride of the inventor. There is a 
very great pressure by the maj<?rity .of employeelil and managers to sup-
press such "ego culturing" in the .belief that it creates j ealou.sy; 
however, if the action is always related to a concrete evidence of crea-
tivity such as a patent or useful product, jealousy may be.beneficial 
in motivating others. The·author's experience haE:1 been that all such 
moves to suppress the pride of thJ inventor .are init,ia.ted by· those who 
see the .inventor and his inventions.as a personal threat, invariably 
they are individuals who have never had an original thought. The copy 
of .a completed questionnaire on page 119 is a most direct support for 
this. 
Ql3, is the number of inventors·responding by educat;l,.onal level. 
Q14. and Q15, indicate that there is not much difference in the 
nt,Jmber of single inventor, or co-iI).ventor, patents among the practical 
inventions. 
Ql6. is simply the same but for all patents of the inventor. 
Ql7. is very interesting as.it indicat~s a sort by years experi-
ence should be made •. It .shows that "to hire a bunch of young energetic 
.'!hot shots'" could very well produce near zero invent;l,.on as the great 
bulk of the practical inventors have over twenty years experience. 
INVENTIVE ENVIRONMENT 
You are i'HE single inventor qf how many patents? 25 separate 
patents 
You are CO-inventor of how many patents?_,..._,..._,...2_,..._,..._,..._,..._,..._,...~ 
Please·circle.degree attained: __,..._ ......... , 
high schoQl Bachelor Master Doctor 
Journalism 
How many years professional experience do you have? 40 
When. ou are attem tirtg to solve problems you get: 
a. the best help poss:f,blei (b) adequate help; (c) what 
help is left, if any'. 
2. Your boss is (a) as technically competent as you; (b) 
generally more inventive than you; (c) a manager, not. 
technicEilly qualified. I am my own boss. My father, for whom 
I worked .Years ago, was not technically qualified at all. 
3. 
invention was 
extended--you 
4. Management (a) look.s for new ideas on;J..y when in trouble; 
(b) energetic~lly listens and looks into new ideas; (c) is 
interested only in cost recl.uction innovation or customer 
demand. All three are right, depending on who you are talk-
ing about. Unfortunately (c) is more often the correct 
answer. 
5. Your patents mostly are a) o satisf a need YOU SAW; 
(b) to satisfy a need POINTED OUT TO YOU; (c) to explo tan 
accidental discovery made while pursuing some other goal~ 
6. Your boss (a) allows too much humor in meetings and 
too many wit;ty st;atements in reports; (b) has a sense of 
humor equal to yours; (c) at times irritates the "big boss" 
by wise cracks or clowning, See question 2 •.• am my own boss 
and I encourage a modest amount of humor to promote 
cooperation. 
7. You believe your less inventive aseociates (a) mi t 
t because o , · centive given by management; (b) 
1:J.9 
INVENTIVE ENVIRONMENT "Continued" 
8. You believe (a) invention and product should be more 
rsona 1.ze e Brownin Automatic Rifle named for inven 
tor John M. Browning) (b) management usually does all pos-
sible to public y entify inventors with their inventions; 
(c) invention should be depersonalized. 
(Incentive includes recognition as much or more than 
money) 
9. What incentives did you receive .as a direct result .of. 
your inventions? Money, national recognition in my field of 
interest (industrial photography) and the satisfaction of. 
solving highly technical problems without an engineering 
background. 
10. Were you aware of a specific incentive prior to 
your invention? Hell yes! 
--
Please answer anywhere on this s.ide, other side or separ-
ate sheet. Just a few words would be very generous. 
11.. Why did you do the "extra" that resulted in inven-
tion? I wanted to generate important industrial develop-
ments so badly I worked horrendous hours, through week 
ends and holipays, and still am doing so. 
12. What incentives could or should management give that 
would cause rnore·people .to be.usefully inventive like you? 
Compliment others involved in development work and 
involve them in consultations.with industry meetings, 
officials and supplier rep~esentatives so that each man 
thinks he is essential to making everything successful. 
In news releases we name names when we could .easily 
skip doing so, I have surrounded myself with talented 
electronics men, -Optical engineers, draftsmen, and 
craftsmen of various kinds to make up for my own terrible 
defici~nctes, and then give them credit to the Nth 
degree. They are all proud as can be of their ind i vi dual 
contributions to the result .... the finest equipment 
of its kind in the entire world.· We manufacture too. 
Figure 1. Copy -0f .a Completed Questionnaire 
;J..20 
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Production with less than five is negligible and not really si~ea.ble 
until after ten years. This is very interesting as it indicates that 
the most productive period of years for the "non-great" inventor is 
possibly .five .to ten years later than Lehman (34)· showed for the "great". 
inventor. 
Sorts by.Years Experience 
A sort,was made of Ql7A4, Ql7A5 and Ql7A6 which computed the data 
on inventors with 5 through 9, 10 through 19, 20 through 29, and over 
30 years experience. The results do not indicate "common-ordinary" 
inventors' creativity lessens with age. Quite surprisingly, those with 
thirty years·experience and over were the most productive. One might 
easily reason that they should have the most patents just because they 
have been at .it .longer. The seventy-four sorted were·not significantly 
different from the average response e~cept as shown.i~ Table xtr. 
The Q5 answers indicate that these older more experienced inventors 
can "see needs'.' more. readily than their younger co1,1nter parts. Thi,s 
can,be construed as being another direct support of the suggestions of 
Chapters. II and. III. 
The high A4 for Qll and the ·zero for A2 presents an interesting 
set of facts. This most productive group is not money motivated and 
appear to accomplish their high produetion mainly because of pride. 
Since the questions were asked to be-considered as referring to the 
inventors most productive period, not necessarily the present, could 
this mean that these men really never did care about money? Does it 
mean that their money needs were sufficiently satisfied anq. thus they 
viewed pride _as themotivatqr? The latter appears to be the most 
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reasonable as they have managed to live to advanced age, right th1:ough 
theiJ;" "disinterest in money," inste,d of starving to dea.th like a 
Mozart at an early age~ 
Average 
Per/1000 
647 
290 
56 
7 
73 
35 
230 
587 
73 
7,399 
7.201 
12.815 
.595 
21.531 
TABLE ·XII 
AVERAGE COMPARED TO 30 YEARS 
EXPERI~CE AND OVER· 
Question and Answer 
Q5 Al 
A2 
.A3 
A6 
Qll Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A6 
PatentE;i per respondent for 
single in,ventor 
Patents per respondent .for 
multiple inventor 
All inventors 
Patents per year per inventor 
Years experience per inventor. 
30 E:1,nd Over 
Per/1000 
757 
208. 
27 
14 
27 
0 
135 
757 
81 
12.944 
12.891 
23.568 
.683 
34.527 
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The number of patents per year is most surprising.· The1e "old men" 
h1;1.ve not been idle in.their latter years as the lower age so:tts will 
emphasize. The ev:l.dence is very clea:t of the singular stupidity of 
retiring because of age, or not looking to the older more experienced 
minds fo-r .the practical inven_tions. It is an obvious indicat-ion that 
these pf;lople should-be really stimulated rather than merely tolerated. 
Looking at the low experience group with 5 through 9 years experi-
ence of significant production for contrast, it _is seen that am~wers 
for the twenty inventors ·responding,. are very near average except as 
shown.in Table XIII. 
The QS answer, contrasted ·to the 30 and over group, shows that the 
group with lesser experience . requires the ne.ed to be cited. for them in 
the.plurality of cases. This is a clear irtd;lcation that supervising 
all levels of college graduates, the non~technical manager will not .be 
able to function pt highest efficiency. The manager must be technical 
enough to spot the,nef;lds and point the:m out·to .the to-be-inventor. For 
instance, it is doubtful that a non"'."technical manager could have pointed 
out·. the need that re,sulted i~ the :invention of the suppressor grid in a 
vacuum tub~. The problems of seco~dary emission and space charge would 
not be foremost in an accountant's, or lawyer's mind, so that he,could 
point .out the need. That the result qf experience would be so obvious 
is almost thrilling. 
TQe Q2 answers re-enforce the recognition of the limits of the 
inexperiencf;l of the younger men. A greater portion of these inventors 
believe tha_t their superior is more inventive than they are. This again 
negates the utility of non-technical management; in only 15% of the 
cases were these young inven;ors-supe-:rvised by the non-technical. 
~. 
Average 
Per/1000 
622 
91 
244 
7 
34 
647 
290 
56 
0 
7 
7.399 
7 • .201 · 
12.815 
.595 
TABLE XIII 
AVERAGE COMPARED TO LOW EXPERIENCE 
5 THROUGH 9 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
Question and Answer 
Q2 Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A6 
Q5 Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A6 
Patents .per respondent ~ingle inventor 
Patents per respondent multiple inventor 
All inventors 
Patents per. year experience per inventor 
5 through 
9 years 
600 
250 
150 
0 
0 
400 
450 
150 
0 
0 
2.769 
3.000 
4.350 
.617 
These relatively young inventors, however, average about seven 
years experience. Many engineers find themselves in their second or 
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third position by this time. It will also be.noticed that these young 
men are more prone.to be part of an inventing team than the thirty and 
over group. This is an indication that invention for the~ requires the 
combination of experience and views of several minds. These handicaps 
are no detriment, however, as this group was slightly better than aver-
age in inventions per year experience per inventor. 
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The sort of inventors with 10 thr~ugh 19 years experience also 
showed most answers quite like the average excE!pt as shown in.Table XIV. 
Average 
Per/1000 
539 
357 
66 
7~399 
7.201 
12.815 
.595 
21. 531 
Patents 
Patents 
TABLE XIV 
AVERAGE COMPARED TO EXPERIENCE 
10 THROUGH 19 YEARS 
Question and Answer 
Ql Al 
A2 
A3 
per respondent for single inventor 
per respondent for multiple inventor 
All Inventors 
Patents per year experience per inventor 
Years experience per inventor 
10 through 
19 years 
493 
406 
10,1 
4.250 
6.015 
9.747 
.680 
14.406 
The Ql answers indicate that for some reason.these inventors are 
less impressed that they get the best help possible and it appears that 
compared to the average, it is because more get only what help is left, 
if any. This appears to be a sad situation for management to allow. 
Inventors who should be at the peak of their production, are getting 
less he~p tha.n they feel they need. 
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This is believable to the authot', as many managements begin to "get 
used" to a person nearing the twenty _year mark and also begin . to see 
that he has family colllll1itments and other responsibilities, which make 
him less likely to quit because of slight irritations. The engineer of 
this age bracket also is usually viewed and views himself as becoming 
specialized and less "saleable" to other companies. Management thus 
sees a cost advantage-in trying to get a lot out of these men by putting 
the least in. That this seems to work is shown by the inventions per 
year experience.which is again higher than average by a good amount. 
Since all groups so far sorted have been above average, some group 
must be .b~low average. to ha~e obtai-ned the aveiage. This sort is next 
and it is the 20 through 29 year e;i1:perienc.e group. Thh group seems 
entirely average except in production, 
This group was.intentionally chosen so that it would place its 
members as those who were beginning their ca.reers during World War II. 
The low actual :mean compared to the .expected mean,(22.796 vs. 24.500) 
indicates that the group lacks members who are inventors whose careers 
started from 1942 to 1946. That this could affect the production of 
the .group is not surprising when viewed with the results of Chapter IV 
which gave.evidence.that-the depression definitely held down the pro-
duction of inven.tion ,during those years by the class of 1925. It is 
possible that this group of inventors had an initiation to inq.ustrial 
experience where the great effort was to produce "what is" and the 
reward was for that ra.ther than for innovating the new. 
Of course this is a group which has even more of the possibility 
for the poor management practices previously mentioned to be existent, 
These, added to the poor start during and just after the war, could 
explain this group's poor showing. 
Average 
Per/1000 
7,399 
7.201 
12.815 
0.595 
2l., 531 
TABLE,XV 
AVERAGE COMPARED TO EXPERIENCE 
20 THROUGH 29 YEARS 
Patents per respondent single inventor 
Patents per respondent multiple 
inventor 
All inventors 
Patents per year experience.per 
inventor 
Years experience per inventor 
20 through 
29 years 
5, 714 
5,256 
9.565 
0.420 
22.796 
l27 
The fact is quite true that had the author not decided to divide 
the age groups in this manner, but: used an incr,easing span of years for 
each grouping, this interesting evidence of the descriptive influence 
of the war would have been hidden by a slightly lower production by the 
groups on each side. 
The most instructive deduction which appears to be reasonable here 
is that the encouragement to be creative early iri a career is most 
essential to productivity. This is strongly indicated by the lower 
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total number of patents per inventor of this group compared to the 10 
through 19 year experience group. There is no way to "lose patents;" 
thus, this group must have just been lower in production th~n the other 
groupings for some reason. 
Sorts by Degree 
The relative productivity of high school graduates, B. S., M. S., 
and Ph.D.'s .is of ,interest as differences might support or contradict 
Chapter IV which was very clearly indicative that a q.irector of research 
should hire the men with the highest level of education possible. 
In Table XVI the evidence is again clear: education 4oes result 
in more invention sooner. The Ph,D, WHO INVENTS is capable of higher 
rates. of invention ;than.others, the recipi~nts of other levels of edu-
cation. This should tell the director of research something about what 
could be the. economic reason to pay him more. There is today (1972) a 
wid~ spread feeling that Ph.D.'s are unwanted surplus, even useless 
human commodities. This appears far from the fact. The director of 
research should ,hire them in preference to others; they produce more. 
quickly. 
It is noteworthy that nearly no invention at all.comes from any 
other level of education at lass t~an five years experience, whereas 
the Ph.D. is already at ·significant production. 
Economically Table XVII is~approximately.true. Stressed again, is 
the .fact .that this is NOT a compar:(.son -of the "average Ph.D." compared 
to "average high school graduates" etc., it is a comparison of those ill 
each classification who are proven commercially practical inventors. 
Chapter IV compares the graduates with the "general average'' of the 
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TABLE XVI 
COMPARISON OF INVENTION BY DEGREE 
H.S. B.S. M.S. Ph.D. 
Patents per year experience 0.478 0.559 0.662 0.796 
per inventor 
Years experience per 23.490 22.305 19.077 20.000 
inventor 
Years experience Distribution per 1000 inventors 
1 0 0 0 
2 0 8 0 
3 or 4 0 0 0 
5 th:rough 9 61 46 96 
10 through 19 142 229 308 
20 or over 735 687 519 
NOTE: The above.may not add to 
1000 because some were blanks. 
Patents per inventor 11. 22~ 12.473 12.635 
TABLE XVII 
RELATIVE VALUE OF DEGREED PEOPLE BASED ON 
PATENTS PER YE:AR EXPERIENCE PER 
INVENTOR 
H. S, B.S. M. S. 
Relative value 1.00 1.17 l,39 
0 
0 
20 
102 
327 
530 
15.918 
Ph,D. 
1.67 
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population. This does NOT mean that ·Ph.D.'s who do not invent are more 
or .less valuable than ,.anyone else who dpea not invent. These latter, 
with any degree, ~hould be ousted from the research department of the 
small company; however, not until af.ter it has been provert it is not 
the organization's fault. The simple "hard bitten, axe swinging, no 
nonsense!' manager type .. of dead wood clearing may only produce a depart-
ment barren of even.dead wood. 
The indication on hiring, is to hire the more educat~d with a his-
tory of patenting and invention. Should it be necessary to hire right 
out .of school, not even the Ph.D. will produce practical commercial 
inventions for several years, but he will be the quickest. 
The author has often heard the expressed, sentiment, "Because of 
his high level of education, the Ph.D, takes longer to train to useful-
ness." This never quite made sense and was suspected as a cover for 
not wanting to pay a Ph.D. more. Apparently"it was just that, a real 
(if inno.cent) attempt to "knock down" the pay to the Ph.D. (or J:1,S,), 
The variations from the average ·liiy degree classification is very 
minor. The high school graduate answered Q3Al less frequently than the 
average, and A3 more frequently, sh'6wing as might be exp,hcted, that he 
could see he should extend his education, The high school gr1;1.duate also 
answered Q9A3 about.30% more than the average, showing he "invented for 
nothing" more often. Surprisingly enough, the high school graduate did 
not have to have the need pointed out to him more 9ften than average; 
this need was apparent. The Q8 results will be discussed later. 
The B. S, inventor was near average·and interestingly, but perhaps 
significantly, he could see needs by himse.lf a little more often than 
the H. S. man. 
l3l 
The M, s. got less good help and was under a manager, not technb 
cally qualified more times than the B. S, •or H. S, man, The M, s. was 
able to $ee needs by himself definitely more than the average and 
received money as a direct result of his invention more than average, 
The Ph,D, understandably saw his ed.ucation .as giving him vital. 
knowledge needed to invent nearly 50% more· than average .. This. is a 
real blow to the detractor's cl'.iy heard continuously that the Ph,D, is 
too theoretical to do practical things like in-vent.useful products, 
The Ph,D, answered QlOAl more often $hawing he lc;,oked into, or was 
informed, by management, of the.incentive he was inventing for and he 
answered Qll indicating he worked a little less for pride and more for 
money than did the .average. He still looked at pride as what he 
invented for about.four times as often .as money. 
The answers to Q8 are interest;i.ng, if not critically important, 
Both the high school graduate and the Ph.D. are. 30% in favor of seeing 
their nam~s associated with the product. The B, S, people.are 30% in 
favor of not having .their names associated with the product, The M •. S. 
people are also not in favor of having their names assoc:(.ated with the. 
product but not so much of that mind, 
Sort by Performance 
A sort was run in four criteria: Ql6A6 plus Ql7A5; Q16A5 plm3 
Q17A5; Ql6A4 plus Q17A6; and finally .Q16A3 plus Ql7A6. These sorted 
inventors into performance classes with patents per year experience per 
inventor as follows: 1.688 call them "HiA;" 0,890 call them "HiB;" Q,255 
call them "LbB;" and 0,137 call them ''LoA." The sort,produced 12, HiA; 
12 H;i.B; 43 LoB and 36 LoA inventors. As might be expectecf the 
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TABLE ;x:vur 
:J;>ERFO:Rl1ANCE SORT 
Responses Comput~d per 1000 Inventors 
Question and Hi A HiB LoB Lo A 
Answer 
Ql Al 667 250 535 528 
A2 167 583 · 256 389 
A3 167 167 116 28 
Q2 Al 500 583 651 639 
A2 0 167 140 83 
A3 417 250 163 250 
Q3 Al 667 250 302 333 
A2 250 583 628 500 
A3 83 166 47 11;1. 
Q4 Al 250 250 209 139 
A2 333 333 581 500 
A3 250 416 186 278 
Q5 Al 583 583 814 694 
A';. 250 4l.7 163 278 
A3 167 0 23 0 
Q7 Al 250 0 209 111 
A2 333 667 Sl.2 639 
A3 83 167 70 111 
Q8 Al 417 333 279 333 
A2 167 417 372 305 
A3 167 167 186 194 
Q9 Al 167 83 140 305 
A2 417 417 442 139 
A3 0 83 279 278 
A4 333 0 93 139 
AS 0 0 46 55 
QlO Al 500 417 441 333 
A2 333 583 465 583 
Qll Al 83 0 70 55 
A2 0 167 23 0 
A3 167 167 186 222 
A4 583 667 698 583 
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TABLE XVI:C:I "Continued" 
HiA RiB LoB Lo A 
Q12 Al 250 167 279 333 
A2 583 667 418 333 
A3 0 0 23 28 
A4 0 83 70 55 
AS 0 0 47 0 
A6 167 83 163 250 
Ql3 Al 83 83 279 250 
A2 167 333 418 500 
A3 250 167 162 111 
A4 500 417 139 111 
Ql7 AS 1000 1000 0 0 
A6 0 0 1000 1000 
Years Experience 15.75 15.083 26,14 25.5 
per Inventor 
Single Inventor Patent: 12,167 5,273 3.674 2,194 
per Inventor 
Mµlt~ple Inventor Patents 14.417 8.583 3.308 2,000. 
per Inventor 
~atents per Year Experi- 1,688 0,890 o. 2.'.?5 0.137 
ence ~er Inventor 
comparison of; the HiA with LoA is more striking. The easiest formiilt is 
to tabulate the results question by question, (Table XVIII) 
This sort gives even more.support t:o certain of the previous find-
ings, Ql3 show1;1 that Ph.D.' s dominat,e the high perf;ormance field and 
the mix of degrees follows the degradation of performance almost pe:r-
fectly, only the high scho.ol graquates refuse to follow the performance 
exactly and their deviation apparently makes way for B, S, men.to 
populate the poorest performance ranks. 
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Except for QlO, the answers to the other questiQns are not so 
obviously ordered with performance. The low performance people seem to 
do slightly greater single inventor patenting in proportion to their 
multiple inventor output than do the high performance but the difference 
in total output is so great that this is not clearly much else than 
data. 
QlO b indicative of the fact that performance seems to be coinci-
dental with a l1;1ck of knowledge about "what I is going on. 11 The high 
performance people most frequently know that incentives or not are there 
before they invent; the .low by about·the same margin do not know. 
The answers to the othe~ questions are quite related to the mix of 
degreed people in the group and their experience. Som~ slight indica-
tions of use may be seen. 
Q12 shows that high performance people believe money would be an 
incentive much more so than low performance people and the low perform-
ance people more often be],ieve no incentive possible or necessary. This 
is coupled with the fact that most of the low performance people did not 
know if incentives were present or not. A clear case of management com-
munication failure and result? 
Qll shows that no matter what they knew was coming to them, money 
or nothing, neither the highest or lowest performance people received 
money both did it for pride! 
Q9 perhaps shows the real truth. The low performance people 
usually received $1.00, whereas the high performance people received 
"money," meanil).g a reasonable sum -- an incentive to the inventor. Far 
more often the low performance men got no incentive. The high perform~ 
ance people always got~ incentive. The high performance people also 
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got more self-satisfaction .from their invention while not getting .any 
promotions, a s:i,tuation whicp did happen a little bit to the low per-, 
formaµce people. 
Q9 appears to be again a clear case of managemerit failure in.the 
case of the.poor performers, were the performers INHERENTL:Y so, their 
answers to Q9 might have been exactly those of .HiA, All facts of Q9 
are management responsibilities, and completely ~t the mercy of simple 
dedsion. 
QB indicates a definite majority against."depersonalizing inven-
tion.II The highest performance inventors,show great preference to more 
personal iden.tification with their invention. It is interesting also 
that the low desire for depersonalization of invention .increases 
slightl.y as performance decreases. All, again, is management's peroga-
tive to change to better or worse. 
Q7 is a direction to management to c;:ontinual,ly point out needs to 
all as it.is seemingly quite .obvious to these inventors that the other 
people do not invent·because they have been prevented from seeing needs 
to be f:f,.lled. Th.e next strongest reason is lack of incenJ:ive. 
Q6 is not li$ted as the .results were quite unifo.rmly A2. 
QS shows that all practical inventors most often see.the need them-
selves but the highest performance inv~ntors have.a significant number 
of "fortunate acc;ldental discoveries.'.' This question seems to be a 
directive ,to management to put people where they can see needs for 
themselves rather than,pointing out needs to them, as per Chapters II 
and III. 
Q4, again, reveals· that the pressure of prevailing trouble is not· 
productive of the bulk of invention; neither is customer demand nor cost 
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reduction •. Man~gement which presses its subordinates for cures for 
trouble or customer demands probably :l,s in trouble and not in sight of 
the customel;''s ideas because tqey are not rea,lly looking for new ideas. 
Q3 is almost a mirror of the education level mix. 
Q4 re-enforces the advantage of management being technically com-
petent. The next most effective is a non-technical manager but he is 
at his most useful application supervising the highest performance 
people; this is perhaps because of the edµcation mix again. In all 
cases, super:vision which is more inventive than it:s subordinates is not 
e:(:fective in bringing out invention in these s.ubordinates. 
Ql again tells managell).ent simply that it will .get only "what inven-
tion is left" if it. gives invention "what help is left." Compared to 
Ph.D. ;inventors the H. S. gets (or has to be satisfied with) much more 
self-satisfaction than the Ph.D. QlO, again, showed the H. s. less 
well informed as to the actual status of incentives to invent than 
Ph.D.'s. Qll fits with Q9, none of ·the HiA H. S. inventors did it for 
money, while 10% of the Ph.D. 's did invent for money. The same amount 
of each thought invention .was part of the job but 75% H. S. invented for 
pride whereas 50% of the Ph.D. 's invented for pride. 
Ql2 shows 50% of each believing money would be the greatest incen-
tive management should give inventors. Thirty-five ,percent. of the 
Ph.D. 's did not think incentives. possible or necessc;1.ry, whereas only 
16% of the H. S. HiA inventors thought this. 
Sort by Education and Performance 
Dr. Clayton A. Morgan queried, "What might have been.the reason 
some less educated. excelled in invention?" A sort was run taking out 
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the H, S., B. s., M, S., and Ph.D. who produced patents per year experi-
ence per inventor at 125% of average. 
This sort showeq. great similar.ity between the high performance 
inventors of all levels of education except in Q3 education orient.ed 
and Q7, Q9, QlO, Qll, and Ql2. Compared to Ph.D. high performance, the 
HiA H. S, inventors saw a significant number of their less inventive 
friends afraid to rock the .boat and thus not inventive. 
The open questions showed Q9 the HiA H. s. people getting little 
money reward, Discussion of these results with others causes the 
author to again point out that this chapter has not been concerned with 
the average employee of any level of education but only with inventors 
of proven ability to patent and invent the commercially practical. 
These are the approximately 10% of the college graduates scanned in 
Chapter IV who invent, 
These inferences from the Questionnaire will be reduced to specific 
actions to be taken by a direc,tor of research in Chapter VI. 
The overall conclusion possible from this questionnaire is, "Yes, 
management is directly able to influence the inventive output of its 
subordinates and it can be pointed out how." 
CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION, SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND· 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
Discussion 
The four criteria .for producing useful inventions were listed in 
Chapter I, page 11. Criteria one was .dealt wit~ in Chapter I. The 
admonitions dec!-ling w:Lth it and arit:eria one are.restated here. 
I,. A ~echnicai environment equal to the state of the art. 
a. Buy no hardware until after someone has gone through 
Rossman's (48) first six steps (see Chapter I, page 12) and obtained 
the.invention, 
b. Buy only what the inventor needs for THAT invention to 
progress thrqugh step seven. 
Two sentence~ from Chapter I, page 12, are repeated here as they 
focus.on the finality of the above dealing with criteria one and point 
to the matter of c~iteria two, three and four. 
The fundamental trut:h is that people inyent and create; 
test hardware only helps if it is complet~ly subordinated 
to the will of the inventor .to solve ,his singular immediate 
prablem. General instrumentation so impressive to 'visiting 
firemen' · only diverts the i.nyen tor from how to lllake h:ls idea 
to have a problem an on-hand facility can solve. 
The matter af criteria two, three and four is µow to encourage, 
motivate, and direct PEOPLE to create. Chapters II, III, IV and V give 
some routes a direc;tor of research can follow which will .accomplish 
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these actipns. Since this is not as simple as the technical environment 
was to solve, a discussion .on these is required rather than a mere list,· 
~. True technic13-l direction to the effort. 
Provic;ling .true technical direction to the effort has been shown 
to be accomplished most productively by the inventor's sµpervisor being 
as te~hnically competent as the inventor himself. Supervision by a 
non~technical manager allows some significant invention to take place 
but this criteria means "technical direction," thus, if the director of 
research wished to get the most (thr.ee times as much) invention from his 
department he should be as co~petent as the men he supervises. 
What if he is in the position and is not a technical type? The 
situation is individual, but it could well be that when the department 
becomes large enough to require a "non-rowing cox.wain" the non-techni-
cal manager should get someone.under him who is technical to direct the 
efforts. 
The director of research will definitely not run a high risk of 
having to decide what to do with a lot of useful invention ,by others if 
he obviously is the best inyentor in the department. He must develop, 
obtain, and bring out the men under him so that they believe they are 
at least as smart as the direqtor. 
What if he just really is the best inventor in the .company? To 
enable others to be something else than just effic.ient help to the 
"best inventor in the place" he must set off to the side, these others, 
who he thinks should invent by themselves. Thus, they can be their own 
; 
bosses on "whole problem assignments" Jn which he tqkes only remote 
interest. Almost like an oracle, the highly inventive director of 
research must remain "on call" rather than "call .on." 
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The director of research must utilize his inventiveness (if he is 
the greatest) to setting his subordinates at looking for solutions to 
either remote and obscure but inevitable needs he has foreseen and/or 
to distributing his subordinates abilities .to present problems which 
are compatible. 
So that this highly inventive director of research does not waste 
his talents, he should pick a very difficult problem to solve and st&y 
at it, le~ting his subordinates do their "whole problem assignments" 
perhaps more slowly than he but as surely. As the subordinates invent, 
they will begin.to see themselves "as smart as the boss" and may even 
prove.they are. 
It is in just th,is activity that the non-technical manager is at 
a loss; He cannot be a technical director but the technical inventor 
can be. The history of great and small res.earch efforts is of the 
great inventor plus director; i.e .. , Kettering at General Motors or E. 
H. Land at Polaroid. 
Invention is a "fresh approach" to a problem or a completely 
"fresh" first of a kind. It has been conclusively shown that invention 
comes most qtiickly and in greatest amount, not to the uneducated but to 
the most schooled minds. Only a technically competent manager .can 
insure that the would be inventor has not retreated to a defensive 
position of exhibiting an obviously admirable quality of diligence and 
earnestness, The non-technical manager must wait to change work assign-
ments until after inventions have not come. The technical director of 
research can change who:J.e problem assignments when inventions·are not 
going to come, long before they have not come. 
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The director of research should h:ite the best educated applicants. 
Should the new employees be "right from sc::hool" they should be assigned· 
to help more experienced employees of MUCH LESS FORMAL EDUCATIONAL 
ATTAINMENT because no matter what degree the new man has, he will. pro-
duce little invent;i.on .before he has had five years experience. The 
Ph.D. right out of .school is no more productive of practical, commejr ... 
cial, economic industrial invention than the high school graduate. The 
brc1nd new Ph.D. obviously can provic:j.e great help to a more experienced 
researcher of any degree but will disappoint all if .it is intended that 
the brand new Ph.D. invent. The brand new Ph.D. should be hired in 
preference to a brand new lesser degreed man as the Ph.D. will come.intq 
useful invention sooner but only after several years. Should the direc-' 
tor of research see his problem as thi;Lt of getting solutions quickly~ 
the hiring should be of someone with more than five years experience 
and some patented inventions already a fact. Of course, the most rapid 
way of getting problems sol,.yed is by having the .people invent who are 
already on-hand with in-line e~perience already accumulated. This.is 
what the next two sections are aimed at helping get accomplished. 
3. An effective motivation of creativity •. 
Money has been shown to be the incentive of primary importance. 
This is shown by Fein (10) and hammered home by him very convincingly 
for the case of t}Je workers. It .can however very truthfully be•stated 
that Thomas Edison.invented for maney, His first patent showed him not 
tq invent for any other reason! F, G, Cro.wther (5) states, "After this 
experience, Edison decided that he would never again invent anything fc6r 
which the market was not evident." Why should it be expected that 
lesser .inventors should ffa1d a different fundamental incentive? The 
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study of Chapter IV .b;ought out that o.nly about 10% of the co:Uege · 
graduates patent inventions duing what is expected ·to be their ~ost 
. . 
P+oductive period.. It is unreasonable. to believe that these 10% were 
independently wealthy and ,iiwented ."because they had nothing better. to 
do." The very basics of the .patent .sy~tem are to en~ble the inventor 
to realize a.return on his invention, should an iriyentor just be invent-
ing "for fun" he could do as.much without the expense or trouble of 
taking ou.t a patent. The least an individual probably would "sink" in 
costs for ,a patent of. some merit .is between $1000.00 and _$2000.00. Few 
would find this k:;ind of e~pens.e worth tl'\e possession of a patent which 
they were to give away with .no thought of return. Many of the respon,-
dents to' the ques,tionnai:i;e did not indicate that they invented directly 
for money out s;i,.nce they were gainfully employed, vi~wed it as.part of 
the job or as an add.ed pleasure, helping· their pride. 
People.are cqnsistently in,cop.sistent, therefore the high ;percent-
age of inventors who receiv~q pride as the incentive for invention is a 
highly bia~ed value.. The r~spondents were of the small mino.rity who. did 
a~tuatly invent for some.r~ason; .thus, if any one truly did invent only 
to strength.en his pride, he 'is in the result. Those others wpo did 
inyent, for money .or anything else are in tl\e result. The. vast majority 
of engineering college,ITT"aduates do not invent and since.the pride 
in$!entive ie a thing of availability to all, it is quite .. reasonable to 
c;issuine the majorirty do not view it, as sufficient ,incentive to drive 
them to invent. This logic may be reasonably applied to most any other 
non-monetary inc.entive ari.d, it is seen as less than ,.sufficient incent~ve. 
The simplest explanation of the utility of ·.money as an incentive, 
is that ip.ve,ntion is work,just as much as any other mental effort, The 
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only really effe~tive incent.ive that .makes engineers show up at their 
. . . 
desks at 08:00 A,M. and. remain there until 05:00 P.M., five days a week 
is the pay they get. Few, if any, work for nothing. No rational 
sequence of thought.could, come up with the postulation tha"t:, "Since 
these men. want .time .and one-half for overtime engineering, they will 
gladly do the overtime thought that results in invention ·for nothing." 
There are.· some who are· paid to invent and it may. be reasonably 
assun:ied "they for sure better" earn thedr pay by inventing. It .is not 
logical that the majority are such, and are cont.inued on the payroll 
siil).ply as disappointments to their employer. It is logical to beJ,.ieve 
that the majority do not get paid to invent and respond faithfully. 
They get paid for non-"inventive engineering application of their know-
ledge. 
The problem stated in Chapter I that the director of research has, 
is to cause a so-called research department of normally non-inventive 
types assembled by default to begin to invent. The questi~nnaire 
results showed that most, by far, proven inventors of industrially use-
ful things think the incentive which would cause more·peqple to be. 
usefully inventive is money. 
The first order of action the director of resear.ch must take is to 
cause every<:>ne in the department to understand that he will get .money 
in some appetizing form for inventing. If the director of research 
cannot do this he is going to find the effort to invent at the same 
leyel as if he told the.men, "You.can come in and work Saturday, Sunday 
and Christmas fC,r no pay and it will be all. right with management." 
Someone might show up once in a while on Saturday, and within.recol-
lection of older employees, may have done so on Sunday, but on 
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Christmas? Yet, for pay, industry runs all those days and for many 
thos«: are the hardest days O'f ,work,, in the year. 
The success, of the nationwide .contests in which people must do 
extensive research is evidence that the possibility of monetary gain 
will spur people to do .things·quite beyond their norm.al.output. 
The point has been belabored, but not beyond its importance. The 
inventor can.choose to be an inventor.or not. Management can choose to 
pay or not. The decision is all,management's. It may be assumed that 
the director of research has decided to recognize the importance of the 
monetary incentive and now has the problem of what and how to pay, 
The author looks at invention as an "expense" tQ the inventor of 
three types. Allthree must be paid. To the.about-to..,.be inventor, who 
has not yet convinced himself that by some means he will eventually get 
what he deserves, each of these expenses must be paid as they occur. 
These three "expenses" are: 
A. The accountable time. This is the time the inventor (not his 
-- ' --
boss necessarily) feels is t~e voluntary overtime~ Even should it be 
d4ring working hours the inventor knows he is doing a little more than 
his fellow workers who "are not thinking.", The prospect of no return 
for this is enough to eventually dissuade the neophyte inventor from 
this vital (to invention) slight extra. The boss who "administers" 
this according to policy: insuring all are treated equally will get ,just 
that kind of invention, equality at zero. To inspire each to try to 
invent:, there must be some way of allowing this embryonic inventor to 
be paid for this "expense," There are, no doubt, "high pressure manage-, 
ment" types who might say, "I am not interested in inspiring anyone with 
that little a will." This is, exactly right, if this manager can 
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accurately predict the worth of the invention .he has prevented, It 
could be,obse.rved that a manager with this ability to predict the 
unknown is certainly headed for a brilliant career. The ab:i,lity to 
truly predict the future ever so slightly is a highly saleab.le ability, 
(if only to the weather bureau). The director of research must pay for 
this "accountable time." 
B. The unaccountable time. This is the time spent inventing 
that the .inventor finds, breaking up family discussions, the time that 
will .cause his wife to complain, "Can't you leave your work at the 
office, even on Christmas?II The should be inventor, seeing no pay for 
this, will train himself to leave his work at the office even on 
Christmas. If there is some pay possible for this that both he and his 
wife can see, the good woman will be prone to ask, "How's the new idea 
coming?" and may even ask this on Christmas, 
This is of greatest importance to the "has not.yet invented," the. 
proven inventor who has come to see the advantage in inventing or has 
come to see the no advantage in inventing will not need this. He ·will 
be going after the rewards his boss gives him or he will be in the 34% 
of the proven inventors whose questionnaires came back, "No longer at 
XYZ Corporation," "resigned 1967," "Left no forwarding address." With-
out this incentive pay for this unaccountable time, the "has not yet 
invented" will .remain on.the payroll doing from satisfactory to excel-
lent work, but not inventing. At this point some manager type will put 
forth a truism that such is entirely satisfactory and people like that 
are n~eded too. The object oft~ study was not on how to be satis-
fied with no invention. The director of research described in Chapter I 
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was given the ·missio.n to ptoduce in:vention from "our research labora-
. . ' ' 
tory" which was·. already doing satisfactory to · excellent non-creative 
work. The director of.research-must pay.fox th;is "unaccountable time." 
c. The loss of profit, Assume the·:;lnventor is one of the approxi-
mately 11% who ,got all of $1. 00 for his invention and t~e invention is 
in daily use. He finds that the company is saving $38.73 9n each unit 
as a.result of .his invention and production is 100 per month. Since. 
he was smart enough to invent it he ,is "smart" enough to calculate that 
he has "lost", $3~73,00 per month which he i:ould have gotten at no 
expense to the company, in seventeen years he has "lost." $790,092.00. 
Ma~agement will ;quickly rise to the.task and show, perhaps entirely 
walidly andaccurately, t'11at such a "loss" to the inventor is entirely 
fantasy a~d ~he inventor wouid instantly agree had he gotten something 
more eommensurate with even,the reaU.stic than his whole.$1.00. 
Should this inventor be paid som~thing reqsonable ,relative to the 
inventions worth he would never have seen this $790,092.00 loss but· 
would only have seen his. rec:!,l pro.fit as reason to invent again, 
It is management's decision whether this man (and worse his fellow 
workers) is shown to be a $790,092.00 chump or a winning inventor by 
$'100-. 00 per .month (amounts are for example -only, ne.t relative). The 
director of research must allow the ·inventor .to recover this loss of 
profit. 
The foregoing has described certain of, the ·possible money incen-:-
tives which mu.st be provided for, especia+lY fo;r the beg:f,.nning inventor. 
The questio.n is now "how· to pay" "how to. calculate the amount?" 
The above three expenses exist for all inventors in.any line of 
prod,uct o~ process. The basis for pay mus\t vary extremely. 
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An accountant's ideal would be to "give" the inventor a portion 
of what is left after all costs have been subtracted from the gross 
profit or savings the .invention produced. This. may be the "good" or 
even "righteous" way·but it. places the return so remote that the begin-
ning inventor will just not be interested at all. Management does not 
do the same for its customers; that is, give them free use of the pro-
duct until the customer clears a profit, , It .is as absurd to believe 
invent;:ors are going to be.inspired to enthusiastically jump at a mi:].nage-. 
ment offer to let management have free use of their invention product, 
hoping on hope that management will be able to show a profit (or admit 
it) and give them some of it. 
This "pay after profit" pay for invention will work absolutely, at 
about·the same effectiveness that automobiles and homes are sold on a 
cash and carry basis. Management has found how to overcome this stumbl-
ing block for sales. 
Many respondents asked for just plain money which is non-informa-
tive but others gave informative answers, a share of the profit or sav-
ings, bonuses, stock options, or stock rewards, Some thought a fixed 
sum per patent, some type of royalties, and additional vacation. The 
latter is actually a form of money. ~ach of these could be an answer 
satisfactory to an after the fact inventor which each respondent was. 
These suggested incentives might not appear so strong to the has-not-
yet-invented since his inte,rest in inventing is essentially zero. It 
is at this stage management's interest 100% in the has-not-yet-invented 
to get him to attempt an invention. 
It is a firm conviction of the author, from his experience, that 
the "accountable time" must be the starting place; if the individual 
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never puts in this time he will not go on. This time has two charac-
teristi~s. First, it must be.initiated and terminated by the inventor;. 
second, it must be scheduled by the inventor. 
Previously.great inventors have been quoted and have indicated that· 
they did not know quite when they were going to "see the light," If 
Edison could not.have inventions on schedule, it is far out, indeed, to 
believe someone who has yet. to invent.item one will do it when some boss 
schedules him to do so; nor, will he do it in the "six hours 'the boss'' 
gives" him. 
A system which appears to be a possible solution to this pay for 
accountable time is as follows. Employees are allowed to put in paid 
voluntary overtime (reimbursed at least at straight.time rate) as they 
desire for working on ideas of their own. Several of the questionnaire 
respondents s.uggested such and it has been a strengthening concept of 
the.author's as experience is accumulated. Since they are being paid, 
monitoring by.supervision can be accepted by them, if done by a sympa-
thetic, knowledgeable, and strict supervisor. This will require very 
hard work for the supervisor and faith on the part of higher management. 
It is an immediate fear that everyone will put himself on voluntary 
overtime,· however, thb will not · be the case if the boss . is intelli-
gently involved in the project. It has been seen that pride is a large 
part of the non-monetary incentive that art inventor gets and thus to be 
working on something which turns into a complete bust, will be a threat 
to an individual's pride and by being so, will cause.the inventor to 
self-monitor any milking of the company. The sincere concern on the 
part of the individual about the waste of company resourGes that occurs 
when he makes a mistake of any kind has been usually so ver.y strong 
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that the mistake maker usually needs en~ouragement by managem~nt that 
"all is not lost" so he may quit worrying and get back to work. 
Inventors·on voluntary overtime can be kept out of blind .alleys by 
a director or research who himself is on some."voluntary overtime" and 
app~ars. at the office or lab frequently to try to understand what.the 
inventor is doing. 
Such leadership is exactly the same as that used by an infantry 
platoon commander in combat. The platoon commander's actual personal 
belligerent efforts, against the enemy are. certainly never more than one 
man's worth, but what he does is insure that the "voluntary" belligerent 
efforts of each platoon member is maintained, The platoon commander 
does. this by being in the critical areas when needed. This he DOES NOT 
DO by being more knowledgeable about each man's combat problem than the 
man himself. This he DOES DO by simply being in the area as great an 
amount of time as possible and he will find he is seemingly there at 
the CRITICAL TIME simply because he was observant while fleetingly on 
location during the much longer .duration of a decision wanting to be 
made. 
Thus, it will be with the director of research who is head of a 
department whose members can go on,voluntary overtime to work on ideas. 
He will have ~ome decisions wanting to be made and a duration of time 
for him to be intelligently decisive in. Without this incentive to 
try, there would be nothing. 
The thrift .with which employees will use this voluntary overtime 
will be quite amazing, if not thrilling. This can be evidenced by a 
change in attitude and action which takes place when engineers and 
technicians "are taken off the clock" or "put on the clock." The 
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author h~s been in . both situa.tions both as the worker and supervisor, 
It is inuned,iately seen that "when the clock is ticking" the job stops 
with the clock, and restarts only when authorized overtime is present. 
When.the man is not harrassed by the ticking clock he will finish the 
job, he will, himself, remember ten minutes he really did not give the 
company in the last eight hours. The voluntary overtime will never be 
turned in.at the actual true value, always much less. 
Supervision mus.t, however; be prepared to lead, the effort · and 
avoid the psychology of looting ,by total ab.sence. Normally, honest men 
often take part in looting simply because "everybody is .doing it so I 
mig,ht as well get ,mine .. " Should such occu:i;-, the directo:i;- of research 
is simply in need of replacement, uot the ,plan •. 
Vtttiatiqns may be .. necessary. Some inventive efforts will require 
teams; some individuals may neeq technical help. In such cases, the 
tea,m and/or help.should be .allowed to be inspired by the inventor .him-
self .to put in voluntary overtime,, reimbursed exactly as for the inven-
tor, It should not be expected that the in\lentor shou~.a get straight 
time while the mechanic gets time and a half. 
The "accountable ti,me" expense to the.inve~tor is actually man 
hours. Thus, it se~ms reasonable that the above system, reimbursing 
for man hours, is a solution. 
Monetary compensation fer the "unaccountable time" is a real prob-
lem and one which at least to the author has no direct solution as 
neither to the employee or employ.er does it have any chronological 
quantitati,ve measure. 
Unaccountable time may tell management how co~pensation should be 
made if it is seen why the inventor accrues this expense. The inventor 
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puts in.unaccountable time on his idea because of the "push" from having 
put in acco.untable time, and because of the. "pull" from the anticipation 
of eventual reward. Thus, it might be possible to include this reim-
bursement for the expense of unaccountable time by proper reimbursement 
of the other two expenses. 
If ,the inventor is not reimbursed for his accountable t~me, it 
will not be put in and he will have no "lurking thoughts" on which to 
put.in unaccountable time. If the inventor has no prospect of eventual 
reward, he will not.see reason to move beyond his accountable time and 
management has by this simply turned a motivated inventor into a worker 
on aimless overtime. THIS IS EXACTLY the result of the bitter humor-
less "$1.00 per invention" policy many companies have. The impact of 
this "reward" is seen in the response from the questionnaire. The aver-
age inventor.had about.thirteen.patents which would today almost buy 
Christmas dinner for the inventor and his wife, less his children. This 
average inventor did this with nearly twenty-two l}Tears experience, his 
reward 60¢ per year; not much unaccountable time can be paid for with 
money like that. 
Several respondents indicated that high rewards for invention could 
cause on the job jealousy and uncooperative attitudes. The above volun-
tary .overtime for inventions would help solve this trouble as it would 
remove the observation of the inventor from the jealous, and would 
enable him to be.a full time member of the department on assigned work. 
during regular hours, Other .. respondents, as mentioned above, have 
proposed a fixed price ,per patent, others royalties and profit saving 
related payment. 
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The (ixed price per patent is, in the author's view, a very 
reasonable part of a plan. Since a patent attorney gets a fee based on 
the work he did getting the patent, it appears to the inventor that his 
contribution to the patent is at least no less important than the 
attorney's. Some fee of similar magnitude might be ,in order. Som,e 
management will question ."Even if t1'e patent is no good or is never 
used?" The inventor fooks at it exactly as the patent attorney. The 
atto~ney does ·get his money if the patent is no good and/or never used 
._,,....,...... 
so. why .not th.e inventor? Both could be equally responsible for it 
being no good and/or never used and it is probably management's fault 
it is either. 
Perhaps a reasonable .fixed price per patent would be to pay the · 
inventor an amount equal to the average patent attorney's fee .for 
patents the company ha~ obtained. This is.easily obtained and is an 
explainable amount which has a record of being an incentive for com-
petent professional work~ It made the patent attorney apply himself 
diligently. 
Since the value of a few inyentions far eclipses the cost of .the 
patent, the inventor will see great saving or profit to the company as 
a loss to .himself if no explainable part of this is reimbursed to him. 
There can be no si~ple suggested, way to do this as the patent may be a 
part of something, a process of manufacturing, or some other not easily 
calculable contributing value to the. coml?any. The ·value of many 
patents lies in the fact that mere existence of such allows negotiation 
for license to another patent of even more value. All such are recJ.l 
return to the. company. For management to avoid reimbursing the inven-
tor for this is not only impeding further invention, it is. immoral if 
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not diehonest. This does not .mean that the inventor "deserves it all" 
any more than management deserves to keep the whole selling price. The 
inventor does not believe he deserves even a major portion of the gross 
saving or profit his invention produces but he can easily. reas9n that 
he should get mo~e from the good inventions than the useless ones. 
Management also expects more return from its products, 
Non~Monetary Incentives 
Spme fo'(lll of publicity is an outstanding suggestion by the respon-
, I 
dents, The answers to Q8 have been previously discussed and the .tenor 
of the open question response allows.that inventor~ wouid like to see 
their names in print .and would be happy to be publiciy pointed out. 
Some believe invention should be depersonalized.. No real reasons could 
be found for this feeling but it occurred less than one7fourth of the 
time. A few thought·publicity caueed jealousy and thus, it was bad. 
The author's view is that very definitely inve~tors,are much like the 
soloists of a band or orche~tra. Undoubtedly, the attention they get 
causes jec1,lousy, but that very jealousy is often an incentive for an 
otherwise mundane talent to be driven to superiority. It is absolutely 
a travisty of justice to remove the incentive fqr the ex.cellent to 
become better and remove the chance that the company beat its competi= 
tion because some small minds are envious of their superiors. It must 
be remembered by the director of research that the most jealous of his 
department's output of commercially useful invention will be the com-
petitor's whole company. If his group is ~ood their competition will 
be j ealo1,1s; i{ one, of his men .is good it is reasonable to believe his 
competition may be jealous. The jealous must be shown that the easiest 
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way to become quite unjealous of ·a superior is to outdistance him; if .. 
that .ie not. possible the problem is definitely not the superior's nor 
the judge's of 'the contest~ 
The methods of publicity are well known and in use daily for every 
"star" from the high ,school qt1a;rterbac~ to p:i;:esident of the Kiwanis. A 
very lucid practical description of hGlw this can be done in the cas.e of 
inventors is contained in the complete questionnaire answer. on page 
119, Chapter V. 
A fine method of inventor recognition is by naming the device 
after the inventor. Some examples are the "Eccles-Jord~n Flip Flop," 
"Schmidt Trigger," "Lamb Noise Silencer." These are common.electronic 
ci:r;cuits and are.parts of many pieces of equipment but long since their 
invention the circuits are still referred to by their inventors' names •. 
The experience of the .author has been that public recognition of the 
inventor has beneficial effects out of .pro:portiqn to the effort on 
ma.nagement's part securing the recognition. Even those who do.not 
appear in tlle publicity will ta.ke boastful pride in telling, ''I work 
with those fellows?" or "He's my.boss.": 
The amount of non-monetary ince,ntive which can, be of use is 
nebulous. Once the non-monetary incent;:ive is obviously "cheaper than 
money" to management;:, it will be as obviously cheaper. to the inventor 
and in tr1,Jth he will see that he is get~ing gyped. Fein (10) puts this 
very bluntly. "Is job enrichment morally justified?" he asks, and thef!. 
proceeds to put forth a very good.case for the contention that it is 
not. It can, .. therefore, be. reasoned that if it is not mqrally right 
for management to accept more profit from a blue collar wor~er's brain 
work and return only a true feeling of warmth, it is bad for management 
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to accept profit from a white_ collar worker's brain work without a 
reimbureement in ki:nd, The only way this J.1.0n-monetary incentive will 
be effective ts when the inventor is as hungry for a pat on the back as 
management is for a dollar. This can occur, but only after the inventor 
has lost his primary interest in money. The director of research 
should, upon giving an inventor a clipping about himself and his inven-
tion,, watch for the sentiment, "Fine, this and a dime 'Will allow me to 
call home from anywhere in t~:wn,." The puqlicity is no lo;nger an incen-
tive; it .has become. an ir.ritant, It is .emphasizing the inyentor 's 
belief .that he has not been properly reimbursed for his three invention 
expenses previously listed. Non'":'monetary incentives must be viewed as 
seasonit).g is, by a chef: lt will only improve a good meal if used cor-:-. 
rectly; by itself, it is not edible in.useful quantities ,and in excess 
it will spoil even the best food, but when used wit~ skill it .makes a 
merely nourishing meal an experience to remember.and enjoy for a-long 
time, 
Incentives mentioned pY some were follow up, promotion, and tech-
nical help. The low frequency of these r'esponses indicate that they 
are unique conditions but each is of course a management perogative. 
4. An administrative .environment in which creativity is encour-,-
aged. The administrative environme-q,t in .which creativity is encouraged 
is not really different from t}:le adminis.trative .environment which 
encourages any other profitable product. Each such successful case is 
the result of leadership which is fitting. The term leadership is 
quite nonspecific and is a quality like creativity which ie;; very like 
the wind,. its results lllq.y be seen _more easily than the cause. 
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One of .the most o{t;en neglected administrative leadership duties 
is t;he facilitation of the organization's tolerance of the inventor's 
necess.;3.ry oddities. Many a man would like to stay .on "after five" and 
ponder about some problem but cannot becaui;ie the janitors always start 
with his office first and, thus, he is stopped from being creative by a 
motivated mop bucket~ Perhaps it is "not possible" to give the invet'l.t-
tor office keys; the. reason is "we can't give everybody and his dog a . 
key." This is really a policy supported by the lazy boss so he will not 
have to drop .in once ·in a while to see if "everybody and his dog" are 
really abusing the keys he authorized for some sincere engineer or 
technician. The author was a first hand observer of a company which 
encouraged all to "promptly leave the parking lot at quitting time." 
The reason was so that the guards could lock the gate to prevent a 
neighboring company's employees from short cutting to the. highway. 
When the absurdity of the situation was pointed out,. the management 
excuse was, "well., it only affec.ts a few!'.' The few it affected were 
the three engineers in the research department who never seemed able to 
drop their work at 5:00 P.M. and promptly convenience the guards who 
were on duty all the time anyhow. This let these should be inventors 
know that their efforts were, in management's view, more worthless than 
a guard's.inconvenience and just above inconvenience to someone else's 
employees. 
The usual depar~ment mess causes the director of research to be 
the iron willed buffer between the top management and the research 
effort and sales led "visiting firemen." The director of research must 
be immersed in the department so that he can insure that the mess never 
impedes the research and that research effort is ne,ver .diverted to 
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"paint:J.'l\g white rocks." The author was involved with a research eff~;rt 
which ,was c,rried on at: an.outdoor proving grqund under the;worst: pos'7 
sible handicaps·of adverse climatic, inst;rum~ntation and technical.help, 
because the test was· "too .messy" for the lab, whi.ch te>p management .likes. 
to be neat. The effort cqnsumed ab~ut ,ten weeks .instead of two and 
resul t.ed in ques tio.nably. accurate results whereas, in the lab the 
instruments were on hand for this exact .situation. 
CPM and PERT .are two exa~ples of paperwork which is.especially 
trying to the inventor, NOT BECAUSE HE CONSIDERS HIMSELF ABOVE IT. The· 
inventor's problem with fi:\.ling out in any detail just what he did is 
that until after he has invented he usually rec:1.lly does.not think he 
has dc>ne anything worth recording and the "invention" really occurred 
while shaviIJ,g yesterday morning. Th.e previously noted words of 
Kettering as quoted in Von Fange (63) Chapte.r IV, page 3, are to the 
point ;here, "But an iP,ventor is almo.st always failing." By asking an. 
inventor .c.0ntinum.1sly; "What ,d:fd yeu.do today?" "What .. did you do 
today?" "What did you do today?" etc., management is forcing him to 
say, "Nothing" over and ovel;" or fill in eight hours of fiction. The, 
author has been active on both sides of ~PM/PERT efforts, progress 
chartlil, etc., and the truth about.research progress :ts never accept:able,. 
· I.t is not compa, til:>le with tb,e mo~e "reaso~ab:J,.e"{dati from production, 
mairl.tena;p.ce, sales, etc., (H indeed they are nqt also rep.orting 
fictio~). 
The author is not .against CPM/PERT ,- etc., but is against having 
research persqnnel fill out {:lny su~h report entry. The director .. of 
research will be greatly aided by _these types of management systems but 
the data must be gathered by observing :wb,at is going on, not by asking 
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the participants. Research is a contest every bit as intense.and com-
petitive as any sporting event or mortal combat. It is .a contest where 
the inventor ,has two adversaries, the problem and the competition's 
researcher, who is trying also to solve it. More like mortal combat 
than sports, research cannot be replayed next season, the inventor 
either wins or.loses the chance in this problem forever. Interrupt the 
act:i.v:ity for some non-contest pertinen,t diversion and research changes 
from an all out effort to win.to a scheduled perfqrmance like T. V. 
wrestling, synchronized exactly with .the commercials. 
The small organization called "our research department" in Chapter 
I should allow the direstor of research to completely keep the CPM/PERT, 
etc., charts all by himself for the entire department's activity and 
not have.anybody else write a bit.of data. As the research department 
gets bigger sub-supervisors should do it and perh1;1.ps a."PERT CLERK" 
cquld be of good use to keep it going. The.inventor himself should not 
conscious.ly be asked, if this appears necessary, it .is an. indication 
that the superior's techni.cal direction is lacking and no administrative 
management system will fill in for this. 
The simplest fundamentals of leadership practiced by a military 
sq4a.d leader may. be doing nothitJ.g but at least he is with his men. This 
is a function that, as one rises in industrial managemel;l.t, is complete1y 
suppresseq to being with the boss; or, better yet, the.boss's b9ss. The 
usual director of research has almost ·spotlighted pride in how he no 
longer knows how to ''read the dials.and twist .the knobs," since "the 
boys in the .lab ar.e way beyond me." He wears the same immaculate 
clothes as the vice president, engineering or sales do. When he does 
come into the lab~ he obv:i.ously does not know what many tests of 
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importance look like an4 certainly does·not get near things throwing 
oil or mud. He comes to the proving grounq.s only when it is neither 
muddy or.dusty, nor hot or cold, and may even call up to see if it is 
"nice out th~re." 
If the direc·tor of research wants his researchers to go to the . 
base of the problem and stick there until it is solved 9 he must be there 
also. If a research engineer is expected to stay down in the bilge .of 
a shrimp boat try:i,ng to analyze .a marine gear problem, the director of 
research should "spell him off'·' and make sure he does this when.it is 
hottest, nois'ieat, and dirtiest. Should some phase of a project require 
risk of damage to equipment or personal safety to an extent which ,could 
cause a questicm in the .minds of the research personnel, the director 
of research should either run ,it himself "to show how it is do.ne" or at . 
least be there in the middle of. it at its ,worst. 
Very often the director of ,research feels that his attainment of 
the impressive title signifies his "graduation" from such mundane 
th::lngs and his "commencement" of the opportunity to act like the suave. 
executive seen on T. V, Nothing co4ld be farther from the truth. When 
he was a re.search engineer, he needed only to be, at the worst of his 
projects, as director of research he needs to be at the worst of all 
projects. 
If Edison, Steinmetl(:, Armstl'.'.'ong and Collins, could be this type of 
leader in their monumental efforts and accomplishments, the director of 
"our research laboratory" canno.t be lesE:i and expect any .production of 
invention at all. 
James Swanson (53), in Chapter III brought out a point of research 
management which must take place and is the domain of the director of 
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research, That is, Jim says, "acting as 'judge and jury."' A good 
part of this, of cou:rse, is the previously discussed technical direct 
tion, but inventors need the inspiration of a superior to "go try it," 
The director of research is the one individual who must decide when to 
press management for a chance tq show off, It is exactly the analogy 
of the orche~tra _director who decides when to let the soloist play to 
which audience, The common director of research will step aside and 
let the -inventqr approacq management usually to fail to sdl the idea. 
This appears · to the nqvice inventor as "hh re.al chance to shine in 
front of the .big shets," Nothing coul.d be .farther from the truth, The 
"freedom".given the inventor by the "magnanimosity" of the director of 
research is i;imply a .decision avoiding action on the part of the .direc-
tor of resear.ch. The director of research has simply protected himself 
from a chance to fail, The common director of reseal'.'ch believes that 
success is _obtained by avoiding failure. True one never loses a fight 
never entered, but this does not produce any wins either, 
The director of research must be willing ta put his job on .the 
line behind any product of his departmeri.t·he has let come·to a state 
of development such that he could think of anyone carrying it to 
management, 
The above administrative actfon suggestions are certainly not 
unique to what,a director of re(:learch should be. Any department head 
should do the .same. These are courses of action _which may.be less 
habitual to the average director of research than.to the average much 
les1:1 educated infantry squad leader. These are the only things the 
squacl lead.er gets sustained training in and are the only things a 
technically educated_ person could have completely avoided any training 
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whatsoever in. ::rt .is in these areas of .leadeJ;:"ship, that in the opinion 
of the author, the ,non~technical-management-only type is able to excel 
and in m~ny cases c;.ompletely overcome his la.ck in the, technical field. 
An outstanqing example is suspected when reading the.completed ques-
tionnaire in Chapter V, from the "journalist" inventor of optical 
instruments. 
Studies of creative environments have been made and the bibliog-
raphy contains such, Several are, perhaps, of interest,as modern aug-
mei:its to the above. A new technique called "Synectics," has been sug-
gested by Dr,. Clayton A. Morgan as a possible augment to, or substitute 
for, the proposals of Chapter II and Chapter III, to give a single 
person the wide knowledge needed to see all the facts to assemble into 
an inve:q.tic,m, [A complete c;lescril?tion of it by .its designer is found 
in syn.ecti,c~ by Willi~m .J. J, Gord.on (16) and more recently by. a co-
worker of Gorden, in The Practice of Creativity by George M. Prince 
~--.•····--~ 
(46).] The technique appears to the author to have great merit, expe-
cially, for "our research department" when. it is first changed 
"overnight" by edict from the described antithesis of research to a 
research departnient. It al,so, of course, is a :proven tool to use when 
all seem stumped and pro~resi; has stopped. Synectics extends the pio-
nearing work pf Sidney Parnes (45) in presenting "brainstorming" as a 
technique to cause group creativity where individual creativity was not 
s1,1fficient. The author'!;! experience with these group techniques is 
almost none since having been a part of the !'buzz" in the so-called 
"buzz sessions" of years ago •. These were as disappointing as they were 
(in the author' Si case) .disorganized. Synectics appears to have inco.r-
porated an organization and direction in a system which has some proof 
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and is fou~ded on a thorough study and development. Taylor and Barron 
(54) in thei;r Chapter XVI p;esent some interesting criteria for the 
administ11ative environment for a research department. 
One is that it s.hould have an academic atmosphere similar to the 
universities who turned out the Ph. D.'s, M, s., etc. This is possible 
for Bel;t 'l'elephone or any slightly smaller organization but just is not 
suited to attempt. in "our research laboratory" from Chapter I. It 
would be mµch wiser to allow the members of this organization some time 
periodically to return tQ school to get."recharged" with the academic 
environment. 
Several of the respondents suggested management should all.ow sab-
batical leaves for their inventors. It ,is the opinion of the author, 
that nearly nothing could be. finer, in this avenue. Flere at Oklahoma. 
State Univers;ity it is tr.agic that only government agencies seem to be 
giving schol~rships or sabbatical leaves, or sponsored education to 
their elllployees.in any great number. Not.only will this dr.aw the 
keenest minds from industry but it will ,hone them to their sharpest 
condition. The attempt by the .small company to create .a university 
like atinosphere in its lab is bound to be .farcical, but returning engi-
neet:s tq the .university for more education is bound to be beneficial. 
Both Chapters IV and V show that education does actually help .invention. 
An adverse administrative environment is usually set.up by the 
patent contract. Nearly all t~chnical people sign these as SOQn as 
going with a company. These "protect the company from invention." The 
idea behind .the contract is that the employee.must be prevented from 
utilizing company research facilities to invent the "great thing" and 
then qu:ittj,ng and patenting :i,t,himsel,f or getting a patent on it and 
forcing the ~ompany to use it at exorbitant royalties, 
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This c;1l;J.. seems entirely fair and necessary for the company to do. 
After all, the company has provided the very tools the inventor used, 
the compapy pr0vided the chance for the inventor to be in the situation 
to i;;ee t;he need, the company paid him while he was working on deve],op-. 
ing it, and the .company provided the technical help to perf;ect it ancl 
the lawyers to get .the pc1tent through the U. S. Patent Office. For all 
this, it is nat\g:~1 that the company should be protected against the 
brilliant, dishonest employee who would cheat them so easily. 
To someone who has never struggled through the inventing process 
in industry and has only seen the movie and T. V. versions of invention 
the above may seem rea~. To the real indui;;trial ,inventor it is posi-
tively fiunny, a$ from experience he knpws that even should he.invent the 
cataclysmic answer to the most pressi,ng problem in.the company's files, 
and have it be perfectly functia>nal, there is .no danger .whatsoever that 
it.will be snapped up by anyone, The seventeen years a patent is in. 
force is barely long enough for a co.mpany to understand what ha~ been 
given them and to u~e it. 
Usually, thisi is put down as "production change-over time wo:rking 
out .the bugs," per.f.ec t:i,.ng the idea, etc. The ac t;ual time to accomp-
1:Lsh this is nearly zero. The p;lg lag is the.mental absorbtion time 
of management, even the ;management to whom the brilliant, dishonest 
inventor woulcl ·sneak his invention off to.. The.re isl nearly no. chance 
that an inventor could put the squeeze on m.anc!!,gement by not.having 
signed the contract and inventing and patenting something great. 
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Inventions are just not looked for by much of management.with an 
intense decb;f.ve, intelligent, aggres13ive attitud,e that would allow an 
inventor the ab;i.lity to sell his patent to eager competing companies. 
Even the great independent inventors were nearly frustrated .to .death by 
the rej ec tio1;1. their inventions received by organizations which .later 
were almost. willing to murder to monopolize the market; not via tb,e 
patent but by fin~ncial, J?Olitical and coercive measures. 
The policy making manag1;m1ent who never had an original thought 
hires lawYers to write an air..,.tight. contract so that if a latter day 
Thomas A. Edisolil was hired and he invented a myriad of fantastic, use-
ful ;l. t:ems, manag1;3men t could give .him $1. 00 each and reap millions in 
profit, The fact is that the same timidity which spurs on the desire to 
be "air-tight" ag1:1.inst their own local genius is.the timidity .which will 
prevent them from decisively utilizing and exploiting the inventions of 
this contained, restrained and harnessed local genius. 
The only thing the patent contract protects anyone from is the 
necess:lty for m&nagement to make a decision to move NOW on an employee's 
invention or forever hold their peac.;e. The patent contract .enables 
management to v.:icillate for up to seventeen years waiting for a com-
petitor t;o mpve qn the Sl!me problem with a different solution at which 
time the olc:;l patent is dusted oH and change to it is forced. Had no 
contract been signed, maJ;1agem~nt would have had to decide "It's .good, 
let's go" or "No, let ,the c;,ompetition be afflicted with it," and in 
either case.have tb,e chance of being wrong, 
The reference to_a patent contract was purpos,ly left off the 
questiQnnaire because the r~ponding companies were ·nice enough to help 
the author i;n this study; so this inciting subject was avoided. This 
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patent conttact: is an infringement which everyone is "resigned to" and 
any statistical E!Urvey wi11 .show most engineers do not.mind at all, but 
most enginee~s do not invent at all nor in tqeir situations are inspired 
to try, Thus, the patent contract is no. more restraint than are the. 
laws restricting murder,. Most 'do .not intend to invent or murder. 
AnoJ:he;i:: overlooked point ,is that the engineer who· is not inventing the 
useful is not.inventing the useful bec;ause of EFFECTIVE negative forces 
ap.d the absence of positive forces. The fact that the patent contract 
did not prevent Joe .from inventing is no proof·that it is not the 
restraining element in keeping Bill from inventing what is obvious, 
useful and profitable. 
The possib:J..lity that he just might invent something great that he 
could mate m.il:).ions on is the almost. gambler like long chance many 
individuals need to invent what is actually a mtlndane improvement, 
whic::h after mui:;h procedure is pl;'ofitable in a small way to the employer. 
Relll:ove.this outside chance by a contract and the inventC?r is turned off. 
The compii!,ny has completely protected itself, as Sir Walter Raleigh said 
of the b,eadsman' s axe, ". , • a sure cure for all diseases," 
With no contract how could the company P'!'.'Otect itself? The simple 
truth isl that if the employees are left so out of touch by management 
that they <.';O~ld secretly come up w;i.th something worth stealing, manage-
ment neede replacement, anyhow. This simple solution of eliminating 
both the .patent conti-act and the .. type of management that feels. pro-
tect.ed by it is probably quite unsaleable since "everybody is doing it.iii 
A practical modification suggested by some of the respondents 
might be :to allow th~ company exclusive right to the patent for three 
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years at ;Which time it revel'ts to the inventor,. or the pa1;:ent .could be 
renegotiated for anot}\er three yea.rs·i 
Th~ .previouslymentionep. monetary incentives.reapplied in some 
modified form could cause management to keep on ite toes as to which 
patents were worthwhile and which were not •. The inventor would have. 
three yearE! to reasonaply assess his patent: and to abo see it more 
realistic~lly. The result would not be a loss to management but.a 
complete swefilping, out .of "trash patents" every three years and a spot-. 
lighting of the useful ones, both~£ which management needs to have. 
happen in al;I. co,mpanies. The· effect would be much like buy:f,.ng an 
option on a piec~ of ptope;-ty. Noboc;l.y'continues options on.worthleiss 
property or lives tn fear that a co.mpetitor will pick up the option on 
worthless property. 
The only disadva;p.tage to the system, that is apparent to the 
author, is that it would cau~e management to make a decision where the. 
contract allows·avoidance of decision by management;:. 
The more general administrative enviromnent.al conditions which 
could affec.t invention can be visualized if the character:1,stics of ,the 
cieative are studied. .The lists of characteristics of the creative 
cont:a;lned i1,1 Appeq.4ix A, hav:e been sorted into two lists, one.List A 
and on~ List B. List A is of characteristic~ which the administrat~ve 
environment really does not have to "content; with." The director of 
research .will observe these.more or ·less intensely concentrated in his 
subordittates as their inventive capacity varie1;1. Tbese characteristics 
he can, feed and exploit. Tq.eee . charac terie tics incluc:Je those which . 
seem obvious ~s necessary to creativity. 
LIST A 
Characteristics of the Creative 
(Selected from the referencee) 
L Dedicated. to problem solving. 
2~ Aggressive in goals sought, 
3, Relentless worker -- great zeal. 
4, Rejects theological arguments. 
5, Intelligent (I, Q, 100-140), 
6, Likes to explore ideas, 
7. Can easily accept failu+e~ 
8, Stro~g motivation, 
9, High degree of initiative. 
10. H;i.gh sel~-suf:ficienc.y and independence. 
11.. High intl'.ospectiveness. 
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The above, and most of thos~ listed in Crosby (4), would cause a 
"yes" answer to the question, "Do you think the creative person should 
be i;nteJ,.ligent?" (as .an example), Yes answers would nearly assuredly 
be coming forth if the question were asked about nearly any technical 
worker, A fai;nily doctor should. certainly have all. these characteris-
tic,s. Remove one.or some from an automobile mechanic and he is a poor 
mechanic (µnfortun~tely .likely), The encouraging thing here is that 
the list includes no extre~e characteristic such as I. Q. over 160, the 
c:!-bility .to visually focus on subjects three inches from .the eye, smell 
like a bloodhound, or mefl.tally mc:1.nipulate ten digit.numbers. It 
appears that "any good man" could be creative. 
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The Qther·. characteristics of the high:l.y creative which are listed 
appear as possibly real ch~llenges to managemel,lt to create an admini-
strc3:tive environment.which can happily endure or allow to thrive. 
1. 
2, 
3. 
4. 
5, 
6. 
7. 
LIST B 
Characteristics of the Creative 
(Selected from the references) 
Poes not Vc;ilue job security. 
Likes to clown ·around -- childish play. 
Unirµpressed by status symbols. 
Good·sense of humor; 
Accepts chaqs and change anti-symmetry. 
Non-conformist enjoys non-conformity, 
Independent observant -- says what he 
8. Gullible.-- open to experience. 
thinks. 
9. Nee<i.s cotJ.ti.n4al reinforcement.-- an underst;anding 
lb tener • 
10 •. Pre:!; erence foJ complexity in phenomena. 
11. Preference for imbalance in phenomena. 
12, OpenneE:ls to variety in phenomena. 
13, Breadth .of interests. 
These character.istics are unfortunately most irritating to the usual 
manager or bossi Having a.high .degree of any of these is a sure fire 
way to be continually on the.nerves of the Director of Engineering or 
the Vice President of E1;1gineering or his subordinates who emulate him. 
An engineer possessing a ge1;1erous dose of eac.1) of the characteris-
tics of List .A would invariably spoil it al.1 by exhibiting a visible 
amount of nt,1.mber 2, in List B. 
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The man pick~d fot' pron,,otion, all else equal. _would be the man 
rating high on the A list and nea:r zero ,on the B lililt. Th:e :man to whom 
the challenging problems would be given is also certainly-the .high on 
list A and lqw on ,list B man. Most bosses woul.d rather have a pleasant 
wrong answer.than a right answer and .a,wise crack. 
The unfortunate(?) truth is that n~arly all the creativ.e .people, 
the autho-r has.seen appear to _be higher on the B list than on.list A 
and almost never seen is. a top company .executive who. coulci stand B list 
characteristics.. The res.ult usually i~ that the .crec1,tive person ;ls 
eH;minated, ·or reduced to an apparent low B list type. 
To have a cr~ative pets.on ip. a jQb, his characteristics .on both. 
lists must be exploited or at .least enjoyably endured. A.man with a 
high A and B list rating .penalized for h:lgh B list characteristics will 
cause his creativity to be.transferr.ed out of his w~rk, This .man, (if 
he stays·with you), will just be anotper worker and will cau~e .the 
remark ''Joe does a fantastic; amount of real, ingenius work at the model 
railroad club, but is just so, so, at his job." 
A par~dpx exists in reseai::ch departments.. The ideal :research 
departwent _is one whe:i;e lay:-offs from the. normal ups and downs of the 
economy are no; prevelant. Jobs in research are usually some .of the 
most secure.· The ideal rese~:rch, man is one who does not value this 
security. The res~arch department thus attraqts most non-c~eative 
types! The ones who. most, likely stick t~e longest and .try hardest to 
stay .are those who highly value i;3ec:,urity. The research departn1ent thus 
concentrates .on the non~creative and distills out the creative. 
A good part ,of management k1:1.ows research is just ''waste." There 
is no.thing so. irritating .to. this type of manage;r than to see peopl~ 
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"wasting" his money with smiles on their faces. When the vice presi-
dent of engin~ering flies out to the proving ground, he does not want 
to see a tes.t engineer laying out: a nude woman half a mile long while 
testing a bull dozer. 
Graduc!,lly, or rapidly, the research depa:i;tment collects a concen-
trf!tion of low B list types, 'l'hese might. be called, meticulous meter 
readers. They are dedicated to the production of endless data exactly 
as per the last request. 
It might be suspected that were management to encourage i list 
characte.rist:i.cs .·they; might find j.ncreased creativity coming forth. 
Peter Drucker (7) in Chapter 4, page 71, states, "The effective execu"'." 
tive f;lls positions and promotes on·the basis of what a man can do. 
He does p.ot make staff:(.ng decisions to.minimize weaknesses but to maxi-
mize st'.l:ength," Drucker points out.the fault seen in research depart-
ments full of meticu~ous meter readers. They have been kept because 
they had B list characteristics. The B list characteristics, of course, 
were yd..ewed as a weaknei;;s by the boss. 
An example of such administ~tiv(:;! environm,enta,l intolerance of B 
list was seen by the autho1:. A very creative mathematician was rarely 
creative at his job because he .waE? "beat down'' repeatedly for such 
things as thi.s. Joe thought he co1.1ld develop an easy way to allow 
draftsman.types to calculate·the polar moment of .inertia of complipated 
shapes of revolution. This. he did in ,a very ingenious manner; simply 
by counting the uf,lually co~plicated calculation is easily accomplished. 
To aid this, Joe included the densities of the shqp's commonly used 
engineering materials, cast iron, steel, aluminum; brass, bronze~ etc., 
but at the. end of the list he added feldspar, mutton tallow, indian 
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ivory, and br;l.:mstone. Thi.~ caused .a vice president to jump up and .down, 
and reci;i.11 the whol,.e repoi;-t ~ The V, P, told· Joe's superior to scold 
Joe but.the superior said he could not do so with a straight face·so 
the V. P, did the scolding himself! . 
Discussions of the matter taike two channels, the .usual .manager 
type .contends that Joe was wrong for being unserious; the working engi-
neers think the list very funny but: .are disgµsted that nobody.told the 
V. P. off. 
Why do such scoldings keep Joe /rom creating on the job?. Well., in. 
Joe' 1;1 eyes it was all part of the creation p:j: a useful tool. He really 
cannot tell wh~re tq draw the line. One might say.the char.acteristics 
on the A list are necessary~-those on the.B list essential.? The admini-
strative environment must not reject the B list or it has rejected crea-
tiv:i,ty. 
Interesting support for this is given by Abraham Maslow's Hier-
archy of Neec;ls, which is presented by .Goble (14) on page 50,, .and is 
reproduced on pa,ge 172 of th.is study. Maslow shows, that these needs 
must be .sat;ls,fied in the ascending order to maintain motivation of 
employees. It appears that: without !11Uch stretching of meanings, the B 
list cha:i;acteristics ·extend from·, "love and belongingness" .upward. Love 
and belongingness m:i,ght be number nine cm the B list and Maslow' s need 
11pl1:1,yf1,1lness 11 is number two on the B list. The other B list character-
istics would not seem foreign obj e.c ts, if placed on the Hierarchy of 
Needs. 
The inv,ente>;r is a McGregor (39), pages 33-48, theory Y person 
with ap essential, theory X component. He needs to see a "loss in a 
chance for :gainll if h~ does not invent, 
ABRAHAM MASLOW'S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS 
GROWTH NEEDS• 
( Belng "lues) 
SELF ACTUALIZATION 
TRUTH 
GOODNESS 
BEAUTY 
ALIVENESS 
INDIVIDUALITY 
PERFECTION 
NECESSITY 
COMPLETION 
JUSTICE 
ORDER 
SIMPLICITY 
RICHNESS 
PLAYFULNESS 
EFFORTLESSNESS 
SELF SUFFICIENCY 
MEANINGFULNESS 
( Metaneeds) 
SELF ESTEEM 
ESTEEM BY OTHERS 
LOVE & BELONGINGNESS 
BASIC NEEDS ( Deficiency needs) SAFETY AND SECURITY 
PHYSIOLOGICAL 
AIR, 'WATER, FOOD, SHELTER, SLEEP, SEX 
THE EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT 
PRECONDITIONS FOR NEED SATISFACTION 
FREEDO~, JUSTICE, ORDERLINESS 
CHALLENGE ( STIMULATION) 
• Growth needs are all 0£ equal importance ( not hierarchical) 
Source: Frank G. Goble, The Third Force, The Psychology 
of Abraham Maslow. New York: Goble, Grossman 
Publishers, 1970. 
Figure 2, 
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Summary 
As with iany summary to. technical reports, ·if read .and acted on 
without comprehe~ding the entire report, the reeult is nearly sure to 
mislead. So t;:1'!,e following truncated phrases should not be followed 
within their limits but should mainly be.reminders of the whole pre-
viously pr~sented. 
Inst~uctions·for the Director of Research 
. . . 
l. Organize and. finance, the. people, not hardware. 
2. Only order hardware after the specific need has. been 
est.a.blished for it. 
3. Stti,dy up to. a respected level ,of competep.ce · in your depart"'.' 
ment's field and MAINTAIN ~t. 
4. If you a:re .a non,,..technical type be llin on things" as an obser-
ver con~inuously and decide on the apparent merit of the 
propodtions: _,.. but dec.ide •. 
5. If you.are the best inventor present get out of everything 
and into some one tough thing; let your men solve some things 
wit~ you .only .being on call •. 
~. Assign whole problems to your men and insist and show them 
l;low. to "go to: the bottom and look, up." Allow no "huma.n 
comP,ute"J;"s" who specialize in solving problems wit4 ordered, 
cle1:1-lled up ,aµd reduced .data .fi;-om "lesser minds." 
7. Hire .the best educated p~ople pos.sible, load them up. and have 
fa.1th. Let, the brand new Ph.D ~ help the long experienced high 
school grad solve problems neither could.working alone. 
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8. ;Look, fo:i:i a his.tory of pa tented invention in · hiring experienced 
men. 
9. Pay.for creative results and transfer out the metic4lous meter 
readeir; other departments need them you':need inventors. (If 
everyone is uncre~tive it is not.all their fault.) 
10. Set up an iricentive of meaningful amounts ?f money for inven-
tion and inform ,and re;l.nform how it. can be obtained. 
11. Pay fol;' t}:le inventor's "unaGc~ntable time," "accountable time" 
.and "loss of profit." 
12. Pay fo~ patents. 
13. Be .. a squad. leader! Do not expect .your men to do anyth:tng 
you d,o not do. If .You show you can, they will race to show 
they can too, and better. 
14. Beyond blunt woney incentive increasingly d,etermine noll.-money 
iµ.q,entives, by the indiv:f,dual you ai-e trying to motivate. Some 
15. 
me~ have no .Pciesib;J.e-use fc.:,r membership in a country club, but 
ma}'.' re.!illy want thei1; name .. o\l ·a flour sack bottom. 
Shield your.ereatives from. irrelevant and harassing duties. A 
' ' 
mad man can.drive nails and be using h:l,.s imag.:i,na tion seeing 
each ~ith·the head ~f his boss. This con~entrated intense 
stimulation of the imaginat~on is not liable to.result in 
constructive:invention. 
16. CPM/PERT can.help expedite invention only. if the inventor 
does not have t<;> salve ,thos~ problems too. 
17. If you must spend more time with your boss and boss's boss 
than with the d.epartnJ..ent you must stop this fo,olishness and 
return to the department. 
18, Do not let imperfection impede trials -- failures a~e 
inevitable, 
19. Put your job on the line with every presentation to manage~ 
ment. If you will no.t risk it why should they? 
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20. Give credit to the people who did the work over and over again, 
lo\,\der and louder, (even if you did some of it yourself, your 
men will not let you hide), 
21. Get a realistic .patent contract, one which will give the 
company absolutely no "protection against invention • ."· 
22, Get some sort.of company sponsored education in a challengii:ig 
form into. actual fu.nctional exist;1ance. 
23, AlJ,ow .B list characteristics freedom to exist. (See page 168) 
24, Utilize the latest techni.ques in releasing creativity 
(synectics?) wherever at all plausible. 
25, Maintain the principle.that ."(esearch is very like war, the 
only. battle worth win~ing is the last. 
Conclu~ions 
It may be concluded that: 
1'. Management .controlled causative factqrs can be defined that 
will allow the -establishment of the four criteria for the occurrence of 
useful and commercially economic inventions, 
2, Courses of action can be defined which a directo:i;- of research 
should follow so that his company may benefit from latent inventive 
gen;i.us inhere11,t in .its research em.:ployees. 
3. A functional number of the factors of conclusion one and the 
courses of action of conclusion two have been presented. 
4. Th;ee sub~conclusions are: 
a~ The prospect of a high moJ;\etary reward·. is the greatest. 
incentive for the inven.to:i: • 
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b. Management can.increase the rate of invention by develop~. 
ing eJi;per:i,ence in employees.who have attained the higher 
acaq.emic degrees of Master of Sci~nce and Dacto:r; of 
Philosophy rather than the high school graduate or the 
nachelor of Science. 
c. Ma'Jlagem~mt cannot immediately increase ~he rate of inven-
tion by hiring inexverienced technically eq.ucat;ed minds of 
any level of ,scholastic attainment but the ,higher degreed 
111ind·s will ·produce i,:,. the shortest . time •. 
S. Ma'A:l!lgement of m9st compa1;1ies is se3:iously at fault in.failing 
to establish an inventive enviro:DJI!.ent. 
Recommen.dations·for Future Stuqy 
lt is ,recommended that: 
1, A study be.made as to why the un;lversities seem to be doing no 
better at ·pr~dUcing inventors,than they did a half ,::.entury ago and what 
ca-p.,be done to iµcrease the invei;i.tdveness of co~lage graduates. 
2, A study be made of the reason15 why. inventors leave. the 
companies they have benefitted. Thi' stu4y wo'l,lld be made from: (a) 
the inventor'ij view, anq (b) the employer's view. These two opposite 
views should be ;i,;nformative of a c;livergence which needs. convergence. 
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APPENDJ:XES 
:in;vE L!S'J;S OF !FIE C}I.ARACTERl'.STXGS 
· OF -CR~l';l:VE PEOPLE 
APPENDIX A 
FIVE LISTS OF THE CHARACTERISTICS 
OF CREATIVE PEOPLE 
General Discussion 
The ~ha:racteristic1;3 .of creative p~ople. some authorit~es sive are 
as follows: . 
Excerpt frc,m Cl'osby (4). 
Ip 01:;der to su:mmarize thE:1 id.ea.s which have been stated or 
implied in,th::(.s section, and tq relate earlier pert:i-nent 
material, it wiJJ, bi usef1J,l to construct a profile of the 
creative personality. It ,is emph1;1.sized that the features 
liated are based .on.a wide ,body.of .research, but cannot be 
regarded as absolute criteria, Highly creative individuals 
may reflect only some .pf the features along with others not 
listecl, A co.nvenient, presep,tat:Lon can be obtained by group-
ing th!= ,characteristics in relatic;>n to four aspects of. 
behavio:i;:: -percept:i,qn, self-awareness, communication and 
motivation, 
Traits of the crec:1.tiv~ person seen in his perceptual 
behayi9r: 
(a) tq],erai;ice of ambiguity 
(i) preference for complexity in phenomena 
(ii) preference for imbalance ;!,rt phenomena. 
(iii) opennes$ to variety in phenomenil 
(b) breadth of interest 
(c) per~eptual control 
(i) flexibility 
(ii) cleferment of judgment, 
T-raits of .the creative person seen :iit:i his awareness of 
himself:, 
(c:1-) perspnal complexity .. 
(b) reje~tion of suppres!fion as a means of controlling 
impulse 
(c) a9cof!lmodation of. some femintLne .int:er.ests and .impulses 
(d) explo~tation of hedonic response. 
The· impgrtance of self-,awar.enes.s has been s.tressed by several 
inv;estigators •. Abercrombie [1960] found that students were 
disturbed on rea:Lizing that their judgment in .scientific 
matters was inf.luenced by habits of .tho~ght -which seemed to 
belong to another. field .of behavior. .Taylor and Ho.lland 
[1964] i:nent:f,.on .irt .their summary .of .t;:raits that creat;i.ve peo-
ple are more open to the .ir.rational in themselves, and .that. 
they have .more fantasies.. Barron .[1957] .believes tha.t one 
of the strongest character~stic.s .of the creative person is 
hi_s ability to regress, .at will, to naive, primitive fantasy, 
then to ret4rn to a high degree .. of .rationality and rigorous. 
logic. This uncompromising use of the .imagination is possible 
becallse his intellectual efficiency gives him confidence in 
his ability to return .readily to realHy after having 
allowed. regression. . 
Traits of the creative person seen in his interaction with 
others: 
(a) self-.asser:tion;. tendency to dominate thro4gh drive 
(b) verbal fluency . 
(c) expansiveness 
(d) :i,mpulsiveness .. 
(e) non.,,cqnfor.ni.ity . 
(f) tendency to reiease .tension readily t~rough motor 
a~tiV;l,ty 
(g) feminintty ,i~ same .int~rests and reactions 
(h) independence of judgement. 
Traits of the .c:t'.'eative _person seen in.his motivation: 
(a). rap:l,.d personc1,l tem,po 
(b) · high lev~l o~ drive. 
Mace [1962] states that motivation .is .based in .a sense .of 
diffic~lty or a cqnsciousness of .the exb-tenqe of a problem, 
whiGh, for a creat:f,ve .. person, SU$tains .the essentiijl..curi-
osity. Taylor [L964] also lists awa~eness of problems among 
other f<=1cto:i;-s of )llotiv~ticm, such as striv:ing for general, 
principles, desir.e to .bring orde'r; out of dj.sorder., an.d 
de$;i.re ,for discovery, These aspects .of motivation, observ~ 
able ;in th,e creative'.pei;son, may,reflect the specific "'crea..,. 
tivity motive 1 • 
~xtensive work, ha1:1 been do.ne by Ba:rron on the relati<mships 
between. llersonality .and originality. In ;0ne study 1 .a battery 
o:f diverse tests .of originality was given tc;> a group of sub-
jec;ts who were also obser.v:ed .in .. various situations. and rated 
on aspects of .personality [Ba;rron, .. 1957].. Comparisons of 
raeings and test scores allowed some conclusions·to be drawn 
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confidently, and .indicated .some.interesting .approaches to fur-
ther work, The .study. .also .prov~ded .further .insight .:i,.nto the, 
relationship between intelligence Q,nd .cr.e.q.tiv::Lty, .Other. 
studies .have shown the .relevance .of .independence of judgment 
to the ·creative personality [Barron, .1958]. 
Excerpt from Haefele (17). 
li;i. describing the personality 9£ the .cr.eative individual, 
many of the authors already :r::efe:r::r.ed to-,,..,,and .others whose wor.k 
wi;l.1 be mentioned .later-,-,have .ascribed to the creative .indi-
vidual tra::t ts .presented .under . the .following headings:. (1) In 
relation to other.s, (2) In job attitudes, (3) Attitudes toward 
self, and, (4). Other characteristics. The listing which fol-
lows is not intended .to be .all-,,inclusive. It does, however, 
cover those.tr:aits .which, in .the .opinion.of the present author, 
appear to be most significant. 
(1) In Jte.f.a.t.lon .ta a.the/ti.): . 
(a) Not a joiner, 
(b) Few close friends •. 
(c) Independent. 
(d) Domhi.ant. 
(e) Assertive, bold, courageous. 
(f) Little interest .in interpersqnal relations, 
(g) Independence f:t!o)ll. .parents, 
(h) Independence of judgement, especially under 
press1,1re •. 
(i) Conventional morality •. 
< 2) In jab a.t;ti;tude1,. : 
(a) Preference for thin$S .and ideas to people. 
(b) High regard for .intellectual interests, . 
(c) Less emphasb .on .. and .value in job security, 
(d) Les~ enjoyment .in and satisfaction from detai~ 
work and .routine. 
(e) High level of resourcefulness and adaptability. 
(f) Sceptical. . 
(g) Honesty, integrity" 
(h) Precise, critical,. 
(;i.) · Ability to to.y .with .elements--capacity .to be 
puzzles, ... 
(j) High toler.anee for ambiguity. 
(k) Persistence, · 
(1) Emphasis .. on .th~oitet:i.cal values, 
( 3) A:Ui;tudv., .tawttr..d _1:, el.4} ... 
(a) Introspective, e~ocentric, internally preoccupied. 
(b) Openness to new.e~periences. 
(c) Less in ne.ed to .protect self. 
(d) Great awa:l;'eness of self •. 
(e) Inn~r maturity. 
(f) Great ego strength, strength of character. 
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(g) Highly responsive emotionally. 
(h) Less emotionally stable. 
(i) Less .self-,acceptance. 
( 4) 0 theJr. c.haJtac.:teJuldA.C.O: 
(a) Spontaneity, enthusiasm •.. 
(b) Stubbornness. 
(c). Original.ity. 
(d) Adventurousness •. 
(e) High excitability and .irr.itability. 
(f) Compulsivity,, .. 
(g) Impulsivity, 
(h) Complexity a~ a per.son, 
(i) Anxiety, 
Excerpt from Harrisberger (19), 
THE HIGHLY CREATIVE PERSON 
Childhood Characteristics (4): 
Persistent;-,-purposeful. . . ... , Lags in verpal ability 
Quickly thinks of alterna- Attracted to the mysterious. 
tives Playful--spirited .in,dis-
Sees gaps--finds hidden agreement 
meanings EmQtionally sensitive 
Self-winding--Self-,feeli11g Finds fault 
'I'oys with ideas Courageous--adventurous 
Accepts disorder . Takes risks. 
Tremendous energy 
Adult .Character.is tics (7): 
Seeks autonomy .and .privacy.. Accepts chaos anq. .change, 
Dedicated to problem-, anti..,.symmetry 
solving tasks Insensitive to others' 
Aggressive in goals sought· feelings 
Relentless worker--,great Likes to explore ideas 
zeal Nonconformist--enjoys 
Does not value job security nonconformity 
Likes to clown around--, Independent--observant--
childish play says what he thinks 
Unimpressed by status . Gullible--open to 
symbols experience 
Rej ec.ts , theological Can easily accept failure 
arguments Needs continual reinforce~ 
Good sense of humor ment--an under.standing 
Intelligent (IQ:, 100--140) listener 
Likes supervision--
regimentation, 
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Excerpt £tom Rossman (48). 
The replies ,of 176 paten~ attor.ney.s.to the .quest:f,.on."What 
are the mental .characteristics of -it1vant9rs?" .are given in . 
'!able l which.giv:es.the frequencies of the chal;'acteristics 
mentioned. 
TABLE 1 
FREQUENCY OF CHARACTERISTICS. 
MENTIONED BY 176 PATENT ATTORNEYS 
Originalii;:Y 64 
Ana,lytic ability 44 
Imagination · 34 
Lack of business· 
ability 26 
Perserverance 20 
Observation . 18 
Suspicion 12 
Optimism 12 
Mechanical ability 6 
There were, of ._course, many other characteristi_cs .meµ-
tioned but the. .table gives .those .. which were me>st fr,equently . 
giv~n. It w;ill .be .. seen that .the.first.fi:v.e .characteristics. 
ell\pha$ized are originality, .analysis, imagination, lack .of 
bu~iness ability .. and .. perser.veX:fnce •.. Next .in 91:der came . 
observa, t ion, suspicion, .. optimism, .. and .mecha)lical ab~li ty •. 
A queetionnaire ,was also .sent .to the d::i.recto.rs o.f. the 
research and development ... depar.tmeiJ,ts of .some .of the ,lar.g.,., 
est corporations .in .this .country .such a~ .DuPont, General .... 
Motors, Radio Corpo:i::ation, Bell Telepho.ne, General.Electric,. 
Goodyea'.I; Tire .and Rubber .. Co •• , etc,. They .were asked "What· .. 
are tl)e mental.char.actei;:istics .. of:research .workers and 
invento1:s?" .· The .. frequenc.ies .-.of: the character.is tics 
mentioned are given in the following table,, 
TABLE 2 
FREQUENCY .,OE CHARACTERISTICS .. 
MEmIO?mn BY 78 DIRECTORS OF RESEARCH 
Analysis 
J;'erseverance. 
Orie;inal.ity 
Imagination 
Training and 
education 
Reasoning _and 
intelligence 
Competence 
Observation 
48 
41 
37 
35 
20 
20 
16 
12 
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It; will be obseived .that .. analy.sis; .. perse:ver.ance •.. o.rigina.1-,. .. 
ity, and, :lmag.ill&tion.h,ad .. the -list .. cor.respond:ling -closely ... 
with the orde-r of frequency. .. g:f,v:en ... by ... patent .. attor~eys ... •. Train"=' 
ing, education,, ... reaso.ning,. .conf:f.4ence,. and: observation . 
appear ne:21:t ;in .th:is .. ta'bla •.. 
· A-o. insight .into the .. charact.eristica .. of .. the .,inventor. was. 
obtained from .inventors .. themselves .who .. were asked. in. a .. ques-:, ... 
II ' . . . . tionna.ire. What .. are .. the characteristics of. a .successful . ., . 
inventor~" Table 3 gives the freq1,iency of .the ~haracter:ts-
tics mentioned by 710 inventors. · 
TABLE.3 
FREQUENCY OF 'CHARACTERISTICS. OF A SUOCESS.FUL 
INVENTOR·.GIVEN BY 710 INVENTORS 
Perseverance 
Imagination 
Knowlec;J.ge and· 
memory· 
Business ability 
Orig:tnalit;.y 
Common. Sense 
Ana1ytic ability . 
Self-confic1ence. 
~een oqservation 
~echanical.ability 
Excer~~ f~o~ Chambers (3). 
503 
207 
183 
162 
151 
134 
113 
96 
61 
41 
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS OF CREATIVE.SCIENTISTS 
Investigator(s) and 
Characteri~tic ., .. measur.ing .instruments .... 
Strong 
Motivation 
High degree of 
initiative 
High self,-su;c-
ficiency and 
indepe'!ldence 
Roe (1953a).:.-over-=all. 
assessment 
Ba'.t'ron (1959)-"'!'over:-
all assessment 
Roe" (1953a)--over-alL 
assessment 
Barron (1959)-"'!'over:-
all assessment 
Ro.e (1953a)--,.over.,..all 
assessment 
Barr:on (19 59 )--over.,.. 
all assessment 
Present st4dy and 
.measuring .. 
instruments 
Supported--
biographical 
£,ctors 
Supported--Ghiselli 
Initiative Scale 
Supported~--Factor 
. Q2, 16PF 
Questionnaire 
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PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS "Continued" 
Characteristic 
High degree of 
dominance 
Many basic inse-
curities 
High on adven-
turousne8s 
High introspec-
tiveness 
Investigator(s) and 
measuring instruments 
Cattell & Drevdahl 
(1955) Factor Q2 , 
16 PF Question:-
naire 
Cattell (1959)--bio-
graphical data 
Cattell & Drevdahl 
(1955) Factor E, 
16 PF Questionnaire 
Roe (1953a)--over-all 
assessment 
Cattell (1959)--bio-
graphical data 
Cattell & Drevdahl 
(1955) Factor H, 
16 PF Question-
naire 
Cattell (1959)--bio-
graphical data 
Cattell & Drevdahl 
(1955) Factor F, 
16 PF 
Questionnaire 
aPsychologists only. 
Present study and 
measuring 
instruments 
Supported--Factor 
E, 16 PF 
Questionnaire 
Not supported--
items from 
Maslow' s Secur-
ity-Insecurity 
Inventory 
Not supported--
Factor H, 16PF 
Questionnaire 
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COMPARISQN OF PSYCHOLOGISTS AND CHEMISTS: FINDINGS 
ON PERSONALITY AND:BIOGR.APHICAL ClliµtAC'XERISTICS 
Characteristic 
Personality 
Psychologists 
more dominant 
Psychologists 
more enthusi,-
as tic and 
che~rful· 
Psychologists 
more 
adventurous 
Investigator. (s). and 
measur.ing.instr.\.Ullents 
Cattell and Drevdahl 
(1955)-.-Factor E, 
16 PF Questinnaire 
Cattell and Drevdahl 
(1955)--Factor F, 
16 PF Questionnaire 
Cattell and Drevdahl 
(1955)--Factor H, 
16 PF Questionnaire 
Psychologists Cattell and Drevdahl 
more Bohemian, (1955)--Factor M, 
introverted, 16 PF Questionnaire 
unconventiona.l, 
imaginative 
and creative 
in th:i.nl;dng 
and behavior 
Biographical 
Psychologists 
more irebel.:... 
lious against 
parents 
Psychologists. 
more .often 
have · feeling 
of ·family 
superiority 
Psychologists 
more socially 
oriented 
Roe (1953a)--bio-
graphical data 
Roe (1953a)--bio-
graphical dat~ 
Roe (1953a)-~bio-
graphical data 
Present study and 
measuring 
instruments 
Not Suppo;ted"'.''"" 
Factor E, l6PF 
·Ques tionnaii-e 
Not Supported--
Factor F, 16PF 
Questionnaire 
Not supported--
:Factor H, 16PF 
Questionnaire 
Supported--
Factor M, 16PF 
Questionnaire 
Supported --
biographical 
data 
Not supported--
biographical 
data 
Supported--
biographical 
data 
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COMPARISON OF SCIENTISTS AND (MALE) POPULATION NORMS: 
FINDINGS ON PERSONALITY eHARA.C::TERISTICS 
Charac terb tic 
Scientists 
more 
dominant 
Scientists 
more 
introspective 
Scientists 
more 
adventurous 
Scientist1;1. 
more. 
self-. 
sufficient 
Investigator (s.) and 
measuring instrQ.lllents 
Cattell and Drevdahl 
(1955)-~Factor E, 
16 PF Questionnaire 
Cattell and Drevdahl 
(1955)--Factor F, 
16 PF Ques tio.nnaire 
Catt~ll and Drevdahl 
(1955)--Factor .H, 
16 PF Questionnaire 
Cattell and Drevdahl 
(1955)--Factar Q, 
16 PF Questionnaire 
8cattell and Stice (1957) 
Present study and . 
measur.ing 
instruments 
Not supported--
Factor E, 16PF · 
Quesd.onnaire 
Supported--
Factor F, 16PF 
Questionnaire 
Not supported--
Factor H, 16PF 
Questionnaire 
Supported--
Factor Q2, 16PF 
Questionnaire 
191 
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APPENDIX B 
EXHIBIT I 
I am doing research on inventions,. and inventors, as related to . 
advilnce.cl edupa,tion and prog,:-ess in education. The aim is to determine 
som~ ways to increase· the invention of the useful. 
My res.earch is entirely, "on my own" subjectively, objectively and 
financially, and is to be my Doctoral Research. ' I hope to inject an, 
amount of -the unique in the .study as my backgrq.µnd (see resume enclosed) 
is som~what different from most investigators of creativity. 
An essential of this re.search, .is a. list of the Engineering (all 
branchef:l) B, S., M •. S., and Ph •. D. degree recipients from your .univers-
ity for the three years: 
1900 only 
1925 only 
1950 only 
Th!:! need for this is so that I may det;e:rt;lline the patented inven-
tions of thes.e tnen ap.c). wom~n by checking the P1:1;t;ent Office files. 
Thank you very much for your time and I look forward. great:f:ully 
for any help you ·might givei 
Thank yot,t again. 
Yours very truly, 
Conr~d R, Hilpert 
Graduate.Student 
School of Industrial 
Engineering and Management 
Oklahoma State University 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
Mr. Conrad R. Hilpert 
Graduate Student 
APPENDIX B 
EXHIBIT II 
Industrial Engineering and Management 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Mr. Hilpert: 
October 20, 1971 
1058-71 
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I must reject your request for the listings which you need for your 
doctoral research. I am sure you realize that records dating back 
to 1900 and 1925 are now in "dead storage." What you may.not realize 
is that for years such as 1950 we graduated approximately 1,000 
students and the clerical work necessary to fulfill your request is 
simply beyond our means. 
Ya;x6try tr.uly, /I 
l.,,£~1(1 /) 
Dean 
APPENDIX B 
EXHIBIT III 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT URBANA-CHAMPAIGN 
OP' ... ICE 011' THE AIISOCIATE DEAN 
101 ENGINEERING HALL 
URBANA, ILLINOIS 61801 
November 8, 1971 
Mr. Conrad R, Hilpert, Graduate Student 
Industrial Engineering and Management 
Engineering North, Room 322 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, OK 74074 
Dear Mr, Hilpert: 
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TELE~HONIE: ARE"A CocE 2 1 7 
333·2261 
Earlier this year you asked for a listing of graduates from this 
institution for the years 1900, 1925 and 1950. Enclosed are the listings 
of those students receiving degree for each of those years. 
In the 1900 listing we have written to the left of the names re-
ceiving a bachelor of science degree in engineering the field in which they 
received the degree. In a few instances this information has been placed 
to the right hand side if space did not permit otherwise. You will also 
note that there is a masters in architecture and degrees granted in civil 
engineering, electrical engineering and mechanical engineering. 
The degrees granted in 1925 are self-explanatory although you will 
ha-..e to separate the names of those students receiving engineering degrees 
from o-thers receiving bachelors degrees in that same year. You will also 
note that those receiving masters degrees and professional degrees in engineer-
ing are also provided. 
The degrees granted in 1950 were granted at three different times--
in February, June and August of that year. Thus, you are provided with three 
listings. You will note that the degrees granted in each area are listed 
separately in this later listing. 
I am hopeful that .this will provide you with the information that 
you desired; but, if you should have any question regarding the lists or the 
interpretation thereof, please do not hesitate to contact this office. 
eb 
encls. 
H. L. Wakeland 
Associate Dean 
Offiee of the Dean 
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APPENDIX B 
EXHIBIT IV 
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEEJ.ING 
2070 NEIL AVENUE 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210 
November 12, 1971 
Mr. Conrad R. Hilpert 
Industrial Engineering and Management 
Engineering North, Room 322 
Oklahoma state University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Mr. Hilpert: 
In reply to your recent letter to Dean Bolz, my secretary 
compiled the attached list of graduates from the years 1900, 
1925 and 1950. Starting in 1925, graduation programs were 
conducted four times a year and lists of graduates from each 
of the graduation classes are included. 
Jn 1900 only an advanced degree was given, but this degree 
was probably nearly comparable to the present day Bachelor 
of Science in Engineering. To our knowledge, no Master's 
or Ph.D. degrees were given in engineering that year. 
This is a rather formidable task you are undertaking and we 
wish you success in the venture. 
MLS/ls 
Enclosure 
oe: Dean Harold A. Bolz 
?KJ:::t1u 
Marion L. Smith 
Associate Dean 
APPENDIX C 
PRELIMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE 
APPENDIX. C 
PRELIMINARY QUESTIONNAIRE· 
INVENTIVE ENVIRONMENT 
You are THE single inventor of how many patents? _____ _ 
CO-inventor of how many patents? ______ _ 
Circle the most correct phrase: 
1. Your boss could do your job: (a) better than you, (b) as well as you, (c) is not qualified for it. 
2. Your boss: (a) Jokes and kids a lot, (b) forces laughs, Ha Ha, (c) 
is all business, (d) is sure damper for smiles. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(a) 
~~~ 
~:~ (c) 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
You would like more identification with your inventions (like the 
Browning Automatic Rifle named for inventor John M. Browning). 
The company over does trying to m~ke its patentees well known and 
you feel self-conscious. 
Invention is depersonalized intentionally. 
It is very easy to put forth a new idea, people listen and act. 
New ideas are fine if they do not change or cost anything. 
Many times you hesitate to put forth a new idea. 
You definitely get reasonable monetary reward for invention. 
Your invention has helped your job security 
You are not sure anyone knows. 
Your boss is proud to have an inventor under him. 
The boss might feel you "showed him up". 
If somebody mentions your invention the boss might volunteer 
that others are as smart 
7. (a) New ideas get the best help possible. 
{b) New ideas get the help available. (c) New ideas get what help is left. 
8, Your formal education: {a) gave you the vital knowledge you needed to 
invent, (b) enabled you to get the job--the invention was common sense, (c) did not really help your invention. 
9. The patent assignment contract: {a) irks you when you think of it, (b) could be improved, (c) does not effect your attitude at all. 
10. The fellows you know are about: (a) about as inventhe as they could be, {b) not inspired, (c) definitely discouraged about invention. 
11. Your patents mostly are: (a) new things to fill a need you saw, (b) to 
secure routine protection on a routine design, (c) cover an accidental 
discovery made while doing something else. 
12. What one thing would help most to raise the invention level in your 
company?" {Please answer anywhere on this sheet.) 
13. You feel you are (a) very inventive (b) about average, (c) not really 
inventive. 
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APFENDIX: D 
EXHIBJ;T I. 
FINAL LETTER 
EXHI~Il' II· 
FINAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
APPENDIX D 
EXHIBIT I 
1• 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT I Oklahoma State University 
Dear Sir: 
I 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 
ENGINEERING NORTH, ROOM 322 
(405) 372·6211, EXT. 7561 
Please excuse me for not addressing you personally, but I really have 
a reason! Should you be so kind as to give me a little assistance, I would 
like your help to be anonymous. Therefore, your name does not appear any-
where in this communication. 
Your name has come to me because you are the inventor of a useful and 
economic patent under which products are made. This, I call real invention. 
I am an inventor also and have taken some time off so that I could 
study and do research on how to better manage research so I might better 
inspire others to invent the useful and economic. 
It would be most generous and k i'nd of you if you would fi 11 o.ut the 
questionnaire on the reverse side and drop it in the mail in the stamped and 
addressed envelope enclosed. · ' 
Please view these questions as referring to the period of employment you 
consider your most inventive. · · · 
I really appreciate your help as this entire project is mine including 
the financing, which I pay myself. ·· 
Thank you very much, again. 
CRH:jl 
Enclosure 
Yours very truly, 
Conrad R. Hilpert 
Graduate S_tudent 
P.S. My signature is printed to help assur~ anonymity. 
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APPENDIX D 
EXHIBIT II 
INVENTIVE ENVIRONMENT 
You are THE single inventor of how many patents? 
CO-inventor of how many patents? 
Please circle degree attained: High School Bachelor 
How many years professional experience do you have? 
Please circle the most correct phrase: 
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Master Doctor 
1. When you are attempting to solve problems you get: (a) the best help possible; 
(b) adequate help; (c) what help is left, if any is left. 
2. Your boss is (a) as technically competent as you; (b) generally more inventive 
than you; (c) a manager, not technically qualified. 
3. Your formal education (a) gave you a vital knowledge you needed to invent; 
(b) enabled you to get the job--the inventionwasbased on other knowledge; (c) 
should be extended--you need more knowledge to invent more. 
4. Management (a) looks for new ideas only when in trouble; (b) energetically 
listens and looks into new ideas; (c) is interested only in cost reduction innovation 
or customer demand. 
· 5. Your patents mostly are (a) to satisfy a need YOU SAW; (b) to satisfy a need 
POINTED OUT TO YOU; (c) to exploit an accidental discovery made while pursuing some 
other goal . 
. 6. Your boss (a) allows too much humor in meetings and too many witty statements 
in reports; (b) has a sense of humor equal to yours; (c) at times irritates the 
"big boss" by wise cracks or clowning. 
7. You believe your less inventive associates (a) might not invent because of no 
incentive given by management; (b) might not invent because they see no requirement to 
be filled; (c) might not want to chance failure, rocking the boat, and being criticized. 
8. You believe (a) invention and product should be 'more personalized (like Browning 
Automatic Rifle named for inventor, John M. Browning); (b) management usually does all 
possible to publicly identify inventors with their inventions; (c) invention should be 
depersonalized. 
9. What incentives did you receive as a direct result of your inventions? 
10. Were you aware of a specific incentive prior to your invention? 
Please answer anywhere on this side, other side or separate sheet. Just a few words 
would be very generous. 
11. Why did you do the "extra" that resulted in invention? 
12. What incentives could or should management give that would cause more people 
to be usefully inventive like you? 
VITA 
Conrad Roth Hilpert 
Candidate for the Degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy 
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